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'UiE ~RAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
of the 
FIRST FIVE-YEAR DEVEI.DPMENT PROGRAMME 
of 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO (1958-62) 
PREFACE 
This is a study in eoonomi~ geo~y undertaken to sort 
out certain personal reservations about many of the popular assump-
tions applied to developnent planning in primary-producing 
oountries. It does not attempt to present a purely economic s~ 
of development plarming; neither does it attempt to be a ~lete 
geography. Instead, by using the example of the Trinidad and Tobago 
experience, it a:ins to show that development plarming in such 
countries needs to arrive at a balance between the use of physical 
and human resources, which is mre within the soope of geographers 
than it is within the scope of other more ¥ghly specialised acade-
mic disciplines. Consequently, the thesis considers a wide v~ety 
of factors, and its focus shifts rapidly between economic, histori-
cal, cultural and political evaluations. (Trinidad and To~ago is 
nw home country. ) 
The required research could. have been particularly unwieldy, 
had precise boundaries not been imposed. As a result, the thesis has 
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adopted a specific fonnat: Firstly, since the Development Programme 
. ., 
was des.igned for a particula;r oountry, that oountry' s characteris-
tics (e.g. physiological, historical, ~graphic, political, 
cu1 tural etc. ) have been emphasised. Therefore, Clla.pter I presents 
a ooncise acoount of the physical features, followed by an introduc-
tion to certain dencgraphic phenomena in Chapter II, while a dis-
cussion on the significance of the g~graphical factors related to 
development planning is set forth in Chapter VII. Seoondly, these 
dlaracteristics were also presented to illustrate the importance of 
an individualistic approadl. Thus, detailed SUI"Veys of distinctive 
phenomena have been included (e.g., Appendix I - Transport and 
Communication, ·Appendix II - local Trade in Market Centres, and 
similar ooncentrations of information within ~rtain dlapters) • 
'Ihirdly, to capture the _importance of economic and geographical 
histocy (as well as current trends), to development plarming, a 
chronological pattern has been adopted to link Clla.pters· III and VI. 
'!he pre-Programme eoonOJio/ is discussed in Ola.pters III and IV, in-
troduced by Cllapters I and II, to emphasise the exploitation of tlle 
physical resources by the human resource base, and discussing the 
national acoounts. '!his provides the setting f.or the discription 
of the Progranme in Clla.pter V and an outline of its achievements in 
Chapter VI. Lastly, oomparisons have been made with other oountries, 
but these are restricted to the topic currently being discussed. 
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Accordingly, the :reader is not expected to assume that such compari-
sons persist beyond the scope of the topic being discussed. 
This thesis does not :represent a singular effort. Instead, 
its completion has depended very heavily on the assistance :rendered 
to rna by numerous persoos in a variety of fields. In this :respect, 
within the Department of Geography- at the University of Durllam, one 
could not help but nention. Professor H. Bowen.,.Jone~;>, my supervisor, 
whose guidance and encouragement was invaluable, Dr. John M. Hwrter, 
my former supervisor, who was mst influential in givi?g rey :research 
a sharper focus and Dr. John I. Clarke, who :rendered valuable assis-
tance in interp:reti.:hg and evaluating $tatistics on denography. The 
library and office staff at the Geography Department~ the Science 
Library staff and that of other libraries at the University of 
:ou:lham have been quite co-operative. Outside of the University, the 
Royal CoiiBilOnwealth Society Library in l.Dndon has been particularly 
helpful in supplying relevant lmpublished data. The reference 
librarians at the Central Library, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, those at 
the University of the West Indies Library, St. Augustine, Trinidad 
and the Central Statistical Office Librarian, have all been excep-
tionally co-operative in locating and making available additional 
source material, particularly the Misses Gloria. Martin, Wilhelmina 
Mcfuwell and Ursala Raym:md of the Central Library. 
The ~sistance of other students in related fields has 
also been significant. Omolade Adej uyigbe, then a candidate for 
a Ph.D. in Political Geography (of Nigeria), with whom I shared 
an office at the University of Durham, had numerous valuable 
suggestions to offer. Dayanand Mahara.j , Ph. D. candidate at 
- ~ 
Edinbu.rgh University, in Economic ~grephy, doing research on the 
Development of the Sugar Industry in Trinidad, has loaned me many 
relevant docunents. EUrlc Bobb, a Ph. D. candidate in Economics at 
Cambridge University, doing researdl on Fiscal Policy in Trinidad 
and Tobago (1958-68), was particularly helpful in assisting me to 
interpret deviations from nonnal tabulation and reporting of 
national acoounts contained in local documents. 
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A great deal of the material used in my researdl came 
from interviews with certain persons in relevant Government depart-
ments., as well as J11iiDUSCripts and documeilts which they supplied me 
in the field. Acco!'Cii?gly, I am greatly indebted to the follc:Ming: 
Mr. Earl Timothy of the Ministry of .Agriculture, Mr. David 
Punch of the Ministry of ·Industry and Commerce, Mr. I. Plozzo, then 
director of the Fisheries Department, Mr. Daniel Olalmers, then of 
the Forestry Department, Mr. Oswald.Morcis of the Industrial Develop-
nent Corporation, Mr. Frank Rampersad of the Ministry of ~.;mce, 
Mr. William Demas of the Economic Planni_ng Division, Mr. Alister 
Mcintyre, lecturer at the University of the West Indies, Miss l.ijnette 
Mose of the Town and Country Planning Division, and my brother, Ralph, 
vi 
then of the Education Plarming Division, who arranged these inter-
Vl.ews during a two-week period. 
I am als~ grateful to the typists who had to st~gle 
. . ~ ... 
through a l~e volume of often unclear script, as well as the 
countless other friends who were helpful in various ways. Of these, 
Cyril Blanchfieid was of special assistance in re-reading the typed 
manuscripts as they came from the typists, a task he shared with my 
wife, Kathzyn and ne. 
The devotion and encouragenent given me by Kathryn, as well 
as her objective criticism, especially in the field, have been in- · 
valuable in the ~letion of· this worl<. 
tedness. 
To all these bodies and persons I acl<ncM"ledge a great indeb-
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Con~rsions 
$1* (Trinidad and To~ago) = 4 sh. 2d. 
= $0.59 U.S. (prior to the devaluation 
of the £U.K. in November 
1967) 
$4.80 (Trinidad and To~ago) = £1 
*Currency given in Trinidad and To~ago dollars unless otherwise indicated. 
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CliAPI'ER I 
FHYSICAL ·FEATURES 
location: Trinidad and To~o are· the liDs~ southerly ~slands of the 
lesser Antilles. Trinidad is only seven miles east of Venezuela at 
the closest po:i,nt, while To~ago lieS just twenty miles north-north-
east of Toco, Trinidad (see map 1;1). Scarl>orough is over 80 miles 
by . sea from Port-of-Spain. The route passes about a mile off the 
north coast toward Toco, before continu:i?g on the shortest coun;e 
to Scarborough. This route avoids as JIDJ.¢1 of the rough seas between 
the two islands as possible. The journey takes approximately ten 
hoUYS by coastal steamer go~ north, while the south-bound trip 
takes ~ight hoUYS. · In addition, a fairly efficient air service 
completes the 45-mile trip from Piarco to Crown Point in fifteen to 
.twenty minutes (see also map 1. 2 in pocket) • 
Alth~ugh not as important a centre of inte~island routes 
as is An-t:igua or Barl>ados, the countzy is a: key junction in long-
distance international conum.mication links. Port-of-Spain is a 
principal port-of-call for sea traffic between eastern South 
America and the eastern seaboard of North America, and, to a lesser 
extent, for sea routes between El..m:>pe and South America. The signi-
ficance of Piarco as a centre of international air traffic lies in 
the considerable volume of air traffic lea~ North America for 
1 
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eastern South Anerica. Piarco is less :inp:>rtant as a centre of 
traffic between Europe and South .America because the volt.une here 
is Smal.l.er. Moreover, the French and Dutch airlines use islands 
in the French and Netherlands Antilles as re-fuelli:ng stations, 
further reduci:ng the importance of Piaroo along this route. 
The location of the country at strategic crossroads 
between North and South America and between South .America ~d 
Europe (with minor incidental links to Africa, Ac:;ia and Oceania) 
has been s_ignificant in gi ~g it a JIOre diverse cultural expres-
sion than that of the neighbouring islands. 
Its strategic location was recognised b¥ the United 
States of America during World War II, when that CO\mtzy's anti-
submarine Naval Base was developed to interrupt German action in 
the mid.;...Atlantic. 
Topography: The physical structures of the islands of Trinidad and 
To~o bear vivid contrast with each other. Whereas Tobago's 
terrain is dominated by a central core of uplands called the Main 
Ri_dge, a pattern which resembles most of the other islands. of tlle 
lesser Antilles, Trinidad's terrain shows stril<i:ng similarity to 
that of Venezuela. The l~er island contains three main high-
land complexes :running ~ughly parallel to each other (see map 1. 2). 
In Tobago, the "Main Ridge reaches a unifo:rm height • • • 
withoUt any· outstanding slDID'Di ts or peaks. nl The land between ],500 
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and 1,900 ft. on the r.i:dge falls away to a lOIN-lying ·and relatively 
_ gently rolling landscape in the southwest, while the muntains and 
hills are much closer to the sea in the north and northeast. The 
slope on the leewaro side is steep oompared with the more gentle 
_ windwaro flank with its broader valleys and JOOre mature ~e 
basins. 
Trinidad 1 s to~gra.phic features are rather more oomples. 
The Northern ~e, rising to 3,000 ft., is a continuation of the 
eastern branch of the Andes, via the Paria Peninsula of Venezuela. 
The plains and rolling hills south of the Northern Ra_nge, along 
with the shallow Gulf of Paria, constitute an extension of the 
Orinoco Delta lowlands. 
Trinidad consists of three ~and complexes and four_ 
main plains, each of the latter having swamps as evidence of in-
adequate ~e (see map 1. 2 in pocket). The Central Range is, 
for the mst part, between 200 and 500 ft. above sea level, as it 
stretches northeast to southwest across the centre of the island. 
The core consists of small isolated ridges above 500 ft., the 
chief of which are the Montserrat Hills, the lDng Mountain ... '_ and 
the ~dge in Olaruma waro. from which the Navet River flows. Mt. 
Harris (884 ft.) and Mt. Tamana (1,009 ft.) both rise as isolated 
peaks. 
The northern slope of the Central Ra?ge is fairly gentle, 
bel:ng drained by tributaries of the Caroni River and the Oropuche 
River, which flow north to meet the main stream in each case. 
Smaller streams .flow west and northwest across the Caroni Plain 
to drain the western side of the Range. The trough which sepa-
rates the North~ Ra:nge and the Central Range is the best 
defined plain in Trinidad. It is in this trough that Trinidad 1 s 
two largest rive:rs .flow, the Caroni ~ west and the Oropuche 
~ east. The Caroni River is Trinidad 1 s ~est (a ~re 35 
miles ~), while the Oropuche is the widest, draining the 
wettest part of the island. The tributaries of both these rive:rs 
cut many deep fertile valleys into the Northern and Central ~e. 
Some of the valleys ~especially broad and~ extensively used 
for _a.gricultme, for example, Santa CruZ Valley. 
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The Northern ~e is by far the JIDSt ~ed motmtain 
system on the island. Most of the ~e is above 500 ft. and more 
than half lies above 1000 ft. On many individual I'i:dges, the land 
rises to over 1,500 ft. with occasional levels of over 2,500 ft. 
being reached. There are two peaks - El Tucuche .and Ci.~ Aripo -
which rise to over 3,000 ft. The gentle southern slo~ gives way 
to the Caroni and Oropoui::he basins, ~e on the north coast, the 
motmtains fall off abruptly to form a ~ged ooastline with occa-
sional sandy beaches (see map 1. 2). 
The southern highlands ~ a continuation of rolli:ng 
hills_ goi:ng south from the Montserrat Hills which separate the 
Oropouche basin* from the Nariva lowlands. So much of the land in 
this part of the island is between 50 and 200 ft. that the 
appearance is one of rolling hills interrupted periodically by 
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ri wlets, sone of which form the basins of the Oropouche and the 
Ortoire. The Nariva Swamp (into which many small rl.ver.; flow), the 
Oropouche basin, the Cedros peninsular lowlands and the Ortoire 
basin are the only re~gnisable expanses of land below 100 ft. '!he 
Trinity Hills, which form the core of the southern ~ands, 
provide the only ridge above 500 ft. The San Fernando Hill and 
other isolated peaks an>l.md Moruga also rise above 500 ft. '!he 
hilly nature of the south of the island ends abruptly at the 
southern coast, creati:ng a sonewhat indented coastline on which the 
hills suddenly give wey to sandy beaches. 
Unlike the other islands in the lesser Antilles, Trinidad 
has fairly ~e areas of flat land, marred by considerable portions 
of swamp land. 
Coast.ll Features: The topographic features_ give indication of com-
parable coastal features (see map 1. 2) • The coastline of Tobago is 
indented with nunerous beys, especially on the leeward coast where 
*'!here are two river.; by the name of Oropouche in Trinidad, one in 
the northeast, and the other in the southwest of the island (see 
map 1.2). 
the land rises steeply from the sea. On the windward coast, the 
tCMl'lS of Scarborough, Roxbo~ugh, King's Bay and Mount St. George 
are all in bays sufficiently sheltered from the prevailing North-
East Trade Winds. From the historical record, it is evident that 
there are good physiCa.l. harbour facilities in many of the bays.* 
Tobago, however, is a small island, and, for each of these ports, 
the lack of a rich hinterland limits their use. 
Trinidad's north coast is very ~gged, with occasional 
sandy beaches, and it is exposed to the full force of the North-East 
Trades, so that the sea off-shore is always quite rough. Notice 
6 
that map 1. 3 indicates a depth of over 10 fathons not far off-shore 
on the north coast, increasing to over 20 fathoms around Galera. Point 
(see also map 3. 2 - Cllapter III), and continuing at 10-20 fathoms for 
much of the eastern Toco coastline. 'Ihe southern coast is also 
quite indented, but the channel between it and the Orinoco Delta is 
shallow. The east and west coasts both have wide banks off-shore 
with depths of less than 10 fathoms for some distance out to sea. 
Thus, Trinidad 1 s only coastal deep-water areas are on the north coast 
in a few small and fairly sheltered .bays which have been, until re-
cently, virtually inaccessible to the rest of the island. In the 
*Alan Burns, in his History of t:he Br:i;tish W~t Incl;i.es, refers to 
numerous accounts of travellers of different nationa:Ii ties landing 
and having military conquests in different bays around the islarid. 
Trade was also quite active at many of the island's ports after 1628. 
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early days of European settlement, the island's ports were situated 
in the Gulf of Pari.a, with Port..-of-Spain b~ the drief port. 
Today, as vessels become increasf:ngly large, the port employs 
~dges to keep deep channels open, while smaller boats are used to 
load and unload l~er vessels. 
So far, we have surveyed th~ general structural and topo-
graphic features of Trinidad and Tobago. We should naN acco'lmt for 
the geological backgro'lm.d of the territory. 
Geqlogi,qal ~ac:kgrolmd: Tobago represents an extension of the 
eastern ann of the Andes, as does the Northern Range of 'l'rinidad 
and the Peninsula of Paria, Venezuela (see map 1. 3). Th~ geologi-
cal structure of the land south of the Northern Range of Trinidad 
includes numerous faults, thrusts, synclines and anticlines. The 
Gulf of Paria is a shallow depression between Trinidad and 
Venezuela, its sea-bed being less than twentY metres ·deep for the 
most part. 
Tobago, COJn:i!tg into existence later than Trinidad, is 
thought to have had its earliest formations (of volcanic origin) 
11
'lmfolded and then metamorphosed to becane the North Coast Group". 2 
The group comprises mainly schists (as in the Mo'lmt Dillon and 
Parlatuvier formations, and the Main Ridge) • South of the Mo'lmt 
Dillon fonnation there was an intrusion of ultramafic rocks, 
7 
followed by a period of andesitic volcanism, ~which time the 
volcaniC: gro'up was funned (see map 1.4). k1 extensive diorite 
batholith and a "n'l.Dllber of minor andesitic dykes n3 intruded the 
island, caus~ oonsiderable cxmtact metaiiDrphism. Dllri:ng the 
Tertiazy Period, there was a mar.i.ne s~ence, Which :resulted in 
the sedimentazy deposits of soft mudstone and shale in the Rockley 
Bay an!a. The island was .again uplifted, only to be :resub~ed 
in the Quartemazy Period. It was dlii'i:ng this Period that the ex-
tensive ooral fonnations .developed arowd the island, ex>~ IIDSt 
of the Rockley Bay deposits and leaving several volcanic inliers as 
off-shore islands. · 
8 
Recent . sediments an! also in evidence, especially arowd 
the coast. There a:re silt,. gravel and alluvium deposits crt: river 
JIDuths, and ooral buil~ (especially Bucooo Reef). Partly calci-
fied and oonsolidated sand dwes, and ~agoons we:re infilled and 
enclosed by peat accunulations in the swampy an!as. The only faults 
seen in Tob.ago an! minor ones exposed in a few sea cliffs. 
Trinidad has only one occurrence of igneous ro~ - the 
Sans Souci andesite which has intruded into . the Toco beds on the 
north ooast, to form the Sans Souci Point (see maps 1. 4 and 1. 5) • 
The main rock here is massive and fine.-grained, with diabase 
texture. Same varieties oontain quartz. The metanDrphic effect 
of this intrusion is apparently small and is oonside:red to be of 
5 
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fran middle to upper Cretaceous .age. 
Truly netaDDiphi.c :rocks OCC\n' C?Jlly in the Northern ~e 
and consist of ve:ry ~ grey, ~ight. grey and red w~theri:ng 
phyllites, intercalated with metaDDrphic quartzites and marb;Le. 
They all be~ to the epizone and contain abundant quartz 'veins, 
as well as ca:rOOnaceous matter and pyrites in powder fonn, both of 
which account for the black colour of the da.Iker phyllites. Some 
phyllites feel soapy, due to the presence of sericite. A little 
felspar, illite and kaolin are also found. 
The porcellanite rocks of the Talparo and La Brea forma-
tions are embedded between nonnal sediments. They have resulted 
from "the spontaneous combustion of the ~ignite layers started by 
the heat of oxidation of pyrites, a process • • • still active near 
the Godineau b~dge. nl.f. Consequently, these are considered to be 
py:ro-netaJIDrphic. 
A: great deal of land south of the Northern Range is made 
up of sedimentaty :rock. The ~ugh between the Northern and Central 
~e is l~y alluvial (as is the Orinoco telta ~gion), while 
less concentrated alluvial deposits are found scattered. ~ughout 
the south of the island. The sediments are clays, silts and sands. 
Nune:rous varieties of clays occur (viz. pure, colloidal, 
impure and s~tly silty). In the Mo~a area, pure or barren 
clays are oomnonly found between layers of sand. Clays of sandy 
10 
fo:rtna:t:ions are, however,_ generally fossiliferous, and for this 
reason, oil caq>anies routinely analyse all available cl~ resi-
dues. Illite and kaolinite m:inenUs tend to .be daninant iii colloi-
dal clays of low resistivity. 
"Silts can be slumped and are often massive,"5 oc~ 
scmatines in outcrops. TheY: generally contain a fair ano1.mt of 
lime, in the :region of 15% to 30%. 
The three main types of sand fo1.md are: (i) the Nariva 
sands, some of which have a succharoidal texture and a siliceous 
matrix; (ii) the Herrera sands, which vary from ~ra:tes to 
fine sand and may be either soft, friable or haro with abundant 
~te part~. They are layered, and the cement~ material is 
usually calcite. (iii) The Moruga sands are also layered, ~ugh 
o~ in impure series of cycles, with about 8% colloidal clay 
part~ and ma:tri.x on an a~e. 
In southern Trinidad there are numerous active mud-
volcanoes (see map 1. 3) , from which mudflow emanates to fonn dykes. 
There are, in addition, hydn>carlxm, clay, sand and silt dykes, of 
which . the hydrocartx>n dykes ·are of sane economic ~ignificance. 
Map 1.5 shows the eoonomic: geology of Trinidad. Asphalt 
occurs in l.a B:rea, and al~ with crude oil, natural gas and 
quariYi:ng material, constituted the impetus for the earliest mi..ni:ng 
activity in the terri.toxy. Other hydrocarlxm rocks include manjak, 
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pitch sand and oil shale. 
Limestone is the. most .important quarzyi;ng material. Two 
main types may be disti:ngu:iShed, the haroer and nnre desirable 
bei:ng the blue limestone of the Northern Ra?ge. '!he yellow 
limestone, chiefly mined in the Central Ra:nge, is of an inferior 
resistivity. 
So far, we have surveyed the general structural and geo-
l:ogical features of Trinidad and To~ago. '!he interrelationship of 
. geol:ogy, relief, climate and ~getation have been responsible for 
the edaphic and ecol:ogical systems. These have in tum been affec-
ted by man's utilisation of the land, and we must now oonsider the 
elements involved. 
Climate: Both Trinidad and Tobago receive ablmdant rain on their 
east coasts. '!he prevai.l.i.?g North-East Trade Winds blow in aCJ:OSs 
the ocean, br:i:f1ging with them noisture which is deposited in the 
fonn of relief rain. Such rainfall is common, but in the latter 
half of the year, when the relative humidity tends to be higher 
(see £:ig. 1.1), oo~vectional rain beoomes relatively nore signifi-
cant. '!he JIDilths. from January to Mey are generally the driest, but 
some parts of the country are drier than others. 
'lhe northeast sections of both Trinidad and T~ago 
receive the most rain duri._ng the year, the maximum bel:ng reooroed 
on the ~est land· (cazpare maps 1.2 and 1.6). It is estimated 
\ 
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that rainfall on the Main Ri:dge ."could vary from about 120 inches 
to 150 inches. n6 Both Trinidad and To~ago are south of the . ~gular 
hurricane path, but a hurricane nearl>y usually causes .heavy 
12 
showe.r.s and stonry oonditions which may result in ~e to crops 
and other property. The hurricane season is_ generally JIDSt inten-
sive in ~t and September. Occasionally a hmricane does strike 
either Tr:inidad or Tobago, and the latter has had mre such irregu-
larities in recent history. Tobago's last hurricane was in 1963. 
Nine have been reooroed in the last 200 years, incl~ two since 
the last one struck Tci.nidad in 1928 (a year in which To~o was 
also hit). 
The oorallowlands and southern foothills of To~ 
have the "driest" .periods and the least total rainfall. Stations 
quite close t_ogether may have different aJIDunts of rainfall over 
the same period. Such a phenanenon is characteristic of ~gions 
where thunder.stoi'II5 are a significant fozm of precipitation. 7 For 
instance, the annual rainfall of two stations near Scarlx>~ugh re-
gistered an ave~ of 68.6 inches and 76.8 inChes over a recent 
26-year period, oompared: with 119 inches and .95. 3 inches reooroed 
by sta:tions on the central win~aro. ooast and the north leewaro. 
ooast, respecti. vely, for the same period. S~ oontrasts are 
experienced. in Trinidad, whose east side, and especially the eastern 
h:ighlands,_ gets much mre rain than the·westem coast, with the 
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exception of the area arotmd La Brea (see map 1.6 and £:ig. 1.1). 
The monthly mean temperature is mre tmifonn in each 
island, but the diurnal ~e in T~o tends to be less than in 
Trinidad, a factor which is due l~ely to ~ greater oooli:ng 
effect after stmSet in the latter. Consequently, Trinidad's ~e 
is about 16.5°F, while T~ago's is about 9°F (see £:ig.l.l). 
The diumal ~e influences the temperature· of the ocean 
less than it does that of the land, with the result that, while the 
land is wanner than the sea, the a:>nvectional currents in action 
. over the land cause a sea breeze which reaches maximum intensity 
~ the early afternoon when the temperature differences are 
greatest. As the tenq>eratures oool later in the day, the reverse 
. effect sets in so that land breezes are COliiilDl1 at ~ght. Such a 
phenomenon is experienced JIDStly .near the sea coast and could 
itself influence the preva.ili:ng winds. 
Natural . Ve_getation: The tropical raiii forest type of ~getation 
is . the JIDSt comnon ~getation type fotmd in Trinidad and Tobago. 
In its ~state, such natural. ~getation probably "covered 
over 90%"8 of the territory. By. the 1930's, only 40-50% of the 
land was tmder ~I&in forest. Today it is still less. This type 
of ~getation needs an armual rainfall in excess of 50-60 inches; 
there are, in addition, other s_ignificant mdifYi:ng factors, such 
as ~and evapotranspiration, and to· a lesser extent, wind, 
14 
slope and soil fertility. 
~ughout most of the countzy, there is a distinct diy 
season of at least three months. Consequently, the majority of 
forest stands are seasonal types. Sane of the lower montane rain 
forest types occurring in the Northern ~e of Trinidad and much 
of the T~ago uplan<E are also seasonal, but the distinction is 
made (see map 1. 7) an the basis of exposure to the prevailing 
winds and the result~ a~e h~ight of the trees. 
Seasonal fonnations are conveniently divided into three 
main cat:egories, ass~ conmon seasonal drought, but with vary-
~ ~grees of soil moisture retention, rainfall distribution, and 
t~raphy. Thus, the cat:egories e~rgreen, semi-e~en, and 
deciduoUs seasonal forests exist within the varyl:ng OCJilbination of 
factors ( ~ught, topography, soil penneabili ty, conductivity, and 
water retention). Rainfall.tends to be the most decisive factor, 
in that e~rgreen seasonal forests nonnally are in the areas of 
~ghest rainfall; deciduous forests are in the .least rainy 
districts or where the dzy season is most severe; at the same time, 
semi-ev~rgreen forests are subject to trends within the extremes. 
One notable exception, however, is the semi.~~rgreen forest found 
on limestone outcrops .in the Central Range, an association result-
.i:Ilg from the free drainage found in the limestone soils. 
Montane fonnations are of relativel}' great econanic 
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importance to forestry in Trinidad and To~ago. In T~ago, most of 
the forest reserves are of this formation. Thes~ groups of forests 
are especially· interesti:ng in that each forest type has more 
sharply defined areal limits in the highlands than on the lowlands, 
the bom1daries being defined by altitude. ·· The lower montane rein 
forests are folmd at h~ts above 800 ft. both on the Main Ridge 
in Tobago and the Northern ~e in Trinidad. EKist~ in a region 
of no seasonal ~ught, of continuously available and often ab'lm-
dant moisture coupled with good ~age and sub-tropical tempera-
~s, the stands are evergreen. 
In Trinidad there is generally a transition stand of semi-
montane forest at 1,800-2,500 ft. between the lower montane and 
montane forests. This type of stand tends to occur where exposure 
to the prevai~ winds creates a cloud cap or mist belt on the 
sUmmit of peaks about 1,800-2,000 ft. Due to the effect of altitude 
on temperature and ~getation, the semi-JIDntane forest provides a 
transition fran sub-tropical to temperate growth. 
The transition is not always so smooth,· but nontane 
forests are distinctly temperate, with a fairly constant average 
temperature of 16°C - 20°C (60°F - 68°F). This vegetation belt is 
generally fom1d above 2,500 ft., with a canopy somewhat lower than 
the forests further down the slope. In the upper extremities the 
. gzarth becoineS noticeably stm1ted,_ giving rise to elfin woodlands. 
16 
In the IIDntane forests, as in the seasonal forest ~gion, 
the soil occasionally has ~ignificant effect on the forest_ growth. 
Thus, on outcrops of limestone in the Northern ~' the vegeta-
tion afforoed is seasonal, sub-tropical stands with sane deciduous 
growth. In T~ago, at h~ights above BOO ft. , "_igneous soils • 
dry out rapidly ~ugh winds and evaporation, n9 and .seasonal 
misture deficiency allows only xerophytic rain fores~ growth. 
The structure of montane and seasonal forests will be 
. . 
discussed in greater detail under "Forestry" in Chapter III, because 
of their particular ~ignificance in the lumbering industry. 
The seasonal forests _"give way to marsh and swamp types in 
areas of very flat depressed t~graphy and to littoral woodlands 
~ the coast. nlO The marsh and swamp types and littoral wood-
lands appear in relatively small stands in both Trinidad and Tobago, 
while the JIDntane formations occupy the bulk of the Northern ~e 
and most of T~. 
The littoral woodlands have an easily distinguished 
appearance. G~ along the ooast and seldan mre ·than "a few 
chains inland from the coast", 11 they attain h~ights vaiYi:ng from 
small bushes to ·:trees about 20-30 ft. They have thick shiny leaves 
to resist the salt spray, and often the stands show evidence of ex-
posure to .st~ winds. In such woodlands drainage ~- good, but 
whe~ swampy cxmditions adjoin, they give way to swamp fonnations. 
17 
Marsh forests, in contrast, tend to be associated with poor soil 
conditions in a :r:egion of relatively hft.gh rainfall. 
For further clarification we should define the tenns 
"swamp" ap.d "marsh". Swamps are usually in topographically 
depressed areas where the soil is permanently inundated. Marsh 
forests are found where the terrain is flat and not necessarily 
depressed. There is an impenneable subsoil which results in poor 
internal ~e. The seasonal rainfall results in alternate 
waterl:~gg~ and desiccation of the soil. 
The swamps occur near the coast, as a result of internal 
~e which collects in a· given area and is often made salty, 
either by wind-borne spray or, mre often, by tidal inundation by 
the sea. There is, therefore, a variation in the ~gree of sali-
nity of the soil,· and this is reflected by the ~getation. Three 
types o~ gzarth are found in the fresh-water swamps: swamp forest, 
palm swamp _and herbaceous swamp, while mangrove grows in braCkish 
water. The mangrove woodland, therefore, is closest to the coast. 
FreSh-water swamp gzarth is quite diversified. The 
swamp forests are the mst luxuriant~  in the greatest 
depths of fresh-water inundation (from a few inches to three feet). 
The stands are oompletely e~reen, ha~ a "closed and even tree 
canopy at about 60 ft. with no lower stratification".12 The palm 
swamp, inhabi ~ land under similar depths of water, consists of 
18 
scattered pa.l.us about 100 ft. tall with an un~rgrovrt:h v~g 
from scrub to~ forest about 60 ft.. The palm swamp tends to 
give way to herbaceous swamp as the depth of inundation increases 
to four or five feet. 
Marsh fonnations consist of marsh forests, palm mar.:;h 
and savarma. '!he stands are quite distinctive in appearance. 
Above the canopy· (about 80\ ~) of 10-30 ft. ~rge scattered 
trees (50% palms) of 70-80 ft. in the marsh forest. The forest 
g~lY: gives way to palm marsh where soil c1rain:age is less ade-
quate in the latter than in the fonner, ~ugh not as bad as 
oondi tions that afford the sho~ grass and shrubs of the savanna. 
In the palm maxsh, the scattered palms are mre dominant and 
shorter ( 50-60 ft.) , while the understory a:msists. of dense bushes. 
Soils and Land Use: Since the rain that falls is_ generally of a 
thunderstonn variety, ~ great deal of soil erosion taKes place. 
Land-sli~, sheetfloods and creepi:ng soil on slopes are ~ng the 
major effects of heavy rain. Consequently, the valleys and flood 
plains, rich in alluvial material, tend to be the mst intensively-
used _agricultural lands. Where these soils are deep and well-
drained in damp valleys, they constitute ideal oonditions . for oocoa 
cultivation. As the rolli:ng hill~ give way to more flat land or 
. gently-rolling lowlands, ~ugar cultivation bec:Dmes more important, 
as ~ as c1rain:age can be maintained (usually by artificial 
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means) • Where the clrai.n:age is poor, the rainfall fairly plentiful, 
and the soil is of a clay fonnation, rice is often cultivated. 
C:i,.trus production tends to infri:nge upon, and take over, cocoa 
lands and~ sugar areas. 'Ihe coconut is the other major 
crop limited to rather specialised conditions. It thrives best in 
well-drained, ooarse-textun!d, sandy soils, which are most oomnon 
al~g -the east coast, on the narrow fringe of the north ooast in 
isolated spots, and in the Cedros area where artificial ~e 
is often necessary (compare maps 1. 2, 1. 4 and 3 .1) • In the Cocal 
district, a sandspit stan~ adjacent to, but separate from the 
swamp lands provides ideal conditions for cul tivat~ coconut: 
heavy rainfall, windy oonditions and a .well-drained soil. In 
Cedros, ~e of the sandspit is somewhat nore difficult, but 
the presence of the swampy conditions provides a richer·, dark 
soil which is less abundant. in the Cocal district. The rainfall 
in the Cedros peninsula, alth~ugh sufficient, is alnost ~inal 
for coconuts. 
In T~ago, there is similar correlation between the. topo-
graphy, cl.:imatic conditions, and soil features. Thus, alluvial 
deposits exist in dra:in:age basins, alth~ugh the alluvium is not 
as deep as in the Northern ~ge valleys. The c:x>JI'!Parable soil 
conditions als~ give rise to similar land-use patterns, so that 
coconuts are found on the. sandy coastal lCMlands and cocoa in the 
fertile valleys. On ~ gentle slope at the southern end of the 
Main Ri:dge ·is a rich volcanic soil widely used for crop-raisi:ng. 
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land.-use .methods are directly responsible for a l~e 
proportion of the soil destruction in both Trinidad and Tobago. 
located in a tropical rain forest belt, the soils are heavily elu-
viated, to the extent that much of the fertility is destroyed. 
Such a factor is however, less important than the ~ done by 
. ~ certain crops. The worst offenders are root crops and 
other marl<et:-garoen:ing products, and their adverse effects may be 
attributed to the nethods of cu1 ti vat ion and the chemical demands 
made by the particular crop on the soil. These problems will again 
be referred to in Ola.pter III, but it would be appropriate to 
briefly introduce them here. 
The land is often cleared for the plant~ of ~egunes 
and root crops. This is usually done d~ the part of the year 
when the 1~, anluous task is least likely to . be interrupted by 
rain. By the time the rains cane, much of the land has been laid 
bare, and soil lost by nm-off could be vezy great, especially on 
slopes. The extent to which sheet nm-off affects the top-soil 
depends, of course, on the soil texture. Acco~ly, if it has a 
h:igh clay oontent, it would~ more easily dissolved or held in 
suspension than the coarser sandy soils. Tropical soils do not 
retain their fertility as well as do tenperate soils, so that· fields 
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need to be left fallow for many years after extensi~ use, and fer-
tilizer is widely applied while the soils are in use. 
There are many other causes and effects of soil erosion. 
The ~e done by animals 1 hooves is not ~gligible, and, ~ogether 
with .the practice of tetheri:ng animals to. stunps of trees which 
will eventually be torn loose from the earth, a copsiderable pro-
portion of the topsoil on a given plot of land could be prepared 
for swift and easy transport when the rains set in. 
Not only does soil ~e affect farm land, but the road 
system is also wlnerable. In the rural districts of both Trinidad 
and To~ago, many paved roads have adjo~ unpaved roads' which 
.beCOII2 baked duri_ng the diy season. Their surfaces became loose 
from cart traffic which is especially destructive to such conditions; 
and after a heavy shower, if the terrain is such that water flows 
~the unpaved road and onto the paved road, acctmulated sand and 
gravel on the latter causes. great damage to its surface. Furt:heiiDOre, 
unpaved roads provide hazaroous tra.velli?g conditions dlli'i:ng much of 
the rainy season. 
The sea is beoom:i.:ng an increasi:ngly serious .agent of ero-
sion in parts of Trinidad. Al.o_ng the southern and southwestern 
coasts, there often are cliffs of a soft s·andy-clay texture. Such 
out~ps are constantly be~ cut back by the risi?g tide, and in 
some places, such as Point Fortin, the coastline recedes at an 
Table 1.1 
'l'rini9.ad and TobagO - Land Utilization 
Built-up Areas (Residential and industrial) ••••••••• 97,250 acres 
, 
Swamps and inland waters. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 26 ., 300 
Forest Reserves, other State and private forests ••• 575,000 
Abandoned tree crops, bush and seoon~ growth •••• 124,650 
Total Non~Agricultural ••••••••••••••••••• 823,200 
_Agricultural Areas in cultivation.................. 330,000 
Pastures, semi-derelict crops and shifting 
cultivation .......................... ~-........... 113,850 
Total _Agricultural ••••••••••••••••••••••• 443,850 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Total area of Trinidad and To~ago ••••••• 1,267 ,050 acres 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Central Statistical Office: Armual 
StatisticalDigest, 1964, Port of Spain, p. 130. 
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al~g rate. 
Just 26% Cor 330,000 acres) of the total land area of 
Trinidad and To~ago was being cultivated prior to 1958 (see table 
1.1), ill addition to about 100,000 acres bei:Jlg used in shifting 
cultivation. Apart from this, there was not much other land suit-
able to be b~ught into cultivation. The Tropical Rainforest type 
of climate* on an island of such diverse topographic features 
presents a short.age of soils sufficiently well drained, yet not 
ove~leached, for .agricultural purposes. Nevertheless, the islands 
are too small and the landscape not sufficiently ~ed to make 
possible swift-fl~g rivers with a l~e enough volune of water 
to be harnessed for hy~lectric porrrer. The vein minerals found 
are of no economic value, and the petrole\.Ull and natural gas 
obtained are drilled at very high oosts to the companies involved. 
Asphalt and quarrying represent the only other fonn of mineral 
wealth. Thus, the physical features of Trinidad and Tobago impose 
certain restrictions on the country's soope for economic develop-
nent. Chapter II will introduce the htman resources, after which 
there will be different, but relevant approaches to the eCOI'lOliW 
prior to the ~velopment ~gramne ( Olapters III and IV) • 
*Acco~ to Koppen Classification. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
POPUlATION 
We cannot effectively cxmsider land use without beoan:i:ng 
aware of its correlation with settlement patterns. Agr.icultt.mll 
land use reveals rural settlement trends; while. industrial land 
utilisation and the mere promise of industrial potential strongly 
influence the Uiban ex>mplex. To better appreciate the settlement 
pattern of Trinidad and ~ago, we need to approach it fn::m the 
~le of the comt:ry's historical ba.~\.B'ld, population growth, 
population structure and CX>mJ?OS:i.tion, and later, the movement of 
. groups and their interaction. 
Historical Bacl<gromd: 'Ihe abolition of slavecy in the British 
colonies in the 1830's had an musually profound effect on the econo-
my of Trinidad. At that time, unlike To~ago and the other Bri. tish 
West Indian islands, . it had a ve:ry small slave population density. 
(See table 2.1 - the compensation is a fair .indication of the rela-
tive value of the land, vis-a-vis its yield per acre). Earlier, 
after the slave trade was outlawed, Trinidad had been left with an 
acute labour sho~age. Planters frOm other islands either sold 
-
slaves to planters in Trinidad, or went there themselves to take ad-
van~age of the more productive soils. For a time, mtil the aboli-
tion of slavecy, this postponed the ultimate impact of the misuse of 
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a limited supply of labour, soon after which former slaves opted to 
aCXI.uire private land or squat on Crown Land. ~~t . indentured 
wo:rkers were ifltroduced from ~ and Madeira in small quantities' 
and later in l~e~ groups from ·India, to worl< on the estates 
(mostly sugar estates, but also coffee, cocoa and cotton). The 
pattern of ~grant labour oontinued until 1917, dll'r'i:ng which time 
a small peroen~age of ~t Indians settled, helpi._ng to create 
the colourful composition of the Trinidad oonmuni ty. 
Table 2.1 
Slave Compensations After Abolition (1837) 
Selected countries 
Jamaica 
British Guiana 
Barbados 
Trinidad 
Grenada 
Antigua 
Tob.ago 
No. of sla~s 
311,070 
82,824 
83,150 
~0,657 
23,638 
29,121 
11,589 
CgnpepsCition 
£6,149,955 
4,295,989 
1,719,980 
1,033,992 
616,255 
425,547 
233,875 
Source: Burns, Alan: History of the .British West 'Indies. London 
(Alien & Unwin), 1965. p. 271. 
'!he ·Tobago experience was vastly different. By 1830, 
the soils had been virtually exhausted, as were those of most other 
West· Indian islands with a correspondingly low yield per acre for 
all crops. Whereas Trinidad had been practically inactive as a 
plantation-export econany prior to the 1780's, T~ago had .been al.Joost 
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as active as the more northerly islands since the early 17th 
century. Thus, followi:ng the abolition of the slave trade, plan-
tation armers ~d .~gun to mve to Trinidad and British Guiana 
(now Guyana) in seareh of better land. 
Earlier colonisation of both Trinidad and To~ago had re-
sulted in the a.lm:>st complete extennination of the abor?-ginal 
people by the tum of the 19th centuzy. There were little mre 
than 100 Caribs and .Arawaks in Trinidad when the British took 
over from the Spanish in 1797, while in To~ago, only 24 Caribs 
were .accounted for in 1790. · Today, these ethnic strands have been 
absorbed into the society, but remnants of them could still be 
seen (in diminishi:ng intensity) in the "mixed" elenent of the 
population (see discussion later in chapter) • 
Growth Trends: The population of Trinidad and To~ increased 
from 73,000 in 1844 to 764,900 by 1957 - a ten-fold increase.1 
In Trinidad, hcMever,_ growth was oonsiclerably JIDre rapid than in 
T~. Consequently, in the above period, Trinidad'·s population 
had beoone 13 times its fonner size," while T~ago's population nrul-
tiplied by only about two-and-a-half times~ This factor is haroly 
surpris~g, since Trinidad was very span;ely populated for many. 
decades after the British takeover (1797). Trinidad's. gzuwth rate 
was fairly steady until 1911 (usually over 2% per annum) , after 
Figure 2.1.- Birth Rates and Death Rates per Thousand o.f Population, 1901-63. 
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Source: Centr·al Statistical Office: An.mial Sta ti.stical Digest, 1964, pp. 21, 23. 
which it suddenly fell to less than 1% for the next decade, in-
creasi:ng _aga.:in: gradually to the present level. 
The decade 1911-21 marked a "curtailment and eventual 
cessation"2 of migrant workers to the plantations in Trinidad, 
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and, with it, a new ~graphic phase. Henceforth, natural 
increase in the growth rate had been largely due to a decrease in 
JID:rtality. This decrease, :resulting from different factors, in 
tum helped to cause an increase in live births. But the JIDSt 
effective period of such influence seems to have been in the 1940's 
(see fig. 2.1). At this time the increasing efficiency of the 
Public Health Service brought_ greater control over disease, and 
established superior rnatemi ty care. 
Conposi tion and S~~: ~ growth of the population. of Trinidad 
and To~ago was accompanied by oomposi tional and structural changes, 
and _again, these changes have beE!Il: greater in Trinidad than in 
To~ago. 
Sone 145,000 inmigrants were brought in f:rom India to work 
on the plantations prior to 1917, along with the other inmigrant 
wo:rkers from OU.na and Madeira. The high percentage of imnigration 
and the ~gh death rate of the older _age group produced an age 
structure within which a :relatively small pxupo:rtion was under 
' i 
Figure 2.2 
. . . 
Age-Sex Structures of Trinidad and Tobago at Census 
196 
Surveys, 1901 to 1960. 
Total Po~iation 
827.,957 : 
411, ;so rJJ 
416,377 F 
536,,222: 
282,299 M 
280,923F 
412,783: 
206,619 I•l 
206,164 F 
· 'I'otal Popula.tion 
' 
. 365,913 : 
186,802 i-1 
. -:179,111 J!'. 
'333' 552: .· 
174,34·9 M; 
159,20:3 F 
···~-
273,899: 
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.. 129;408 F 
I' 
.:. 
:··. 
., . 
Source: Central Statistical Offiee:· Annual Statistical Digest, 1964, p. 11. 
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15 years and over .55 .yean; of _age (see ~ig. 2.2). Improved medi-
cal facilities increased the life expectancy and saved JIDre babies, 
natural increase took precedence and the sex ratio became balanced. 
Fertility was also increa.Sed, and more babies were being born. 
Dllri:ng the early 1940's and in the yean; foll~ the 
war, another, ~ugh less s_ignificant factor set in- ~ion. 
M::>re men than women had been ~' while ~ion (mstly 
from other West Indian islands) had been JIDre balanced. A small 
net ~gration resulted (see ~ig. 2.4), but the fact of net :imni-
. grcrtion was considerably mre ~ignificant. This is because, 
whereas mst of the other West Indian islands had been experiencing 1 
net ~gration - which resulted in a rate of population growth well 
belc:M their excess births over deaths - Tr.i.nidad and Tobago's. growth 
rate exceeded its natural increase.* 
'lhe aim of ~ig. 2. 3 is to illustrate the contrast between 
the nunbers of ~ and wcmm lea~ Tr.i.nidad and To~ago. To create 
*Same of Jamaica's population statistics provide a case in point. 
In 1956, the country's birth rate was est~ted at 37 per 1000, and 
its death rate at 9.5 per 1000. 'Ihus the birth/death increase was 
27. 5 per 1000. But population increase wa5 about 16/1000. 'Ihus 
1. 2% of the population evidently emigrated (according to A. H. Peck:-
Social and Econanic Studies 1958). In 1956, the country's popula-
tion was over 1. 5 m;Llll.on so that 1. 2% would have been over 18,000. 
According to R. B. Davison: We~;~t Incij,an Migrants (1962), 17,302 
Jamaicans entered Britain at thlit time. · 
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Fig_~re ·2.3 - Co~a-ring Age~Grou_ps from 1946 
and-1960 Census Statistics 
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such an effect, the .~ groups at the 1946 census have been 
staggered 14 years to be in line with the .ag~ groups of the 1960 
census so that ~ given generation at both censuses oould easily 
be compared side by side. Note, for example, that. in the .15-to-
25 ag~ group in 1946 and the 15-to-40 .age group in 1960, there 
was a larger group of females than males. 
The sex ·ratio acoording to settlement patterns is also 
interest~. In this respect Trinidad was unlike mst of the 
other develop~ countries and rather more like ·the. advanced ones. 
In the rural district~ the male population exceeded the female, 
while in the \JI'Dan areas the females predominated. 4 Notice in 
table 2.2 that there was a female majority in four wards: Diego 
Martin and St. Ann's (both effectively surburban Port-of-Spain), 
Manzanilla, (which is ooncentrated around the once-flourishing 
but still-functional urban centre of Sangre Grande), and Tobago. 
It should be noted, ~ugh, that Manzanilla's female majority is 
negl:igible. 
I..oo~ still mre closely at the statistics, one sees 
that in the areas with a relatively ¥gh ooncentration of Indians, 
the male surplus was small. 'nlis may be attributed to two factors. 
One is that the Indians were largely mre agricultural, so that 
women had a fonn of enployrrent on the land, whereas in the rural 
areas of lower Indian concentration, the women of non-Indian ances-
t:ry tended more towaros urban settlement ( oornpare maps 2. 2 and 2. 3). 
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Table 2.2 
Sex Ratio bv County. \'lard. City and Borough 
number of males per 1000 females 
Trinidad and Tobago 988 
Port-of -Spai-n* 
San Fernando*· 
A rima* 
St. George: 
Diego Martin 
St. A .. rm's 
Tacarigua 
Arima "'.liard 
Blanchisseuse 
San Rafael 
Caroni: 
l<lon tserra t 
· Chaguanas 
Cunupia 
CoU:va 
Nariva: 
Co cal 
Cha!"l.!Ea 
St. David (Taco) 
-878 
927 
938 
980 
955 
967 
1000 
1039 
1281 
1133 
1023 
1037" 
1023 
1035 
1009 
1083 
1104 
1067 
1092-
l·iayaro: 
Guayaguayare 
Trinity 
S t . J..n.dre1:1: 
Valencia 
Natura 
!<IanzaniUa 
Taman a 
Turu.re 
Victoria:-
-- Ortoire 
:Naparima 
Pointe-a-Pierre 
l>lioruga 
Savana Grande 
St. Patrick: 
Siparia 
Erin 
La Brea 
Cedros 
m. J._ooago 
1162 
1121 
1439 
1038 
1163 
1238" 
993 
106? 
1047 
1024 
1020 
1016 
1025 
1098 
1020 
1028 
1022 
1233 
1014 
1099 
978 
*For the respecti:v-e Cou..-·lties (and \'fards) Hi thin 1:lhich 
the city and boroughs are located, the statistics for 
the latter are not included in the former. This is 
true of all such ta.bles <lr..d figures derived from 
Trinidad and_Tobago Government data. 
Source: Compu.ted from Trinidad and Tob.::go. Central Statistical 
Office: Pouulation Census 1960. Port-of-Spain, 1961, 
prefc.ce. 
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Secxmdly, many of the wards With a relative ·Indian predominance 
were already quite urt>anised, (see maps 2.1 and· 2. 3) ~d in these, 
the male surplus was lower than in the mre rural areas. 
Settlement ·patterns: In travell~ around Trinidad and Tobago, 
probably the first pattern of population distribution to become 
~twas that of density. Map 2.2 ~ughly ~out the 
varied densities that existed between waros. 
In Trinidad and Tobago, there was a marl<ed correlation 
between _agricultural land use and rural population density. Given 
the nonnal pattern of agriculture, then, we may asstDIJ.e that the 
areas ~f sug~cane f~ had quite a high density, since sugar 
. · was so highly labollZ'-intensive* (see later discussion on Movement). 
Cocoa and ci. trus cultivation needed less labour, while coconuts 
needed even ~ess. The densities in the correspon~ areas well 
reflected these needs. 
Crup specialisation also reflected etlmic concentration 
patterns. Thus, Indians tended to outnumber other ethnic groups 
in areas of -~ugar production, ha~. stayed in the vicinity after 
se~ their indentures ~ the late colonial period. Sane 
continued to work on the sugar estates, but liost others cultivated 
*Reference to this factor is made in Olapter I and again in Olapter 
TII, as well as Appendix I. . 
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their am plots of land, many of these filtering into the mazginal 
areas and gzari.ng cocoa, coffee and citrus. Evidence of such fil-
tration may have been seen in Ortoire, Tamana, 'I'ui"ure, Charuma, 
San Rafael, and to a lesser extent in Moruga, Arima and Manzanilla 
(compare map 2. 3 and table 2. 3). 
The urban landscape also influenced .agricultural settle-
ment. Market gardeni:flg thrived on the outskirts of the urban 
canplex which stretched from Port-of-Spain, west to Olaguaramas, 
and east to Arima., as well as another complex goi?g south from 
Curepe to San Fernando, and beyond to Princes Town, F}Tzabad and 
Siparia along the main roads (see Appendix III) • The small 
holders owned or rented the land, lived in the neighbouring towns 
or villages, and walked or cycled to their plots daily (compare 
table 2. 4 with Appendix III). The plots· were small, usually just 
one or two acres, fanning is intensive, and the produce was. sold 
daily in the marl<et of the neighbouring town, where the largest 
volune of trade, by far, was on week-ends (see Appendix II to 
Olapter III) • 
The relative concentration of mixed people in the north-
eastern wards is due to an o~ginal location factor. The Carib 
natives of Trinidad lived in this general area, and the majority 
of the mixed people here were partly of Carib ancestry. They were 
lazgely agricultural, but the yo~er generation - especially the 
wc:men - were noving to the urban centres. This was a pattern which 
Table 2.? 
Etlmic Composition bv Countv. Ci tv and BorouF.<h 
Afric.<m Eurorean Indian Ch:i.nese *I~iixed 
Trinidad & Tobago 43.3 1.9 36.5 1.0 16.3 
Port-of-Spain 57.8 3.5 9 .. 0 '" 3.1 23.5 
San Fernando 47.1 3.3 25.8 1.8 20.8 
.A rima 34.9 0.? 44.8 
St. George 43.3. 26.5 0."9 20.4 
Caroni 20.7 0.5 70.0 0.4 j• 8.0 
N?,riva 26.6 neg. 57 .• 9 neg. 13.7 
Naya.ro 61.1 1.2 17 .s 0.8 18.7 
S t . ;.nd re\17 23.8 
St. David 70.5 0.4 -5-9 0.8 21.3 
Victoria 28.4 1.3 60.6 0-.4 9.0 
St. Patrick 42.4 1.4 42.2 0.8 12.9 
Tobc;.go 93.3 0.8 1.4 0.2 4.0 
*The ter:n "}!ixed" is used to desc!'i be people Hhose c:.ncestry 
represents more than one ethnic background.· 
**negligible. 
s~rrian J ;· .. 
Lebtnese 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.2 
neg. *it· 
neg. 
neg. 
0.1 
neg. 
O.l 
~neg. 
0.2 
Other 
0.8 
2.3 
o.s 
1.4 
1.0 
0.4 
1.8 
0.7-
0.8 
1.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.1 
Source: Computed f:r:om Trinida.d a...Yld Tob~go. Centrc.l Statistical Office: Ponulation 
Census lQ60. Port-of-Spain, 1961, preface. 
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Table 2.4 
Population Growth i,n Certain Towns 
Agricul tura.1 Tq..m 1956 1960 19'65 % iilGrease (1956-65) 
Olaguanas 2900 3500 4200 45% 
Cbuva 3100 3600 4200 35.5% 
Gasparillo 3800 4800 6000 58.9% 
Princes Town 6000 6700 7900 31.6% 
Siparia 3600 4200 5000 38.9% 
Rio Claro 1800 2200 2600 44.5% 
Mayaro 1600 1800 2100 31.3% 
Biche 1600 2000 2400 50% 
Sangre Grande 4400 5100 6000 36.4% 
(The population increase for Trinidad and Tobago for the same period 
was estimated at 30%). 
Source: The Nation, O:!c. 15, 1965 to April 22, 1966 (reprint). 
was also true of the negro population in most parts of the country. 
People tended to freely associate with each other across 
ethnic and racial lines, but they did so less readily across socie-
tal and class barriers. The phenomenon was l~ely attributable to 
Britain heritage. In fact, despite the diverse ethnic oomposition, 
the predominant cultural influence was British. The other peoples 
of the West Indies Federation voiced reservations about Trinidad's 
ethnic palance and the effOrts to dispell all such doubts created 
a pse~ sense of nationalism. 5 
There were areas in which one particular ethnic group out-
nunbered the othe~ groups but nowhere were minorities made to feel 
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inferior as C!: group; nor were minorities in any wey confined to a 
particular section of a given settlement. In fact, in most oommuni-
ties, only elections brought any tension to the major ethnic 
strains. 
Mo~~: Apart from simply creatf:ng certain settlement patterns, 
· urt>anisation causes CIIl ever-present JIDvement of people f:rom one 
urban area to another, as well as f:rom rural to urban centres. 
According to table 2. 5, between 1946 and 1960, 25. 5% of the total 
population had roved from one OO\IDty to another. ''tobvers" varied 
from 37% of the population in Mayaro to 15.3% in Caroni* (see also 
fig. 2.5). 
Definite trendS had developed in the mvement of the 
people, the prime facto~ governing such movement being that of job 
opport\IDities. Thus, in response to the rapid development of oil 
production in the early 1950's settlements aroun.d such town as 
' 
Pointe-a-Pierre, Point Fortin, FYzabad, Penal and Palo Seoo expan-
ded rapidly. Many of the oilfieldS were in St. Patrick Co\IDty, and 
IIDvement into this CO\IDty was l~e. In Victoria Co\IDty, however, 
much of the movement was from the sugar estates to the oilfieldS 
within the OO\IDty. Therefore, the mvement seems less than it 
actually was. ~reover, the growth of San Fernando would have 
*This means that, in 1960, 37% of the people in Mayaro County had 
moved into that Co\IDty from elsewhere, since 1946. 
Figure 2.4 - Number of Persons Immigrating or Emigrating Annually, 1946-63. 
(net figures calculated) 
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.. (l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) ( 10) ( 11) (12) (13) 
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Local born 2 Movers
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Trinidad and 
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West Jndies ........... 29,733 
Olhcr British 
Caribb~IUI .......... 1, 631 
427 .94 14 628 
2, 190 815 167 3, 509 
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40, 119 19, 957 5, 646 127,917 
a; 104 1, 803 437 16, 655 
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Figure 2. 5 - Proportion of Movers in Population 
by County, Borough and City. 1960. 
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drawn from the County's popUlation d~g that pe:riod. 
Port-of-Spain's popUlation remained virtually stationary 
between 1946 and 1960, but its subUibs were expanded enonnously. 
In fact, 1960 saw the ~~ing £:igure of a conUibation which, by 
1965, had ~tretched from the city west to ~e and east to 
Arima, l~ely on· the st~h of :inimigration and ;internal mvement. 
The trend of url>ani.sation in Trinidad has been mdified 
by increased ~tion since about 1956 (see Olapter VII). 
Wherea.S there was ~ general tendency aJIDng th~ local people to mve 
Table·2.6 
Movement·~ ·Tol?ago ·to ~qad 
.Moved from Tobago's 
Yean; . , . 'TObago pop~~:rticm . 
1891 3,307 16,942 
1901 5,324 17,241 
1911 5,943 18,865 
1921 6,094 20,942 
1931 6,922 23,035 
1946. 11,043 24,520 
Souree: Niddrie, Dav:!..d L. : -~d ·use ·a,n9 ·POpUlation iri ·To~o. 
I.Dndon, Geographical PUhlicat1ons, 
1961. p. 47. 
towards urt>an settlements and away from the oomtryside, there 
emerged a new wave of movement from the smaller islands of the 
Eastern Caribbean to the urt>an and rural settlements of Trinidad 
and To~ago. Thus, by the late 1950's there was a steady flow of 
movement in both directions, i.e. , from url>an to rural districts 
and vice versa. (Compare £:igs. 2. 4 and 2. 5. ) 
In Tobago, the pattern resembled that of the other 
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small _agricultural societies of the Eastern Caribbean. Firnt, 
there had been the mvement from the. comtzyside towards their 
chief urt>an settlement - Scarborough, and thence to Port-of-Spain. 
This pattern also represents that of mst developing oomtries 
where people mve from the agrarian scene to srrBll url>an settle-
ments and later to l~er url>an settlements (see table 2. 6) • Thus, 
even before the oomnencement of the West Indies Federation of 1958, 
the pattern of mvernent in the Eastern Caribbean had ~glm to 
respond to the better living prospects in Trinidad. 
So far, we have surveyed the comtry's population from 
various standpoints. The settlement pattern, movement and histori-
cal backgrolmd, in particular, bear mst directly on the land-use 
pattern to be studied in the following two chaptern. . 
FOOTNOTES 10 CliAPI'ER II: 
1. Trinidad and Tobago Government: Economic Survey of Trinidad and 
Tobago (1953-58). (POrt of Spain, 1959), p. 18. 
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2) ibid., p. 18 
3) ibid., pp. 19-20 
4) Lynn-Smith, T.: Furt~al:S of 'PopUI.crtion ·s~dy, p. 484. See 
alSo CflaPters VI and VII of this publication. 
5) Lowenthal, David: "The West Indies Chooses a· Capital", The 
:G$)gphical"ReView, vol. 48, 1958, W. 
336- 9. 
CliAPI'ER III 
'IHE PRE-PROGRAMME E(l)NOMY 
Resources· and Exploitation 
rl 
Having briefly discussed the physical and human composi-
tion of Trinidad and T~ago, the next two chapters will survey the 
econany prior to the first Five-Ye~ JRvelopment Progranme, dealing 
first with the country's resource exploitation, followed by an 
·, 
app~al of the National Accounts in 1958. 
A look at the structure of the eCOl'lOII;' (see table 3.1) 
reveals both the coriibination of resources being exploited and the 
extent to which such exploitation contributed to rapid economic 
gra-rt:h. 
Except for the decline in the annual output of _agricul-
ture between 1958 and 1959, the growth in that sector was Continuous 
between 1951 and 1961, but its overall growth had been slow, and 
table 3. 2 brings th;is out. Accoroi.ng to this table, the pereentage 
of the Gross D::mestic Product (GDP), at factor cost, representing 
the agricultural output declined from 17. 3% to 12 .1%. In contrast, 
one finds a steady and fast rate. of growth in the petroleum and 
asphalt industry. But its dominance in the economy does not increase 
sm:x>thly between 28.9% in 1951 and 32.0% in 1961. ~n fact, this 
sector declined in :importance from 1951 to 1954, and only surpassed 
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'l'able 3.1 Table 3.2 
1-OROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT FACTOR COST BY &ECTOR 1151-1861 
pe&O PRICES) $mn. PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION TO REAL GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT FACTOR COST 
A1rlcuUura lncludln1 QuarQ'IRI 
Petroleum and Aaphal& 
&user 
Other Manufactur1ns 
ConatrucUoa 
Government lncluclln1 Public UUIUiea 
Other &ervlcee 
Dlecrepaneyb 
. Total 
Asrlculture lncludlns QuarrJinl 
Petroleum and Aaphall 
&usar 
Other Manufacturlna 
ConatrucUon 
Government lncludln1 PubUc UUilllee 
Other &ervlcaa 
Dlecrepaneyb 
Total 
11151 
'l2.8 
121.1 
10.8 
42.4 
10.8 
60,·1 
101.1 
+14.1 
434.5 
. 11151 
11152 
'l1. 5 
128.1 
10.8 
44.'l 
II. I 
68.5 
118.11 
-6,0 
447.1 
11158 
1953 
.,.,,., 
132.5 
11.1 
46.4 
10.2 
'11.8 
121.2 
•l'l.8 
453.5 
1859 
88.8 103.0 - 100.1 
201.11 22?.? 252.8 
12.8 14.4 13.8 
69.3 'l8.8 86.3 
22.8 34.8 38.0 
81.1 88.1 iiS. I 
180.1 1118.8 218.0 
+21.0 -21.1 -2?.6 
688.1 'l22.1 .,.,.,,, 
1954 1955 
82.8· 113.11 
135. II 155. 'l 
13.3 14.8 
50.5 113.11 
u. 6 18.1 
'16.2 '1'1.11 
128.8 155.6 
-28.'l -33.11 
no.o 534.8 
11158 
84.4 
l'l'lol 
12o 3 
58.1 
lllo'l 
80.2 
15'1.6 
+l6o.l ' 
811.1 
Averose1 
1960 11161 Annuol 
108.4 
263.4 
18.8 
81.4 
40.8 
104.8 
:m.4 
856.8 
112.8 . 
211'1.6 
18.5 
88.0 
45.2 
112.5 
244.8 
i6.8 
83'1.2 
Growth 
Rate 
4o2 
8.1 
ll.'l 
8o4 
16o8 
8.8 
3.8 
8.11 
f:,': 
' 
All Sectora 
A1rlcul&ure 
Oil and Aaphall 
&ullr 
Other Manufacturlns 
Conalruclloa 
General OoYemment (lncludlal Publlo 
Utllltlee) 
All Other 
All&ectore 
Asrlculture 
Oil and Aaphall 
susar 
I 
· Other Manu facturlnl 
i 
Conatructlon 
General Oovernment (lncludlns PubUo 
Utllltlaa) 
All Other 
1851 
aoo.o 
J.1M 
28.11 
2.8 
10.1 
2.8 
14.:1 
24.2. 
11151 
100.0 
14.8 
ao. a 
••• 
10.4 
3.4 
12.2 
2'7.0 
1853 1853 
100.0 100.0 
u.8 
28.2 
2.3 
10.0 
2~8 
15.1 
28.1 
11158 
100.0 
13.8 
30.8 
a.& 
-10.& 
4.1· 
llol 
26.5 
18.5 
28,1 
2.5 
••• 
2.3 
15.2 
25., 
I· 
11n derlvlns average annual rata or srowth, 1960 and 1861 were avera1ed to obtain the lermlnlll point. l iJovrcc: as th~1t of table 3 .1, p. 16. 
Source: Rampersad, Fr!.lnk: Grmrth r•.nd ;.itructurnl Chanec in 
the ~conomy of 'l'rinid•.d .~.nd Toh'leo. 19')1-61. I·lona, 
Institute of Jociu1 and i::conornic Re~carch, 1962. p. 12. 
11154 
100.0 
18.5 
2'1.2 
2.1 
10.1 
11158 
2.1 
15.2 
25.1 
100.0 
12.4 
31.4 
1.1 
10.1 
4.1. 
u.a 
21.2 
1855 
100,0 
18.11 
2'1. 4 
a •. e 
• •• 
2.8 
13., 
21.4 
11180 
100.0 
12.1 
30.1 
2.0 
10.1 
4.1 
1:1.2 
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IS,, 
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2.0 
••• 
:a. a 
13.1 
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1881 
100,0 
12.1 
aa.o 
I~ '! r 2.0 
·. 10.8 
.. .. 
12.1 
28.3 
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28.9% in 1956. 
The sugar sector is considered as separate fran agricul-
ture because it refers to a manufacturing industry. Although the 
average annual growth was 5. 7%, there were isolated year.; of 
decline, unlike the situation in "other manufacture" whose growth 
was oontinuous. During the decade, sugar relatively declined in 
importance and the other manufactur:i?g industries increased their 
share in the econorey, so that both groups together had alnost the 
same cumulative :importance in 1961 as in 1951 (see table 3.2). 
In sanewhat similar terms, the asphalt industiY . has had a depres-
sant effect on the petroletun and asphalt sector. On the oontrary, 
the inclusion of quarrying in the primary sector (which also 
includes agriculture - see fig. 3.1) is a stimulant to the latter, 
as it contributed between 3% and 5% of the value of the primazy 
sector. ·The output of quarrying trebled between 1950 and 1958*, 
and sales prices increased faster than production costs (see dis-
cussion later in dlapter). 
The gove:rnment sector expanded steadily in absolute terms, 
but ~ a percen~age of the GDP, it increased tmtil 1953, declined 
fran 1954 to 1959, remaining about 12% from 1957 to 1961. The 
*The annual production in thousands of tons was a5 follows: 
568.1--1950; 643.6--1951; 624.2--1952; 632.4--1953; 876.2--1954; 
943.4--1955; 1,176.2--1956; 1,240--1957; 1,554.9--1958. (~ 
the Economic Survey of Trinidad and Tobago, 1953-58, p. 40). 
Figure 3.1- Percentage Contributions of Components of Prirr.ary Sector (19?1-61) 
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oonstruction . industzy \.J-as a small part of the ecbnoJIW, but had 
almost doubled its share.· Except for 1953, its absolute valUe 
improved annually, and the rate of expansion here was faster than 
that of any other sectpr in the ecanon;r ( 16. 6% annually) • The rest 
of the economy · had gr:am both in relative and absolute te:rns. This 
"other'' sector was. made up primarily of services for which a 
oamnent is included later in this chapter. We should now treat the 
various secton; more fully (see fig. 3.2). 
GOO IS 
Primaiy Sector 
Agriculture: About 45% of the land in Trinidad and Tobago was fores-
ted in 1958. A mere 29% (373,000 acres) was being "adequately used"1 
for agriculture. Semi-derelict land and land in shifting cultiva-
tion covered almost 100,000 acres - 7.8%, whiie swamp lands occupied 
26,300 acres - 2.1%. Throughout the comtryside abandoned estates 
and plantations could be seen (chiefly cocoa) • The Govemment had 
pen;uaded the oil companies to maintain forests on their mused 
lands, and, in addition, some companies had replanted forests after 
drillf:ng. 
In 1958, agricultural lands (excluding forestzy)* included 
*Elsewhere, agricultural statistics include forestzy, fisheries, and 
hunting, and will be referred to as the "primary sector". 
Figure 3.2 - Comparison of Goods and Services: Growth Trends, 1951-61. 
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Source: Rampersad (1962), p. 17. 
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122,400 acres in ooooa (about!>, 78,000 acres in sugarcane, 42,000 
under oooonuts, 13,000 under citrus fruit and 7,000 under ooffee. 
Map 3.1 represents the pattern of land use in 1950, a pattern that 
had shown little change by 1958. 
For reasons to be discussed later (see Cllapter VII) , the 
agri.cultUI'al. sector has not realised as m~ of its potential as 
have the other sectors. In 1958 al.nost 26% of the oountzy's 
labour force was employed in the p:cimary sector, producing less than 
15% of the GDP (1960 prices). There was a great deal of underemploy-
ment and the general exodus from I'UI'al to urban settlements was not 
oc~ at a sufficiently rapid rete to bring about the necessazy 
rise in productivity of this sector (see discussion on prices 
obtained by fanners in Appendix II). For instance, in the sugar 
industzy, labour oosts had become vezy high, with the result that 
unless the industzy had becone automated, it would not be able to 
continue compet~ on the world market, without the· continuation of 
the currently_ generous COlilliDnweal th protection. 
In pre-war years, the eoonaey was mainly agricultUI'al. and 
two of its three leading oommerc:i.al crops, ooooa and oooonuts, pro-
vided an inelastic supply. First, the 1920's saw the beginning of 
what became a drastic structural change in the primazy sector 
itself. Coooa, then the terri.tozy's chief source of revenue, had 
its market price increased f.ron $13 a hundredweight in 1911 to $24 
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.111ap 3.1: Land Use in Trinidad and Tobago. 
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in 1920, only to fall _again .suddenly in ·the following year to $10. 2 
~ this period, the marl<et price for cocx:muts increased fa:i,rly 
steadily, while s_ugar prices remained quite stable. 3 _As cocoa 
prices declined, fanners in the marginal areas began the expensive 
. . 
process of replacl:flg cocoa with coconuts or sugar wherever appro-
priate (see dis~sion on crop conditions in Olapter I). 
The ~ig blow came in the 1930's when the cocoa crop was 
struck by the witchbroom disease.. Many fanners were Iuined, and 
much land was desert~d. Following t~, the coconut industry was 
hit by a red-ring disease in the 1940's. This resulted in wide-
spread unemployment and indirect urbanisation ·which was somewhat 
ameliorated by the Secx:md World War, when militazy activity eased 
the labour problem. Thus, the labour force gainfully employed in 
_agriculture declined in absolute tenns from 60,000 in 1931 to 
43,000 ·males by the end of the war, and female wo:rkers from 20,000 
to le$S than 11,000.4 
· Peacetime saw the retmn of a portion of the labour force 
to the land, but this portion was not very: great. With the expan-
sion of industry ih the fifties and the resUlting new "structural 
change in the e00I10JIW" referred· to by Frank Rampersad, * the percen-
*Throughout his book - Growth and Stru~ Olange :i,n tl).~  
of Trinidad and Tobage (1951-61) -he refers to the transportatl.on 
that oCC\JI".red in the ecx:m~ due to the increased importance of 
manufact~ and seiVice industries and the decline of agriculture. 
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~age of the labour foree in _agriculture _again decreased, the male 
labotn" force further decl~ in absolute tenns from 47 ,ooo to 
44,000. ·The share of _agricultural production in the Gross rbmes-
tic Product fell from 18.3% in 1953 to 14.6 by 1957,5 despite a 
respectable increase in real tenns :froni $69. 3Mn to $90. 7Mn ( $BWI) • 
Not only did _agriqulture· continue to decline in impor-
tance in the fifties, but in post-war years there has been a radi-
cal shift in ~asis within the _agricultural sector. We should 
survey the t-rends of crops and livestock wi~ this sector d~ 
the seven years prior to the draft of_ the I2velopment ~gramne. 
First of all, aiJDng the broader categories of the primary 
sector (see t:ig. 3.1), there were vary~ trends in their relative 
imporrt:ance between 1951 and 1957. The growth in sugar production 
Waf? slower than that of the sector as a whole, while "tree crops" 
and "quarzy~" ~gistered faste~ growth rates 41 product value. 
Of the other two categories, "livestock and fis~" rose to 15.6% 
in 1953, but returned to the identical 1951 figure of 13.2% in 1957, 
while "other _agriculture'' fell to its lowest ~igure in 1953, ris~ 
_again to just above the 1951 t:igure in 1957. 
'IWo co~nents warrant closer attention: "Tree crops" and· 
"other _agriculture". Both constitute the two l~est shares in 
_agricultural production and both consist of many different . crops. 
Tree crops, although of less direct importance for local consumption, 
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are considerably more important for export than "other agri.cul~". 
'!he products of the fo:r:mer are cocoa, coffee, bananas, oranges~ 
grapefruit and copra. '!he value of production of these crops will. 
be discussed in Cllapter IV under "The Importance of Trade". Table 
3. 3 shows the trends in the volume of production between 1951 and 
19 57 (see also Appendix II) • 
Table 3.3 
Export of Agricultural CbJIIIIDdi ties '000 lb. 
1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 
-·-
Cbcoa 21,720 17,641 16,.459 21,837 15,946 
Coffee 2,374 3,973 3,193 3,297 3,999 
Copra 1,637 1,904 8,480 2,423 840 
Oranges 4,820 3,366 4,873 4,178 3,061 
Grapefruit 14,006 7,665 . 11,754 9,254 10,117 
Bananas 2,608 5,539 2,844 8,988 9,985 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Govenunent: Econanic Survey of Trinidad 
and Tobago (1953-58). Port-of-Spa:ln (Government Pri.nte:ry), 
1958, p. 21. 
lb>t crops, vegetables, local food crops and other _agri-
. . 
cultural products gram chiefly for domestic cons\Jilq;>tion constitute 
the category "other _agriculture". The_ grQrth rate of production 
here was slc:Mer than ave~ for the _agricultural sector. local 
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production of meat inczeased rapidly, but local oonsumptian between 
1954 and 1958 doubl~d, increas~ the quantity imported. Poultry 
f~g in Trinidad and Tobago ~g thi$ · period had inczeased in 
vol\Jile faster than other livestock and appeared to be a promising 
boost to the agricultural sector an the eve of the IA!velopnent 
~gramine. 
In surmnazy, it should be noted that gror.vth in the agri-
cultural sector in the" 1950's was moderate, although it tended to 
be ove:r:5hadowed by :remarkable ·expansion in production in the petro-
leum industry, the oonstruction sector, and the service sector. On 
the strength of these three secto:r:5 especially, the ecollOJey as a 
whole experienced average arulUal increases of over 13.5% between 
1954 and 1957. 
Fisheries: '!he fiBhi:ng industry in Trinidad and To~ago in 195 7 was 
marl<edly underdeveloped. Tile actual production was a small fract.ian 
of its potential. '!he country is in an exceptionally good iocatian, 
since the neari>y Orinoco IA!lta is the breeding ground for the Carl te 
or Spanish Mackerel which swim north after hatching (see map 3.2). 
The ~ fish spawn in the Sazgasso Sea area before migrating south 
to the banks off the east coast of Trinidad and Tobago. A. third 
species, the Blue fish, ~tes from the east coast Of the U.S.A., 
off New Jemey, IA!laware and North Carolina, to Trinidad's east 
Ocean Depths off Trinidad and .Tobago (in 
Source: United States. Army ~~rvey (1942) 
0 5 "110 1. es 
coast to winter. These species travelled in l.a:rge schools, vi~ 
tually unmolested by the island's fishermen Who had no vessels 
sufficiently large t~ go out to intercept them. The Ccmmmication 
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. between the ~sheries ~t and the local fishermen was alnost 
~ligible at the time, but plans were being fonnulated to organize 
fishing co-operatives to enable local fishermen to afforo lazger, 
powe~driven vessels and adequate fis~ gear. 
Data and statistics on Trinidad and Tobago fisheries 
prior to 1957 were scarce, but there was sane infonnation that gave 
a vague .idea of the level at which the :IA!velopnent ~graDIIE started 
its fisheries projects. The Fisheries :IA!parbnent, on the basis of 
statis-tics on local catches handled through Port-of-Spain (5 ,010,276 
lb.) and San Fernando (1,650,478 lb.), estimated the annual catch of 
Trinidad and Tobago to be less than 10,000,000 lb. Over 9,200,000 
lb. of fish and fiSh products were i.np>rted, of which some· 6,400,000 
lb. was dried. The dried fish "probably :represented about 20,000,000 
lb. of fresh fish. n6 Together with the local catch, the fish oon-
sunption level is comparable to that of Britain. However, since 
imports had been so high, the ~gramme was planni.rig to increase 
local catch. 
Fo:restzy: The forests of both Tri.J:iidad and Tobago owe their luxu-
riance l~eiy to the absence of regular hurricanes and gale-force 
winds. The latest hurricane disaster was in 1963 in· Tobago, when 
widespread damage :resulted. 'Ihe forest :reserves in Tobago, prior 
to the Development ~grarmne, were virtually unexploited. In 
Trinidad, however, much of the Crown land forests have been used 
for commercial lumbering. 
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Most of Trinidad's reserves are eve~en seasonal. In 
the Northern Range, however, montane forests are predominant. 
Moreover, the Forestry Department has .been developi:ng teak planta-
tions on a la.r&e scale, chiefly in the Central Range, around 
Tabaquite (see map 3.1). 
In their natural state, both e~~en seasonal and 
montane types consist of a wide variety of species. Such a phenome-
non makes oollecting timber quite anluous, since only about 50-60 
of the 400 species present are of cormner:ci.al importance. The Fores-
try Department has done extensive :research into the forestry si tua-
tion since 1901, and, havi?g persuaded wood-cutti:ng enterprises to 
:replant valuable species after clearl?g, some areas have up to 80% 
a:mnerci.al species. 
Eve~en seasonal forests are fairly tali, with a· dis-
continuous emergence of trees rea~ 100 ft., above a quite 
continuous canopy of 40-90 ft. Semi....eW:rgreens are riot as tall, 
while the deciduous seasonals are still shorter. 
Mont~e forests are subject to ~ greater degree of des-
truction than the seasonal types, due to the exposure of the fonner 
to the prevaili:ng Trade Winds. The canopy of these forests is 
noticeably lower at 60 ft. The ·lower montane type is a virtual 
transition between the e~rgreen seasonal and the montane, ha~ 
a considerably ~er canopy than the latter of up to 100 ft. 
Table 3.4 
~es P7r 100 acres by Major Fo~s~ !YP~s 
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Girth 
Semi--
Evergreei1. Montane 
lower 
Montane 
1-6 ft. 15,000 115-175 15,000 11,000 16,000 
6-10 ft. 500 120-1000 50 100 BOO 
over 10 ft .. 60 20-400 80 
Source: Marshall, R. C.: The ~saiography and VegetatiOIJ ·of Trinidad 
an_g:_- 'to. ago. Oxford, 19 34 • 
'Ihe variations in the densities of trees in general, and 
economic species in particular, are brought out by table 3. 4 
In 1901, the Government, acting on the advice from the 
Forestry Department, acquired as Crown Land large expanses of waste 
land and abandoned estates. The purpose was to check soil erosion 
and provide a valuable source of timber. In 1913, teak plants were 
imported from Bmma and .India to be grown as forest plantations. 
At first, planti?g was slow, but by 1928 the rate had increased to 
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115 acres annually, to over 180 acres annually in 1940, and 750 
acres annually by 1955 •. By 1959, sane 13,000 acres had been planted 
with teak altogether. "Teak prefers a slightly acid soil, "7 such as 
a well drained ~~us clay or sandy loam fonnation or silts 
alo_ng stream beds. Most plantations are fo1md in Montserrat and 
Charuma wards aro1md Tal>aqui te. 
In the Arena Reserves, a tropical sheltezwood has evolved 
from early plantations of a local species, while in 1950, a tropical 
pine was introduced to cut Trinidad 1 s import e:Kpendi ture on soft 
woods which valued $4,750,000 in 1961. '!his scheme was then in its 
pioneer stage, with only a few h1.mdred acres 1.mder cultivation. 
MANUFACI'URE .AND INDUSTRY 
One of the IIDre indelible effects of the Seoond World War 
on the oountiy is that the presence of u.s. bases and the correspon-
dingly large voltune of mobilisation by Britain and eJIJ.ployment re-
cruitment by the U.S. initiated a new wave of urbanisation (briefly 
refei"'ed to in. section on agriculture). This urbanisation was a 
prelude to later industrialisation. In the years following the war, 
there was an ab1mdant labour force in url>an areas, providing a 
valuable basis for manufacturing industries, as the industrial 
sector grew rapidly. 
The 1950 15 had seen the fastest gn>Wth rate of the Gross 
Ibmestic Product in the co1mtzy 1 s recent eoonomic history, averaging 
over 13% . between 1954 and 195 7. Tile increase in petroleum produc-
ticn is ~ly responsible for this boost in the eccnmw. 'Ihe 
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oil industry accounted for the ~st share of the GDP, and 11prior 
to 1955 there was very little manufa~ industrY other than oil 
and s.ugar. 118 After 1955, hc:Mever, th~ gn::wth of other manuf~ 
industries was faster than that of the .eccnonw as a whole, as many 
new induStries were established. 
Petroleum Industzy: · 'Ihe p:roducticn bf oil and asphalt grew at a 
faster rate than the rest of the econany. · 'Ibis. gn:Mth had very sig ... 
nificant effects on many walks of life in the cammmi ty of Trinidad 
and T~ago. Opera~ as "the principal prime mover in the eCOilOJIW, n9 
the oil industiy accounted for the majority of external trade (in 
tenrs of value) and ccntributed most to finan~ government expen-
di"tun!.* 
Not only did the finan~g o£: government expenditure 
result . in. the substantial expansion of public services such as ed.uca-
ticn, public health, roads and water, indirectly it increased ~loy­
ment in the. government sector as well. The labour force an the oil-
fields also increased as tCHlS iJ:l the south of Trinidad associated 
wi:t-h the oilfields witnessed rapid populati~ grarth. ~ages in the 
*N.B. Asphalt production actually declin~d in that period and made 
no significant ccntribution to either the GDP or to Government 
Revenue .• 
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oil industiy were excee~gly ~gh by territorial standards, and the 
canpeti tim for manpc:JNer forced up labour costs to critical he_ights 
in the adjacent s_ugar canpanies. 
Production ca;;ts were also extremely ~gh in the oil indus-
tty, alth~ w:ages were just a small portion of these costs. The 
~gh cost of dri~ was the main cause. Unlike most oil-produci?g 
areas, the oil in Trinidad occurs in isolated pools a~ great depths. 
'!he~ cost of exploration Un.der these conditiau; had dis~d 
the expansicm of the industiy prior to the 1950's, and as it became 
more feasible to import crude oil to keep the island's :refineries 
enployed, new contracts were obtained chiefly fran Venezuela and the 
Middle East, and the :refinezy capacity expanded, especially at 
Pointe-a-Pierre. 
Crude oil proclucticm statistics shc:M an increase fran 2 3. 6 
mi.llicm barrels in 1954 to 37.4 million in 1958. Four factozs are 
~ly :respmsible for this rapid: gro,rt:h: (1) the increase in 
:refinety capacity which made possible a l.a:rger ~put, (2) 
increased activity in atSho:re dril.l.i?g, ( 3) the success of marine 
dri.l~g which provided the boost in morale necessaey to en~ 
further drii~, and :roost important (4) the_ giaNth in capital ex-
penditure that made all this possible. The purchase of Trinidad's 
~est oil canpany by the Texas carpany in 1956 (see Cllapter IV) 
further en~d a spirit of enterprise whiCh undoubtedly had its 
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effect m the industzy as a whole. This expansion in local produc-
tion was actually faster- than the_ giOrth. of inports over the sane 
period, as the percen~age of inported crude oil.bei:ng refined 
declined sl:ightly fiQn 46% to 42%. 
Apart from crude oil producticn, Trinich;ld had been ex-
tract~ an increasi:ngly inportant volUrie of natural gas. The 
volUrie more than doubled between 1954 and 1958 ( 38,400 millicn cu. ft. 
to 79,200 million cu. ft.-). However, the proportim put to use as 
fuel fell from 47% of the armual extract to 29%. over the same period. 
'lhe reasm for this is that the method used for extraction of crude 
oil requires that scme of th~ gas be re-injected to increase the 
pressure of the deposit beneath the surface, thus 1~ the 
~g life of the wells. 
'lhe petroleum industiy, other manufact~g industries, and 
. gove:mJIEllt s~rvices were expanding quickly, especially fran 1954 to 
1957. '!he_ general atmosphere in the British Caribbean islands was 
ch~d with proposals and preparations for federation. Trinidad's 
higher standaro of liYi:ng was I)O secret in the rest of the Eastern 
Caribbean, and already an inerease could be seen in the vollune of 
~grants, as 1;he "Small-Islanders"* came in search of better job 
*A tem. used in Trinidad to refer to people in the smaller islands 
of the lesser Antilles. 
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opportunities. '!he increase was not .sudden, but its influence was 
apparent in url:>an an!as where they· settled to find jobs. Only a 
very small minority settled in rural an!as at first, (see <llaPter 
II), but this number· increaSed rapidly. 
In the foll~ chapter we will consider ill: greater 
detai·l the behaviour of the eCOilOIIW as a whole. For the present, we 
should examine trends in the productivity of the various industries. 
Asphalt: '!he asphalt industry is. generally associated with .oil 
under '~", or simply the "petroleUm and asphalt sector". 
Table 3.5 
Production .of ~~t - ( 1954-58) (tons) 
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
;..;;;....._ 
-
Total asphalt 
extracted: 142,101 136,729 141,127 135,939 133,042 
of which for 
export: 95,368 84,363 85,734 74,892 76,509 
for local use: 46,733 52,366 55,383 61,047 56,533 
Total export of 
dried. asphalt: 51,035 49,740 45,783 41,258 44,436 
Total export of 
asphalt cement: 22,587 13,107 13,548 12,706 ll,l46 
Source: Trinidad and T~ago Government: :Ecorianic Syrvey ·of T:cinidad 
and Tob:s¥ (1953-5~). Port-of-Spam, GOVeiYliient Pi'iiite:ry, 
1958, p. 6. 
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The production of asphalt, however, has been .declin~g 
(see table 3.5). From the table above, one sees a tendency to 
diminishing output and a definite decline in export. Production, 
as above, was depressed by a declirli:ng world market and a fairly 
stable local demand. 
Ouarryi:ng: Quarrying witnessed substantial expansion in both pro-
duction volume and value in the 1950's, as industrial development 
stepped up the rate of building activities in both the residential 
and business areas. 
The number of productive quarries was 173 in 1950 and 21!-9 
'!'able 3.p 
Quarry Products 
Items 1951!- 1955 1956 1957 
Limestone 1!-83,001!- 1!-88, 707 689,731 671,054 
Poreellani te 63,070 79,262 73,364 80,662 
Sand an~ gravel 215,216 256,305 283,295 342,534 
Pitch sand 26,552 29,169 33,657 33,025 
Clay 88,406 90,000 95,736 110,400 
Gypsum 1!-32 2,336 
(tons) 
1958 
830,051 
96,1!-41 
1!-17,959 
87,660 
120,030 
2,777 
TOTAL: 876,248 943,443 . 1,176,215 1,21!-0,011 1,551!-,918 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Government: Economic Survey of Trinidad and 
TobijHo (1953-58). Port of Spain (Government Printezy), 1958, · 
P· a. 
in 1958, with about 5% of those in proc1Uction beComing exhausted 
each year. The items of production are listed in table 3.6 aboVe'; 
The limestone o~ut .. ~ve~d over 50% of the total voltune 
during the period 1950-58. Sand and gravel oonstituted almost 28% 
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and clay 10%. Production oosts increased by 60-70% and the selling 
price by about 100% durl?g the same period. Although there is an 
abmdance of quarry material, supply was not keep~ pace with demand. 
A shortage of transport vehicles th~ughout slowed down distribution, 
caus~ a bottleneCk in the industzy. These oondi tions :res\11. ted in 
sharp increases in prices. 
Construction: The improvf?g standard of living and rap~d uroanisa..., 
tion were ~g acoompanied by the buil~ of new houses as well as 
the :renovation of older dNell~s. There was physical expansion in 
the various industries and improvement in the :road system (building 
hri:dges, etc.). Acco~y, the oonstruction secto~ grew rapidly. 
Between 1951 and 1957 its share in the GDP went from 2.6% to 3.4%, 
and then j'umped to 4. 7% in 1958; as the Five-Y~ !2velopment 
Progremme was ccmm.enced. 
Manufacturing Industries (Exclt;J.d:i,pg Oil> .. ; In 1950, manufacturing 
industries were re~gnised as crucial to the future development of 
·the economy of Trinidad and To~o, when the Government drew up 
the Aid to Pioneer Industries Ordinance. Aimed at enoourag~· more 
.. 
Table 3o7 
Production of the Most Important Co~modities, 1954-1958 ! . 
Commodity 
. I .Unit 1!154 1955 I· '19SG '·I 1957 1958 
:Sugar .. .. .. .. 000 tons 
'· 
173 193 160 168 183 
'' 
'Rum (Distilled) · .. .. 000 proof gal. 1,835 1,166 1,365 1,365 1,901 ., 
.. 
., 
Molasses : 000 gai. 7,755 8,483 _7,413 7,085' .. .. ... 10,689 
Gin" .. .. .. .. 000 proof gal. - 22 4 5 2 i 
· Beer• .. .. .. - ... 000 liq. gai. 596 575 606 686 1,054 . 
' : 
: Stout" .. .. .. .. 000 liq. gal. 108 1~1 110 : .. 135 142 . 
Bay Rum (in d. perfumed 
' 
: 
spirits) .. .. . .. 000 proof gal. 23 21 30 35 32 
·Matches .. .. .. ... 000 gross · small 276 277 286 301 376 : 
boxes ' 
.. 
: : ; Edible Oil O<_JO gal • l,66i 1.,873 1,899 2,011. 1,947 ... .. .. 
' 
;·Lard substitute· .. 
.. 
.. 000 lb . .. j,643 l,sJ6 1,807 2,235 2,646 
Raw Oil 
.. 
2,451 2,604 . 2,801• .. .. .. 000 g·al . .. . 2,578 . 2,672 : ! "Margarine .. .. .. 000 lb . . 1,945 2,474 ' 2,605 2,625 3,0_12 'i 
I Laundry Soap ' 10,714 9;246 9,254 8,716· ' .. .. ... 000 lb . 8,617 
! Toilet Soap 000 lb. .. 26 8 26 36 40 .•. .. .. .. 
. . 
· Butter substitute .. .. 000 lb . 
" 
3~4 284 
' 
: Cigarettes .. .. .. . 000 lb . 1,503 '1,627 
' . '. 
: Other manufactured tobacco 000 lb. 35, 37 
.. 
'Textilcs(l)• .. ... ... 000 sq:yd. : 1,223 1,504 ·. 
Bitt·e.rs ( 1) 
.. .. ... 000 gal. 62 ss 
Grapefruit & Orange juice~ .. 000 liq. gat. '1,112 
. ' 
1,67-5 
Clothing (Shirts and pyjamas) 
not knitted(l) .. .. 000 doz. 12 '. 10 
Paints(l)" .. .. .. 000 liq. gal. 40 
.• 
47· 
: Cement• .. .. .. 000. t~ms n.a . 121 
Medical and Pharmaceutical $000 (value 
.'Products< 1)" .. .. .. only) 253 270 
' ! Electricity generated .. 000 k.h. 259,852 278;90~ 
! ' 
. , 
i 
i 
(1) Only figur~s of. exports are available • 
" Dimotes pioneer industry •. 
. i . ' .. · .... ' 
,. 
'· 
254' 327 287 
1,734 .. l,i28 1.799 
36: 32 25 . .. 
_1,660 3,351 
. ' 
2,327 
; 
: : 
82 73 79. ·: 
1,574 1,659 3,259 I 
. ' 
. .i 
7 10 : 15 
.. 
60 62 68 
137 131 147 
: 
2£6 370 
.' 
261 
~10,563 329,736. 378,261 
s mn.'ce = · -· ~~=r j li i 21~~ .. -,~;·n-;i --~-;-~~ 8.h~- ··:-~;~:e·:~;·;~~;·-t· ;· ... · · · ·-· 
"Rconomic Su"!'ve~·Of ::T.r.ini.dad and :roba.P-.:o. (1qs-::;.,.l)g) .• 
·To") , -(' -t"" 0..:;,. c• ... • n ( ' () - . - . ... .,., . . ' ' 1 9 c:: n 1 ,.... 
,! ... , .• • - .L -,, .!.-' 2.2 .. · . ve r:r11-1e r1. '·· .:·TJ.n "Lery ,1 , __ . /:). p. __ o. 
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local productioo of foodstuffs and other items, th~ gove:nurent 
hoped to decrease the volume of inq>orted consune~ goods relative 
to capital: goods. Such an achievement would provide more employ-
ment and diver.;ify the export trade. At that time, petroleum, 
s_ugar and cocoa accounted for 92% of the exports. 
'Ihe cancessioos in the Ordinance included exemptioo from 
~ort duties on capital eq~pnent and raw ~terial imported for 
prooess~g, as well as tax-free profits for the first ten yean; • 
By 1958 over 200 applications had been made for piooeer status, 
of which 175 had beerl: granted, and 30 were still pend:i:ng approval 
at the end of the year. The c.i.f. value o~ goods i.nported duty-
free. increased fran $0.9Mn in 1952 to $4.1Mn in 1958, while the 
gross output within these industries went from $5. 2Mn to $2 3 .lMn ·. · ( .· _ 
. ' . ~' ., 
. . . 
between 1953 and 1958. 
We should examine sane of the inq>ortant manuf~ in-
dustries to better \IDder.;tand the pattern of developnent in 
p~ss within the sector. Table 3. 7 includes a list of the 
comnodities manufa.ctmed within the sector. 
Sugar: Since the late 19 30 's, this industry has been most 
i.nportant ~the manufact~ industries. From 1946 to 1955, 
there was an overall increase in s_ugar productioo fran 110, 000 
tons to 193,000 tons (see ~ig. 3.3). In 1956, however, production 
·. 000 
I I I I I ·-1 tons 
•. 
Figure 3.3.- Post-\·/ar Grm-rth of ·Sugar Production, 1946-60. 
220 
200 
180 
160 
140 
120 
1946 1950 1954 1958 
Source: Journal - Agricultural Society of Trinidad and 'l'oba.go 
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fell to 160,000 tans. The "dzy season" that year was tmusually 
wet, and the sugar cane reaped was 1. 6Mn tons, carrpared -with 
1. 8Mn for the previous year. Wet conditions hinder the physi-
cal process of harv:esti:Jlg, but of further significance is the re-
lative sugar content of the cane harvested. Because of the ex-
cessive rain, the s.ugar content decreased fran one tone of sugar 
in 9.5 tons of cane, to one in 10.2 tans of cane. After 1954, 
there was considerable mdemisation on the sugar estates, hence 
the sudden increase from 153,000 tons in 1953 to 173,000 tons in 
1954. 
Rum: The output in this sector was only 4% higher in 
1958 than what it was in 1954.-. The export mark~t had been very 
small, (also local consumption had not increased significantly) 
with the result that the accumulated. stock had gruwn to almost 
4. 3Mn proof gallons by 1958. Moreover, due to conspicuous con-
sumption, imported rum made up 22% of total local consumption. 
(Actual consumption in 1958 was 768,000 proof gallons.) 
Beer and Stout: Two different finns had local monopo-
lies on the production of each of these coiiiiiDdities in the early 
1950's. They were both pioneer industries, and the output in beer 
grew rapidly. In 1954 they JIErged, and, by 1958, their armual 
production had increased by 80%. A small quantity was exported, 
\. 
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~d the rest supplied 73% of the. local needs. 
orange · c¢id · §r¥:frui t ·Juice: The ·citrus. grc:We:r.; had a 
co-operative carmezy for process~ and canni:ng or~e ~ grape-
fruit juice. 'Ihe cannery's Ou.tput fltictuated prior to the com-
mencement of the ~, but there was ~ general. tendency 
tar.Jard increased production. Conpared with their respective 1951 
outputs, ora:nge juice production was five tines ~er in 1957, 
an~ grapefruit juice four times ~er .in 1958. 
Copra PrOOu~~: 'lhe products of oopra are edible oils, 
lard substitutes, soap, margarine. and other butter substitutes. 
Between 195'+ and 1958, the sale of edible oil increased by 17% and 
lard substitutes by 60%. '!he copra products kept pace with local 
demand, and, except for butter, the ove:ran :inport of oils and 
fats was very small. 
Othe:r.;: Other :inportant cantributims to the manufactul'-
~g sector came ftan cement, textiles and ~arettes. Cement p~ 
.ductim comrrenced in Trinidad late in 195'+, and :fn:m 1955 to 1958, 
production had expanded by 20%. The textile industry saw a 90% 
increase between 195'+ and 1958, while in the same period, the 
c;igarette output ~ gram by 19%. Table 3. 7 gi. ves an idea of the 
:i.nportance of the diffenmt camoodi ties to the sector as a whole. 
SERVICES 
Canp~g the_ goods-produ~g sectors With the service 
sector.:;, ~ig. 3.2 reveals app:rox:ima:tely eq~ ~ rates. 'lhe 
rate o~ grarth in the latter was kept laN by the slaN p~gress in 
the public sector, while _agri.cul~ limited the expansion of 
goods producticn. 
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'lhe service sector plays a very intrica-te role in the 
function of the eccnaey. '!he sector may be divided into four 
ca~gori.es: (1) transport and communication, (2) distribution, (3) 
banks and financial insti tutians, and ( 4) professional services. 10 
In the first: group are included road, rail, air and coastal steamer 
transport, as well as telephone and cable cammmica:tion, pos~e, 
st~e and warehous~g. Transport ;facilities are available for 
pass~r.:; and ~ight alike, but ~ight transport by road is not 
accounted for. Instead, merever applicable, this .service has been 
included in the accomts of the sectors uti.lisi:ng it.* 
The distribution sector is more specialised and distinctly 
~er than transportation and cammmicatian.ll It includes the 
distribution of i.nports (except those made directly~ govemm:mt 
*Appendix I to Cllapter II contains more detai.led exami.naticn ef the 
characteristics ·of transport and ccmm.mication, in which netWorl<s, 
media and us_age are considered. 
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and certain other private ~:rganisations, e.g. crude oil). It also 
includes the export of ooooa and citrus products which are handled 
through reoognised charmels, but not agricultural products for 
local consunption. 
The th:iro group includes banks and insurance companies. 
The fourt:h: group is extu:!mely diverse, with professional services 
(such as doctors and dentists), entertainment and lamdry services 
being the main components from which the growth in output is 
:derived. 
Table 3. 8, belOW', shows the grarth of the four parts of 
the service sector: 
Table 3.8 
The Service Sector (1953-57) 
1953 1954 1955 
Transport and Communica-
tion 19.6 20.4 24.4 
Distribution 35.2 37.5 56.6 
Banks & Financial Insti tu-
tions 4.1 4.0 6.3 
Professional & others 20.9 21.5 25.9 
Total for sector 79. 8 83.4 113.2 
GDP at factor oost 379.6 404.2 469.-o· 
Sector as % of GDP 21. 0 20.6 24.1 
1956 
26.7 
73.8 
6.7 
28.0 
135.2 
547~3 
24.7 
$Mn 
1957 
28.0 
80.6 
7.1 
29.1 
144.8 
622.8 
23.2 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Gove:rnment: Eoonamic Survey of Trini<;la.d 
and Tobago (1953-58). Port-of-Spain (Govenmtent Printery), 
1958, p. 58. 
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There -was tipwaro novement in each of the four components, 
but the fastest. grUNth was in "distr.i.bution", as its output nore than 
doubled (at current prices) • "Banks and financial institutions" 
witnessed a 73% in~ase, while "transport and OOliiJiltD'lication", and 
"'professional and other services" showed slower increases of 43% and 
39% respectively. Prices in the sector changed only slightly, so 
that at constant prices the. grUNth rate within the sector would not 
be greatly ch~ed. There were s.igns of acceleration in the expan-
sion of the sector. after 1954. This was more noticeable in "distri-
bution", where between 1951 and 1954 the output ~Y in~ased from 
$29.5Mn to $37.5Mn12 but then shot up to $56.6Mn in 1955. Such a 
growth pattern seems to bear close oorrelation with the gzuwth of 
the economy as a whole, which would indicate the interoependence of 
this sector and the rest of the eoonomy. 
Unemployment and Unde~t: People out of worl<:, but seeking 
a job during the weeks of the 1957 survey were considered t.memployed, 
making up 20,000 of the labour force of 289,000.* However, if this 
*According to a goverrnnent publication, "The Size and Structure of 
the Labour Fo~", No. 2 - 1956, p. 3, the survey was carr.J.ed out 
over a five-week period. Trinidad was divided into four districts, 
each of which was surveyed during one of the four weeks in November. 
During the first week in Iecember Tobago was surveyed. 
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survey had taken pla.oe in August/September, three months prior, a 
further 8, 000 would haw been ~giste:red in the labour force a5 
unemployed. Moreover, t'11e:re was a nebUlous ~in separa.~ these 
from the underemployed. 'nlus, many of the latter, for example, 
dock worlcers and sene construction worl<ers, worked ~gularly. 
Such worl<.ers, like dockers in- ~gland prior to September 196 7, ~:re 
-relatively well-paid for their skills. '!his was, nevertheless, an 
exception to the customarily lCM level of ~ages associated with 
underemployment. 
In 1957, 269,000 persalS were employed, of whom 190,000 
we:re male and 79,000 female. Of the total, 118,000 (43.9%) we-re 
considered tmde:remployed, (64,000 males and 54,000 females), in-
cl~g "21,000 small faniErs, 24,000 petty traders, odd-jabbers 
and other small a,m-account worl<ers, 29,000 danestic workers (i.e. 
danesti.c servants, yard-boys etc.), 29,000 other paid employees. 
wo~ short time or at very lCM ~age rates, 14,000 unpaid family 
workers and 1,000 unpaid app:rent:ices" •13 
A l.a!ge part of the service sector was conside:red 
unde:remployed, including housewives ~gaged in part-time services, 
such as hai.r'-dressi:ng, and people . sel~g lottezy tickets for a 
small conmi.ssion. 'nle_ g:rarth of this sect~ had acco~ly been 
seve-rely inhibited by such unde:remployment, · as was the enti:re 
econoJIW. 
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CHAPTER IV 
'1HE PRE-PRcx;RAMME ECONOMY 
Natimal. Accounts 
The physical and h\.UIIall resource bases of the ecatOIJW 
pric:>r to the cxmnencement of the ~~t Five-Ye~ D:!velopnent 
~have been outlined thus far. Comnen:ts on the exploita-
. . 
tion of these resources haw_ given a further insight into the re.,.. 
lated economic trends. '!his info:rmatim provides mly a partial 
introductim to the ~gramme, not account~g for the financi?g 
of it. Accol"di?gly ~ this chapter discusses the co~trY' s national 
accounts· ShCM~g 1he extent to which the econOJIW generated the 
necessaxy fmds for the~· 
NATIONAL AC<llUNTS 
At current prices, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
increased :m:m $333.1Mn in 1951 to $1,144.2Mn in 1964, ~ grcwth of 
243.5% for the .period. Similarly, th~ giG1th of the National 
in~ was from $250.6Mn to $824. 7Mn (a 229.1% ·increase). Table 
4.1 reproduces the natiooal accounts as tabulated by International 
Mcnetazy Fund officials in 1965. 'Ihe data included here is so in-
tricate that we shall discuss _its econanic implicati.ms in detail. 
Expenditure en. _the GPP: 'lhree conpcnents of cons'U!Ipticn expenditure 
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TRble 1.1 
~·la tioni'.l l•ccoun ts 
(~- ·l.lliona of Tri~d~~~ Tobu.o dolla.x:_s_ &t. curr.,ut pd,:ca) 
Pre!. Pi"d. 
1951 1952 1953 1954 1.9.5) __ -.956 l95J- 1958 ~J. __ 196o 1961 1962 1963 1~ 
--... -
1. Col1SW1ptfon e~nditurea (a+b) 24o.2 275·3 293-2 325.1 359.5 42'2. 0 4~.7 521.4 578.0 6~:~ ~ 74-4.9 787.2 848~ a. l~ublic ( i+1i) ""15.2 ~ T9:9 5l).i b'0.6 br:7 -u;:-r 11·1 -sr:b 9 5 122.7 1}5.2 m.o 
1. Rec-.nrent expend 1 tures of 
the Government ( 46.7) ( 54.0)_ ( 59.9) ( 66.6) ( 69.1) ( 74.9) ( 80.8) ( 94.9) (104.3) (117.3) (14<>.7) ( 149.6) ( 166. 5) (191.7) 
u. Other ond adJuotmenta for 
(-l4.r) C-11.2) national accounts purpc)ae (-11-5) ( -9-3) ~-10.0) (-10.2) ( -8.5) ( -7.2) (-22-7) (-29.5) (-31.2) (-26.9) (-31.3) (-}6.7) 
b. Private 
' 
205-0 230.6 243 • .} 268.7 328.9 354.3 4<>2.6 443-7 496.4 555-l 588 .• 2 622.2 652.0 69j.9 
2. Groaa domt!atic inveatcent ( a+b+c ~ 85.8 ~ 85.9. 91-7 .Yhl 125·5 172.5 206.2 249.3 285-9 256 • .} ~ 285-5 2')2.6 &.'"'"nx~:d capi t11l fol'1Mt1on in the 
13.6 14.6 18.9 18.8 21.6 111.8 47.1 47.6 6"·' 64.5 71.6 public sector (i+i1) 9·1 10.9 }3.2 
1. Goverm:.eut capi t--- expcndi turea ( 1}.2) ( 9-5) ( 11.9) ( 16.2), ( 19-5) ( 21.0) ( 21.3) ( ,}2. 5) ( j8.o) ( 38.6) ( 68.2) ( 52.9) ( 62.8) ( 6}.6) 
u. Other tl.ild adjuotmcnta for 
national accounts purpose ( -4.1) ( 1.4) ( 1. 7) ( -1.6) ( .. o.6J ( -2.4) ( 0.3) ( 0.7) ( ,}.8) ( 8.5) (-20.6) ( 1.4) ( 1.7) { 8.0) 
b. Fixed capital for-nation in the 
6o.7 63.9 65.2 69.8 A9-9 162.1,. 226.7 
---
. private sector (1+1i+11i+1v) 1D2.0 139.7 200.8 221.2 2ll..2 231.1 214.7 
1. Petroleum lnduotry ( }0.6) ( 30.1) ( 32.2) ( 35.z) • 110.6) < 1,3_.9) < 66. Tl < n. ~ (102.6! ( 101.7! ( 85.81 (lOT.)l (108.ol (107.91 u. Sugar and rum 1ndWitr1ea ( 1·5} ( 1.6) ( ·1.7~ ( 1.6i ( 5-3! ( 5-1 ·( 6.4 ( 7·' ~ 6.8 ( 4.1 ( 4.6 ( 4.5 ( 4.0 . ( . }.7 111. Bculllng . ( · 8.o ( 9·2J ( 11.7 ( 12.4 ( ].}.7 ( 16.1} ( 16.2} ( 16 •. 19.4 ( 22.7 ( 26.0 ( 29-5 ( .}6.4 ( .}6.1 
tv. Other actlvltlea ( 20.6 ( 23.0 ( 19.6) ( 20.6 ( )0.3 ( 31-9 ( 5().4 . ( .66.8 ( 72.0 ( 92·7 ( 94.8). ( 89.i3 ( 78.} ( 67.9 
c. Changes in atocka 16.0 . 19-7 7.1 1·3 '~7 ~-7 11.2 10.6 6.7 17.6 -2·5-. 2.8 -5-7 6.,1 
3· ~rta or ,:::ooda and services 176.3. '186.4 220.8 227.4 2h5.1 291J.l". 351.0 365·9 375.4 1393.2 431.2 427.2 454.1 442.2 
4. -.-. rta of ;roooo and services 170.6 119~-§ 191.9 208.2 ·~14.5 251.7 303.0 330.0 356-5 4o3.7 }82.4 465.& 419.o '4:;9.5 
5· nroau oomeat{c ~roduct at ~~rket 
prices {l+2+3-4J 331-7 364.} 4<>8.0 4.}6.0 505.6 589·9 695.2 76.}.5 846.2 2M 3! 1..002.8 l,o61.7 1,107.0 1ll.44. 2 
6. Net factor inc01:1e ~~111ents abroad 27.4 2l.1J _33.1 21·9 .]4.8 66._1 I68:b 89.2 117.6 114 • .} 11}.6 110.1 115.1 
1· Gross national ~reduct at r~rket 
· prices ( 5-6) 304.} 342.5 374.9 4()8.1 1t{0.8 521.2 586.6 674-3 728.6 829.3 888.5 948.1 996·2 1,~.1 
8. Subsid iea lQ.'O li5':2 9':4 --g:'§' 5:1 5·5 5:1' -ro b':b b:9 9·1 --w:-2 12.1 1 .6 
9· Indi-recttaxea 29.6 31.1 31.1 34.4 Ji4.8 
..12:! ""4"f:"J; 50-i 53-7 59-3 51-1 l:ib.2 79.4 0}.5 10. Gross national Eroduct at factor 
' 
coat ( '(+8-9) 284.7 321.6 ~ .}82.6 ~ 487.6 550-5 630.2 681.5 776.9 840.5 892.1 929-6 96<>.2 11. Provision for the consumption or 
63.3 fixed cap! tal 24.1 ~ ~ 31-3 113.8 53.8. 48.6 72.4 ~ 98-5 112.7 12,}.4 135-5 12. H&ticnal incane (10-11) 26o.b 292-3 ll_:.l 345.3 J_97-5 7;}}.8 561.9 5(;b'.9 ~ _L 742.0 Tf9.4 ~ 6?!!:i 
----- --~ 
Source: Intcrn;-tion.•,lt·.onE"tnry I•'und Heport of_Trinidc.d_i'nd Tob•1p,o, Part II, rtppendix, 'fubleB., 1965. 
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are dominant - private consl.Dilption expendi ttm:!, general goverrnnent 
consumption expenditure and gross domestic capital fonnation. Using 
constant 1951 prices, these three canponents constituted 92.6% of 
total consunption expenditure in 1957 (60.6%, 9.6% and 22.4% res:pec-
ti vely) • The remainder cx:mprised increase in stocks ( 2. 3%) and 
excess exports over imports (5.1%). Between 1951 and 1957, the 
consumption expenditure increased by 59.0% fran $328.6Mn tc:> $523.4Mn. 
Most of this g:rewth, hoWever, was between 1954 and 1957 ($355.6Mn-
$523.4Mn, 47% growth), a phenomenon not unlike the growth of the 
GOP. 
Private consumption expenditlm;! expanded rapidly be~een 
1951 and 1957, rising fran $205Mn to $399Mn (constant 1951 prices). 
Such an increase was faster than population graNth in the terri tory, 
as per capita private CotislDllption went from $316 in 1951 to $458 in 
1955 and $522 in 1957. As a percentage of the GDP, the component 
improved fran 62. 3% in 1951 to 65. 8% in 1955, only to drop off to 
60.6% by 1957. The peak of 1955 is largely due to ''heavy retro-
active wage payments made towards the end of .1954" •1 
General government consl.BIIption expenditure, as a propoi'-
tion of the GDP, increased its share from 10.7% in 1951 to 12.6% in 
• 
1954, declining _again to 9.6% in 1957. In absolute tenns, expendi~ 
ture increased from $34.2Mn in 1951 to $64.0Mn in 1956, but dropped 
in 1957 to $63.0Mn.~ 
Unlike the fonzer. two items,. gross capital fonnati.cn 
sha-red a decrease in its share of the GDP from 21.2% in 1951 to 
19.6% in 1953 and 1954, but then increased to 22.4% by 1957. 
Actual annual expenditure in constant 1951 prices inp:roved fran 
$69.8Mn to $147.5Mn ~the seven years in question. 
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Private Consl,JIDPti.an Expenditure includes money spent fo~ 
bo~ goods and services. Expencli "tuie a1: gCX>C5 accounted for about 
80% of the total, of whi¢1 food expenditure was the largest i tern 
in 1958. At wrrent prices, food expenditure was sham to rise 
fran $76.7Mn in 1951 to $151.6Mn in 1957.2 One would normally 
expect the proportion of expenditure devoted to food to decrease, 
. given the ris~ standard of li~ in Trinidad and Tabago3 (see 
t:ig. 4.1 bela-7). At current prices, the share 0f the private cen-
stmpticn expenditure en food increased from 37.4% to 38.0% <illri:ng 
the period. 'IWo reasons ~ given for this phenomencn. (1) 'Ihere 
was a noticeable shift in constmer habits ta-1ards. greater purchas-
i:ng of neat, dairy products and other more· expensive foodstuffs. · 
(2) More important, havever, is the fact that the Retail Price 
Index for food was 30% ¥gher in 1957 than in 1951, as carpared with 
*Fi.gtm[$ here cnly include recurrent expenditure incu:rred while 
providing basic se:rvices. ·Expenditure en ca:pi tal and developnent 
worl<s eire excluded. 
Figure 4.1 - Growth of Per Capita G·DP, 1951-64 (in dollars) 
fl951-- - '586 .4 I 
r 1952- - ss3. J , 
. I -1953 589.4 I 
[T954 .)28. 7 _I 
[1955 664.8 .I 
r 1956 61s.2 ' 
-760.8=:] 
11958 774.8 1 
I 1959 180.3 J 
11960 812.9 
[1961 --- --- - - - s2r.u 
C1962 826 • .4 --:J 
11963 817.7-, 
I 1964 784.4 I 
ource: I 0 f4 • F o p. 18o 
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about 5% increase for all other sectors. The latter point is- borne 
out by the statistics in table 4. 2. (Note that in real tenns and 
at constant 1960 prices the proportion of food spend:i.:flg declined) • 
The second ~est item was clo~ and footwear, and 
the decline in this sector was considerably -greater than what it 
was_ in food expenditure. The share of this sector in private con-
sunption expenditure decreased from 13.2% in 1951 to 10.3% in 1958, 
~ely because of'a drop in clothing prices of 5% between 1951 and 
1957. 4 Thus, at current prices, DDney spent on clothi_ng was $22.8Mn 
and risi:ng to $30.0Mn in 1957, as per capita spen~ on this item 
rose by only $4, ~ $35 to $39. 
_ In 1951 the tb:iro item of importance was ~ and tobacco 
(8.9%). This proportion increased to 10.6% in 1956, but was lCM in 
1958 (8. 7%). It should be noted that 1960 and 1961 pe:roen~ag~s were 
10. 5% and 10. 4% .respectively. 
The i terns home maintenance and household goods warrant 
speCial attention. Given the -housi:ng sho~age in Trinidad and 
Tobago, the fozmer increased more rapidly than ·the latter (as would 
be expected), but ally between 1951 and 1954. After 1954 the 
reverse effect set in, as househo1~ goods went fran 6. 8% of private 
consunption spending in 1954 to 9.8% in 1958, and hane maintenance 
declined from 8.0% to 6.3% in the same period. It is_ s~ested that 
"nmt restrictions, the ~~age of housing for nmt, and the expen-
sive land costs are sane of the factor.; which may have helped to 
b · this about o n5 ~ 
Table 4.2 
Private eansnti.on Expenditure in Real Te:rns 
· q_ ConStanti96o Prices (%) 
(Selected Years) 
1951 1954 1956 1958 
Food 39.5 39.0 38.2 38.6 
Drink and Tobacco 8.9 9.5 10.6 8.7 
aane Maintenance* 7.2 8.0 7.1 6.3 
Household Goods 7.0 6.8 9.5 9.8 
Cloth~g and Footwear 13.2 11.9 10.~ 10.3 
Other GoodS · 6.5 6.4 6.5 6.7 
Total - Goods 80.3 81.6 82.5 80.4 
Private Motoring, Travel 
~d Comnuniciations 8.8 8.3 8.0 8.5 
Dooestic Service 1.5 1.7 1.2 1.1 
Entertai.rment 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 
All Other Services 8.6 8.3 6.6 8.1 
-----
Total - Services 20.9 20.3 17.8 19.8 
less Net Calsumpticn 
expenditure of Nm-
Residents -1.2 -1.9 -0.2 -0.1 
E~** -2.0 -0.1 -0.1 
Total 100.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0 
*Rent, Rates, Water, Fuel and Light. 
~"'* The original table ccntains statistical errors, e.g. the caipo-
nents. of ·"Goods" for 1951 add up to 82.3% instead of 80.3%. In 
1956 and 1958 th~ grand totals came up to 100.1%. 
Source: Ranpe:rsad, Frank: GrqNth an4 Structural~ in thE;! 
· Econ · of·Tiiriietad ·an o ·1951-61 Clo/.. . ... - . ag ' . - ' Mala, Jamaiea. "Institute of Social and 
· Eccnamic Research, 1962, p. 53. 
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Taking the service sector as a whole, we find that its 
oontcibution to private oonsUIIlel' spending was low in 1956 (17.8%), 
but othezwise stayed at about 20%. This sector is, by nature, 
quite unstable and was somewhat vulnerable to certain forces at 
worl< in the eoonomy, as a result of rapi~ growth. As such, special 
attention will be afforded the· sector later in the chapter. Before 
lea~ this topic, however, the item "Less Net Constmtption Expen-
diture of Non-Residents" should be explained. These negative 
figures show that foreign travel and expenditures by residents on 
. education and other services abroad have been higher than the mney 
spent by foreigners (especially tourists) in Trinidad and Tobago. 
This factor is due to an unde~hasised tourist trade rather than 
to an abundance of students being educated abroad. 
General Gow.mment Consl!Dption Expenditure: 'Ihe seoond 
largest item of consumer expenditure is capital formation, but, 
before we examine this vi tal part of the economy, we should survey 
briefly government oonstmtption expenditure. Since the public 
sector. is so important in this thesis, a discussion on its role in 
the economy will be mre th~ughly developed later in this chapter. 
For the present, this treatment will serve as an introduction to 
the later discussion. 
Coiiparing the_ growth o:t: government consumption expenditure 
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with that of productiOn, the rate o~ gra.rth is slc:Mer in the latter 
~the 1950's prior to 1958. T~le 4.3 cont:rasts these two 
giOrth. rates, the indices of which are calculated from cu:rrent 
opera~ costs in expenditure and current prices in production. 6 A 
sudden change in the rate of grorth of both itens is at first evi-
dent in 1954, when the rate o~ genera.l: government product grorth , 
sla-red after hav~g kept pace with canswxptian expenditure to that 
point. 
Table 4. 3 
Index of Grarth in the Pul>lic Sector (Current Prices) 
1951 "1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
-=---
-----
Govemnent Cmsump-
ti.on Expenditure 100 115.0 120.8 127.7 134.1 145.3 
Product of General 
Govemnent 100 ll4.2 119.1 127.1 127.1 129.5 
1957 1958 1959 1960 196.1 
Gove:mnent Cmsump-
157.0 tion Expendi~ 137.2 150.3 152.2 162.0 
Product of General 
Govemnent 127.3 141.0 151.2 169.0 180.3 
Source: Rampersad., Frank: Grarth and Structural 01~~ :j.p ~ Econ~ 
of Tiiiii&d ·ana TOE· o -~1..:.61~ Mala, 
Jamaica, IhStitute Of ~ocia! and Economic · 
Research, 196 2 , p. 38. 
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Thus while consumption expenditure was expan~ from 127.7% of the 
1951 ~igure to 145.3% by 1956, production only improved from 127.1% 
to 129.5%. Both suffered a decline in 1957, the fonner being cut 
back mre than the latter.* The 1958 increase was comparable as 
eonsumption went from 137.2% to 150. 3% and producticm from 127. 3% 
to 141.0%. Hereafter, the relative expansion of both items indica-
ted an important and sanewhat dramatic shift as the development 
Table 4.4 
Capital Fonnation f?q>endi ture ( $Mn - current prices) 
1954 1955 1956· 1957 1958 
Oil and asphalt 35.2 40.6 48.9 66.7 71.7 
Sugar and :rum 1.6 5.3 5.1 6.4 7.3 
All other industries 
and services 20.6 30.3 31.9 50.4 66.8 
Public enterprise 4.4 5.7 5.5 
General government 10.2 l3.2 13.3 21.6 33.2 
Housing 12.4 13.7 16.1 16.2 16.6 
Total Gross Domestic ~
TIXED Capital Formation 84.4 108.8 120.8 161.3 195.6 
Add Olange in Stock +7.3 +6.7 +4.7 +11.2 +10.6 
Total Gross Domestic 
Ca.pi tal Formation 91.7 115.5 125.5 172.5 206.2 
Source: Collaboration of data from TriniSa.d and Tobago Government: 
I.M.F. Report of Tr.i.nidad and Tobago 1965 (Table B) and 
Trinidad and Tobago Government: Economic Survey of Trinidad 
and Tobago (1953-58). Port-of-Spain (Goverriinent Printezy), 
1958, p. 76. 
*See discussion on Trinidad and Tobago's dependence oo world econo-
mic trends - Chapter VII, section 6n "Needs vs Reality". 
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plan was commenced. Public expenditure was then directed JIDre 
towaros the production of goods and services, and the creation of 
capital assets, decreasing its fonner .emphasis o~ mere''maintenance. 
It should be noted, harever, that. government expenditure resulted 
in the expansion of the private, as well as the public sector 
product, since some government contracts were awarded to private 
enterprise. Recurrent govemment expenditure increased from 
$~6. 7Mn in 1951 to $80. 8Mn in 1957, showing steady gravth through-
out. (See table ~.1). 
Capital Fo:rmation: Capital expenditure in the govemment sector 
has been closely related to gove:rnmei1t production, and, where it 
has been classified as Capital Fonna:tion, * it contributed 17. 3% of 
total fixed capital formation in 195~ (public enterprise plus 
general govenment) (see table ~.~, above). It was 17.~% in 1955, 
but declined to 15.6% and 13.~% in the next two years respectively, 
before returning to 17.0% in 1958. Gross ll::mestic Fixed Capital 
Fonnation (GCF) increased its share of the GDP from 22.3% to 33.3% 
between 1951 and 1959,. gn:Ming "at an average arulUal rate of ll. 3% 
*A distinction ought ~o be made between goverrunent current produc-
tion and capital fonilation. In the case of the fonner, current output 
is valued crt the cost .of factor se:rv.i.ces in the absence of a market 
for the canm::>dity (e.g., defence, educcrt:ion and civil serv.ice), or crt 
marl<et price for marl<etable produce (e.g., electricity, transport and 
water). Capital fonnation, on the other hand, refer.:; to changes in 
the net value of the public sector (e.g.' buildings, plant and equip-
ment for generating electricity, buses) • 
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over the decade," 7 although there was a decline in 'share" to 29. 5% . 
in 1960 and 26.8% in 1961. Table 4.5 indicates substantial increa-
ses in real fixed capital formation in 1954, 1955, 1957 and 1959, 
but in 1960 and 1961 there were decreases in the total. These ab-
solute decreases were slight, and the large percentage drop (i.e. 
GCF as percentage of GDP) was due to the large increase in both 
imports and exports after 1959* (see table 7. 2 - Olapter VII). 
The largest contributor to GCF was the oil and asphalt 
sector. Its share in the COl.mtry's fixed capital formation from 
1954 to 1958 was as follows: 41.7%, 37.3%, 40.5%, 41.4% and 40.7% 
(Table 4.4). According to table 4.5, the govei'lliileilt .sector was 
next in size, with "New DNel.l.i:f1g Houses" third, closely fol.lc:Med 
by "manufacturing". To really appreciate the significance of 
capital formation in the various sectors, we nrust compare it with 
the output in these sectors. Fig. 4. 2 attempts to put such a com-
parison into perspective as it indicates the percentage of the GDP 
represented by the GCF between 1951 and 1962. The ave~ percen-
tage of the GDP comprising the GCF during the period was 23.6%, as 
the latter increased its share from 21.0% in 1951 to 27.8% in 1962. 
The peak year was 1960, and the lowest was 1953. Growth during the 
*1960 was one of the twQ ye~ since 1951 that has had a negative 
balance of trade (see table 4.1). Note also that the charige in 
stock was ~egative in 1961. 
Table 4.5 
REAL FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION BY SECTORS 
Oll and Aephllll 
loluuracwrlnl 
Aplcullure 
Reel or Pri'IIIB Sec&or 
0/W New D•elllu1 Houeee 
OCher Prl'llle Beclor 
Publlc Bec&Dr 
PubUc UUIIUeo 
Other Public BeciDr 
. \ 
48.1 
2.0 
u.'f 
2.1 
23.5 
10.3 
13.2 
11.1 
3,, 
8.2 
48.3 48.8 
1.1 :a.o 
u.s 8.3 
2.4 • 2.1 
~.2 30.8 
u.8 14., 
15.8 18.1 
14.1· 17.4 
4.1 5.3 
10.0 12.1 
liSt 
1.1 
,,4 
3.1 
33.8 
15.4 
18.1 
18.2 
5.1 
n.'f 
Smu. 1860 Prlceo 
1851 1851 
18.1 
'f.l 
1.8 
4.3 
'31.4 
18.3 
13.1 
22.8 
'·' 
ll.'f 
84,1 
4.1 
13.1 
4.4 
40,0 
18,, 
21.3 
12.0 
8.8 
15.4 
-..... -- ,. 
101.1 103,4 108. a 118. a 142., 148.4 
---------------------------------------~ 
Muurec&urlDI 
Aplcullure 
Reel or Prltale &ec&Dr 
0/W New DwelliOI Houeeo 
OUier PriYIII Stclor 
Publlc Beclor 
Publlc UUIWea 
OCber Public Bec&Dr 
Tolll 
1851 1858 . 11158 11&0 1881 
83.8 
4.1 
17.8 
,,, 
18.11 
l'f.a 
38.1 
24.8 
8.5 
18.1 
204.3 
88.0 
1.8 
18.3 
8.3 
88.1 
11.8 
11.3 • 
3&.8 
8.0 
aa.8 
221.1 
121.8 
1.0 
18.1 
8.8 
'f8.4 
20.4 
18.0 
45.4 
12.1 . 
32.8 
~3.8 
101.8 
4.1 
13.1 
5,0 
17.3 
22,, 
74.8 
47.1 
17.1 
30.0 
2&8.2 
81.3 
4.1 
18.8 
1.8 
11.1 
21.1 
10.8 
51 •• 
14.~ 
281.1 
Source: Rampersad, Frank: Growth and ~tructural 
Change in the .i!!conomy of Trinjdad ~md 'robneo, 
1951-61. Mona, Institute of Social and 
~conomic ReseRrch, 1962. p, 65. 
Table 4.6 
PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION TO ODP AND GCf' BY SECTOR& -SELECTED YEARS 
1851 1954 1955 
OCF ODP OCF ODP GCP ODP 
18.5 18.5 
28.1 45.'1 :rr. a 41.3 
2.0 2.1 1.1 2.'1 5.3 2.1 
Oilier MuuracturlDI b I u.s 10.1 8.2 10.1 8.8 II. I 
Real of Private Bec&Dr 28.8 28,3 30.3 
Publlc Sector 11.2 · 13.'1 
100 100 100 .• 100 100 100 
195'1 1958 1860 1861 
' OCF QDP OCF GDP. OCf' ODP OCF QDP ! 
hl 14.11/ hl 12.~ bL 12.'1 2.2 12.1 
t!...9 30.8. 44.5 31.4 31.!!._ 30,, ~ 32.0 
1.'1 hl 2.0 1,, a.o 
Other Nuufoc&urllll b . 8,6 10.4 8.1 !0.'1 t..J 10.'1 'L.1 10.1 
Real or PrlYIIe Sector :l.'r . ...t 30.4 27.j 31.8 311,3 31.8 3.J..l 81.l 
Public &ector 
I~-
Tolol 
12. 0 12. 2 !§..A . ll. 8 17.. 12.2 \8.1 12.1 
100 100 100 
•Asphlllleacluded In 1960 IUld 1961. 
b Aapblllllncluded In 1980 111d 1981. · 
100 100 100 
GCF = Oroaa DomesUc f'lxed Capital FormllloD In Real Terma. 
ODP = Oroaa Domestic Product ai Factor Coat Ia Real Terma. 
100' 100 
Source: as thRt of tnble 4.5, p. 63. 
' 
I~.B.: Each column re?resents the GDP, 
of which the GCF is shGded. 
1 = ilOOMn. 
·'\ 
N. B.: Each sto.r represents the ;1ercentFJge of the GDP "th'~ t is the GCF. 
* 
·if-
* * 
* * * * * * 
* 
3ource: I.l1 . ..E'. Report ( 1965~. 
. .. 
3 
* 
2 
1 
first three years was slow, but the rate increased a.l.Joost steadily 
to 1959. The increase from 1959 to 1960 ($242.6Mn to $2G8.3Mn) is 
a little over 10%, after having almost trebled ~ 1954 to 1959. 
Nevertheles.s, the GD~ gn:Mth rate was also slow from 1959-1960, 
hence the increase in share from 28.7% to 29.2%. In 1961, capital 
formation was actually less than in 1960. 
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The above percentages are necessarily high, in oompari.son 
to certain selected cotmtri.es, in this early stage of eoonomic 
development.* 1956 data reveals Jamaica's GCF as only 14.5% of its 
GDP. In the U.K. it was 15.4% and for the U.S., 17.5%. Trinidad 
and Tobago's £:igure of 20.5% was "somewhat less than [that of] 
Puerto Rico arid [that of] Japan"8 and .much less than Canada's 25.6%. 
We will now examine the contributors to the GCF (see table 
4.6). Throughout the period of from 1951 to 1959 when most re-
finery expansion was nearly completed, the total contribution by the 
oil and asphalt sector to real GCF was over 40%. Even after ~mple­
tion of expansion in the refineries, oil well drilling and other 
*This is meant merely as a oompar.i.son of percentage capital expenditure 
with other small-scale eoonomi.es, e.g. Jamaica and Puerto Rioo. Of 
greater significance, however, is the inq>ortance of the oil sector as a 
generator of value added in the eoononw. Furthe:rncre, if one identifies 
two other large-scale econcmw-types of (a) Japan and Canada (still 
rapidly expanding) and (b) U.K. and U.S. (mature), evaluation of other 
factors, e.g. per capita and absolute oonsumption expenditure, social 
overhead Ca.pital, levels of welfare eoonomics etc., would need to be 
considered. 
dapital worlcs accounted for over one-third of the fixed capital 
(table 4.6). It is, however, interesti:ng to note that the output 
in this sector ave~ed just under 30% of the GDP. This kind of 
canparisol"l: gives ~ general idea of the relative capital intensi-
ties of the various production sectors. It is. also meant to show 
which of the important procluci:ng sectors were l~e investors in 
capital fonnation. (Fig. 4. 3 should also be considered here.) 
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In sharp contrast to oil and asphalt is .agr.i.cultu:re, which 
contributed less than 4% of the GCF throughout the period under 
survey and whose output ave~ed about 14% of the GDP. 
Similarly, sugar had a small share in fixed capital fo~ 
mation. Moreover, its contribution to the GDP was also small, but 
as an export product, s.ugar was :rel.ati vely more important than 
.agr.i.cul tu:re. Apart from the unusually h;igh ~igu:re of ~. 3% for 1955, 
its share in fixed capital fonnation ave~ed about 2%. Its output 
ave~ed just over 2% of the GDP. 
Other Jllail\Uacture ranks fourth in importance as an inves-
tor in fixed capital fonnation, but apart from 1951 (11.6%), the 
sector accounts for only 7% of the GCF on an ave~e. Its output 
ave~ed a little in excess of 10% of the GDP for the decade, 
however. 
The :rest of the private sector contributed between 23% 
and 37% of the real GCF, as such investment .kept pace with the 
Figure 4.3 - Percentage Contributions of Compo~ents of GCF, 1951-61. 
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proportional output over the decade. 1m important component of the 
sector was hous~ (see table 4. 5) , acoounti:ng for a 1arge propor-
tion of the fixed capital fonnation in the sector as well as 
ave~i:ng over two.-.fifths of the output of the sector prior to 195 7. 
It fell off to ~ughly one-quarter between 1957 and 1961. The rest 
of the private sector is secxmd to oil and as~t in both capital 
fonnatian and output. 
The public sector saiN ~ general inerease in its share of 
the GCF (ll.8% to 19.5%). It was the only sector to do so with the 
exception of that part of the private sector other than agricul. ture 
and manufacture. Such a phenanenon is lazgel.y due to the expansion 
of pioneer industries d~ the 1950's and to the First Five-Ye~ 
Development ~granme (195~-62). Like petroleum, the output 
remains a lONer . percen~e than capital fonnation. 
Many questions ma::J have arisen ~ the precedi:ng des-
cription of the "physical" structure of the GCF. A few brief ex-
planations are, therefore, imnediately needed, altho~ a furrther 
discussion on the process of capital fonilation will be taken up in 
the section on the behaviour of "the Economy prior to the Develop-
ment ~gramne". 
First, one should bear in mind that the oil and asphalt 
sector is so ¥ghly capital-intensive that it dwarfs the cx:mtribu-
tions of capital investments by other sectom in which capital 
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fonnation· is a relatively smaller proportion of their total produc-
tion oosts. 
The second point has already been ·suggested: the role 
played by the public sector as a prime mover in the eoonomy. The 
govenment awarded certain oontracts to private firms, which were 
furrther subsidised. Many of the costs, including the subsidies, 
are registered as capital fonnation by the public sector, but the 
products arising from these capital assets fall in the private 
sector. Thus the govenment, like the oil industry, is highly 
capital-intensive, and together they take the leading role in the 
eoonomic development of the oountry. 
By approaching the GCF from the angle of various types of 
assets, a few more points are raised which will help to introduce 
some vi tal influences to the behaviour of the e~. Fig. 4. 3 
lists these assets, and shows their respective shares in the GCF. 
Oil well drilling was a fast-growing capital asset prior 
to 1956, and especially after 1954. This is because of the com-
mencement of drilling in the Gulf of Paria in 19 55. Marine drilling 
had proved significantly more expensive than had land exploration. 
Nevertheless, the industry was, at that time, facing possible 
decline, 9 and oil production in the Gulf was a weloome addition to 
total production. By 1961 marine wells were producing 25% of the 
total crude oil. 10 In spite of increased marine drilling and the 
h .igh costs of exploretion, the proportion of investment resources 
used up in this sector has ~grown as fast as capital fonnation 
in the econonw in the lo_ng run, over the decade, and especiilly 
since 1956. This factor is a result of the rapid increase in ex-
penditure on ca.pi tal assets in the other sectors. These types of 
assets will now be discussed. 
The fastes~  of these assets is_ govemment public 
worl<s. Its capital fonnation was fo'UY'-and-one-half time~ greater 
in 1961 than 1951 (see table 4. 5). With public utilities growing 
. - . 
to almost four times its 1951 capital fonnation £:igure, the entire 
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. government sector increaseq its capital formation more repidly than 
did the other types of assets. 
Evidence of the rapid expansion in oil refini:ng in the 
1950's is indicated by the rapi~ growth of 'capital assets in machi-
nezy, vehicles ~d equipment. G~ from $40. 6Mn in 1951 to 
$ll9.0Mn in 1961, capital assets alnDst trebled. The peak year was 
1959 when total expenditure was $135. 9Mn of the $273.9Mn spent on 
fixed capital fonna.tion for the entire eCOilOJIW (~ £:ig. 4.3. 
with table 4.5). Prior to 1956, there was a decline from 40% to 35% 
of the GCF, followed by a rapid increase to 45% in 1~61. The :reasons 
for such rapid expansion in investment in the heavy industries ~ 
fourfold: (1) The expansion of the oil industry; (2) the incentive 
created by the Ai.d to Piooeer Industi:ies Ordinance; ( 3) rapid expan-
sion and mechanisation in the construction industzy; and ( 4) the 
growing appetite of the service sector for vehicles, machinezy, 
appliances etc., e.g. transportation and conrnuni12tion. '!he first 
point was easily mst significant, as the petrole\.Dn industry 
bought mst of the machinezy, vehicles and equipment, thus indi-
cating the increased dependence of the economy on that sector. 
The other assets (new dwelling houses and other con-
struction) both relate to the construction industry and, although 
they expanded significantly, their rate of growth was slower than 
that of the GCF. 
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If oil well drilling and machinezy, equi~t and vehicles 
an! taken together, the other ~sets represent investment in social 
and other ove:rhead capital. Of interest is the observation that, 
despite the large increase in. the shan! of the public. sector in the 
GCF, the proportion of social and other overhead ~i tal is about . 
the sane in 1951 as in 1961. The percentage of fixed capital fonna.-
tion allocated to oil well drilling, and to machinezy, vehicles and 
equipment was 65.6% in 1951, 61.3% in 1954, 69.3% in 1958 and 65.7% 
in 1961. 
Importance of Trade: Trinidad and Tobago's balance of visible trade 
was favourable for all but ~ yean; between 1951 and 1964 (see table 
4.1) • In 1952 imports exceeded exports by $5. 5Mn at current prices, 
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while in 1960 the excess was $10.5Mn. .From 1951 to 1954 and in 1957 
the value of exports was more than half of the GDP. Imports, too, 
-
were over half of the GDP in 1951 and 1952, as both items exceeded 
40% prior to 1960. The oountiy's dependence on trade stands in sharp 
contrast to that of the United States, whose imports and exports were 
both about 4%. However, Trinidad and Tobago's trade ratios are simi-
lar to those of Puerto Rico, and three times as high as those of the 
United Kingdom.ll Like Puerto Rioo, by virtue of its size, Trinidad 
and Tobago needs to maintain a high volume of trade as an assurance 
to economic development. 
During the 1950's the export of foreign produce ( :re-
exports) was only alx>ut 2% to 4% of total exports (see table 4. 7). 
Table 4. 7 
~alance of Visible Trade ( $Mn. - current prices) 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
Exports of 
Ibmestic 
Produce 223.3 251.3 257.2 279.0 322.0 380.0 412.7 
Exports of 
Foreign 
Produce 6.5 5.2 4.4 6 •. 3 ~-1 12.6 . 12.2 
Total 229.8 256.5 261.6 285.3 330.2 392.6 424.9 
Imports 243.7 236.0 249.5 294.4 301.5 355.8 412.0 
Balance of 
Visible 
Trade -13.9 20.5 12.1 -9.1 28.7 36.8 12.9 
1959 
434.9 
14.2 
449.1 
448.1 
1.0 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Q:mtral Statistical Office, Overseas Trade 
Report, 1960, Introduction p. 10. 
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Such a ~ow figure by no means reflects the ~ import content of the 
Ienand Chmponents in Trinidad and To~o. 
Table 4. 8 shows the ~ import oontent of supplies of 
capital fonna.tion, cxmsumption and exports. In the supplies conpo-
.nent, the ~rts of goods and seiVices ave~ed 38% at Cl..li'nmt 
prices (about 42% at constant 1951 prices). The discrepancy 
between current and cxmstant prices here reflects a phenanenon 
whereby domestic prices were ris~, while import prices remained 
constant. This topic will be discussed later in this section. 
'nle import content of capital expenditure is very~' 
.straini_ng the balance of payments. Ave~i:ng .52% over the period, 
the figures ~ between 35% in 1953 and 63% in 1955. Excluding 
stocks, the a~ would be 44%.12 
The import content of oonsumption expenditure ave~d 
about 40. 3%, with. some indication that domestic oonsl.mlption was in-
creas~ faster than oonsumption of inp>rte~ goods and services 
after 1953. The expansion of the local manufact:ur:i:ng industries is 
a ~ignificant factor, as import substitutes increased~ the 
1950's. The occurrence of increasi:ng danestic prices, however, is 
a mre decisive factor to be considered. The pereen~age of imports 
declined.steaclily from a peak of 45.3% in 1952 to 36.0% in 1958. 
In the export ~nent, the import pe:roen~age declined 
f:rom a peak of 38.6% in 1952 to 27.3% in 1957, before increasing 
Table ~.s 
ImEort Content of Demand ~omEonont, (~951-59) 
t 111nlloo 
hu : . Suppllrs at Current Prices Supplies •t ConSiont 1951 Prices Copltal Fom•otlon, • Consumption, Cunent E•ports, Current Curnnt J'rlcrs. J'rlrrl Priers 
Tobl Imports or Import Total lmporll or Import • Totnl Import Totnl Import Totnl Import 
Coocb and Content Cooc!s and Con:ent Content 'M Content r, Content~ 
Se"·lcrs ~ Sc-n·lces ~ 
1951 567.5 2:18.9 42.1 567.5 238.9 4~.1 85.8 53.1 240.2 44.6 241.5 35.7 
1952 62.5.2 266.3 42.6 593.4 253.1. 42.7 9~.5 46.2 273.0 45.3 257.7 38.6 
1953 662.4 260.4 :)9.3 610.2 261.2 4~.8 85.9 :H.8 290.4 44.9 286.1 35.3 
1954 707.3 2i6.7 :19.1' 6:18.8 283.2 44.3 9l.i 5i.ol 3~2.9 
.. 
41.2 292.7' 31.2 
1955· 821.0 321.6 39.2 721.9 316.3 43.8 Jl:i.5 62.9 386.6 39.4 -318.9 31.2 
19::i6 914.0 3:12.2 :16.3 SOII.G 318.8 39.-1 . u.;. 5 54.3 4117.9 I 38.5 3'i'O.G 27.5 1957 1081.8 395.3 36.5 900.1 365.7 40.7 l'i'.2.5 56.-1 46-1.3 38.1 445.0 27.3. 
1958 1206.9, .CS-1.1 37.6 1012.5 436.2 43.1 196.0 5.;,4 531.0 35.0 4i9.9 31.8 
1959 1324.2 500.2 37.8 1096.4 489.4 4-1.6 230.7 52.8. 580.3. 36.4 507.1 32.2 
• Jncludc1 choni!CI ID stoc'ks. 
• . .. Source: Nnlionnl Income and Trndr J\rportl, 
_... :_::__:___. __ .. ·.- ;_~···:::·L.· .. :.\> .. -...... - .. .·.· .. 
... ... , ...... _____ . __ .:.. -·--·~- ·-· ·-· _.: ' .. 
Source : Ram pcrsad , Frank: "ixterna1 Trade and .Payments of Trinidad ~~nd 'l'obaf:O, 1951~59." 
Social and ~concmic jtudi0.s, val. 12, no. 2, 1963, pp. 101-40. 
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_again. This factor is ~ly related to the import of crude oil 
-
to meet the refinezy capacity. The finished product is then expoi'-
ted.* The ave~e import share of export values for the period was 
about 32%. 
The ~ import cxmtent of the demand component at first 
seems to be indicative of the volume of fo~ign investment in the 
econany.** Nevertheless, despite ~generally favourable balance of 
trade, the outflow of investment incx:me influenced an adverse 
balance of payments. In table 4.1, coltmll'l ( 6) , net factor income 
payments ab~ grew from $27.4Mn iri 1951 to $117.6Mn in 1959 (8 •. 3% 
and 13.9% of the GDP :respectively). This income payment is the 
difference between the GDP and the Gross National Product (GNP). 
The GNP, therefore, did not grpw as fast as the GDP c::lur.i:ng the 
*Owing to the decrease in local production, crUde oil had to be 
impOrted in increasing quanti ties mainly fta1 Venezuela and Saudi 
Arabia (see Cllapter VII). Besides crude oil, bauxite was inported 
from Guyana (then British Guiana) to be refined and re-exported. 
**In mre ftmdamental tenns, however, the high import content here 
reflects the severely liinited nature of the domestic capital goods 
sect~r, the low level of developnent of local food production, the 
small size of local manufacturing activity and the tremendous social 
pressures from the demand campOnent for a certain type of expendi-
ture. Thus, given the Smallness of the countzy' s ecc:monw and the 
poor and highly-skewed natunll :resqurce base, a very high import 
coefficient (total imports/GDP + imports) is likely, even if, in 
sane hypothetical situation, local funds financed all capital fonna-
tion. 
Table 4.9 
· BaJance_o~PaYm~n~a (~-current prices) 
.1951 ~ 1921 .1.9.2! 1955. ~ ~ l9.5.a 19.29. 
1. Ex ports of 
goods and 
services 245.8 262.2 290.7 298.1 325.1 376.7 451.6 488.2 51~.9 
2. Net Investment 
income paid 
abroad 28.6 23.2 34.5 30.1 37.7 70.8 110.9 79.4 104.7 
3. Import Capa-
cHy (1 - 2) 217.2 239.0 256.2 268.0 287.4 305.9 340.7 408.8 411.2 
4. Import ~f 
goods and 
services 238.9 266.3 260.4 276.7 321.6 332.2 395.3 454.1 500.2 
5. Import Surplus 
(3 - 4) -21.7 -27.3 -4.2 ,..8.7 -34.2 -26.3 -54.6 -45.3 -89.0 
6. Net Transfers 
to abroad. -1.1 -1.9 -1.0 -3.4 -5.8 -4.9 -5.3 -7.1 -5.2 
7. Balance-of 
payments 
deficit on 
current 
accounts 
(5 
-
6) -22.8 -29.2 -5.2 -12.1 -40.0 -31.2 -59-9 -52.4 -94.2 
Source: Rampersad, Frank: "External 'l'I"'ade and Payments of 'l'rinidad and. Tob..<tgo, 1951-59·" Social 
andEconom.icStud..ies., val. 12, no. 2, 1963, p. 116. 
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period. 
'file balance of payments deficit is l~ely caused by such 
income payments abroad. "The net investment incane paid abroad" 
(see table 4.9 _ _:__;) differs from colunn (6) of table 4.1, in that 
the fonner includes "only factor payments concerned with property. 
This means • • • profits, rents, dividends and interest. nl3 Wages 
and salaries are included in the imports and exports. (The import 
o£: goods is at c.i.f. and export at f.o.b. ). Net investment inaome 
paid abroad does not include labour costs other than wages and 
salaries, since net factor income equals the sum of inves"bnent 
income and labour costs (table 4.10). Investment income going 
abroad increased fran 16% of total exports in 195~ to over 20% in 1959 
Table 4.10 
N~t Inves"bbent Inoome 
1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
Investment 
1959 
Inoome -30.1 -24.6 -35.8 -31.2 -38.8 -72.6 -112.6 -94.5 -122.5 
labour 
Income 2.7 2.8 2.7. 3.3 4.0 3.9 4.0 5.3 4.9 
Factor 
Incxme -27.4 -21.8 -33.1 -27.9 -34.8 -68.7 -108.6 -89.2 -117.6 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Government: I.M!F .• Rep9~ of Trinidad and 
Tob§!So, 1965. (Official-tmpublished) , p. · 22. 
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($530Mn) and was the most crucial factor limiti:ng the import capa-
city. Only in 1952 did it fall to less than 10% of export 
~· In 1957 and 1959, however, it was over 20%. Al:th~ugb 
the ~ imports put an inevitable strain on the balance of 
payments, inq:x)rted capital did increase domestic p~duction as well 
as increasi:ng the volune of exports. In the Trinidad and To~o 
experience, the ~ and increas:i:ng rate ·of in:vestment incxme 
leavi._ng the counhy was so much: greater than exports tl:lat the import 
SUIJ>lus had increased four-fold. 14 Th~ fact that there is a SUIJ>lus 
in visible and invisible trade ($217Mn, 39% of .o~going investnent 
inoome) indicates a low rate of imported capital. This is because a 
~ proportion of the fo~ign capital was used in "~ and 
.agricultural sectors which are both: geared to an export :marl<et"15 
(see table 4. 5). Relatively little fo~gn capital had been spent 
on ente:rprise~ geared to local rnai'kets. .Nevertheless, export 
~in Trinidad and To~ago in the 1950's tended to have a ~e 
multiplier effect in the econany, so that a .curtailment in this type 
of e~g capacity to favour domestic marl<:ets would have been un-
desirable. 
Trade ~goods and services, as we have seen earlier, is 
vital to the eCX>I10Drf. of Trinidad and To~ago. Trade in services was 
about 12% of the total value of trade from 1951 to 1959, and its 
growth, resembli:ng that of visible imports and exports, had more than 
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doubled in that period. The balance of trade in services had been 
favourable every year from 1951 to 1959; the totals in imports and 
exports for that period were $174.9Mn and $204.4Mn respectively, 
with a total balance of $29. 5Mn.16 In both imports and exports, 
fo~gn travel was daninant, cxmtribut~ 46.1% qf the fonner and 
41.0% of the latter. Fo~ travel (mostly tourism) b~ught 
$83. 7Mn into· the country, but exports also included ·"the employnent 
of local pe:rsonnel by fo~gn nationals • • • and the b~e on 
inports paid to local _agents" •17 Fo~ign travel by local residents 
cost the country $80. 7Mn, so that the net gains in fo~ign travel 
were only $3.0Mn. There are two main reasons for this: (1) the in-
creas~ volune ·of holiday and business travel by locals and ( 2) the 
lack of emphasis in tourism in Trinidad and T~. 
'i'he expenditure on travel by local residents_ grew faster 
than the population ~.the period in question ($5.5Mn to 
$14.4Mn), and holiday trawlle:rs spent more than half of the total. 
This is a fair reflection of the ris~ standard of livi_ng in the 
Country in the 1950's. There was ~ ~ efficiency in the 
availability of travel infonnation and other related facilities. 
Holiday benefits were beCOJili?g increasf:ngly favourable to employees, 
and the increase of tourists into the country (~ugh small) , along 
with other imported influences, set in motion a denDnstration effect 
which, itself, increased the desire for international contact. The 
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accumulated expenditure of students abroad was another significant 
factor in this ~nent of service imports, as the awareness of 
the need for JIDre advanced education, JIDst of which was tmavailable 
locally, increased. 
In 1956, a Tourist BOard was established, and the Ministry 
of Industry and Cbmllerce had its responsibility extended to include 
tourism. Receipts from travel into the territozy increased from 
$6.0Mn to $14.8Mn between 1951 and 1959, and the number of "tourists" 
was just doubled within that period (63,549 to 128,546) •18 1m. acute 
shortage of ·hotel :rooms and overall inadequacy of accarmnodation had 
oombined with a lack of publicity, to produce an adverse effect on 
what could othezwise have been a boom:i:ng tourist industry. The 
number of people who actually stopped over in Trinidad and Tobago 
during the period grew appreciably from 15,773 to 42,043, but this 
does not oompare favourably with Barl>ados or Jamaica (see also 
Chapter VII) • 
Having surveyed trade in services, we now discuss the 
trade in goods. Much has been. said previously about the latter, in 
teilllS of productiqn, and especially with reference to manufacture. 
In the following ~ trade will be related to the JIDvement of 
prices. A few aspects of the imports of goods in the 1950's stand 
out. Firstly, imports were a dominant feature in the demand oompo-
nents. Seoondly, the relatively JIDre stable import prices tended to 
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depress the buoyant tendencies of local prices. 'l'hin:1l.y, the 
import prices of capital: goods tended to increase mre rapidly 
than other ~ prices, and finally, the rising volume of impor-
~ . 
te~ goods bears no noticeable relationship to :import prices. In 
table 4 .ll, a comparison of columns 6 and 4 reveals a tendency of 
:imports to increase ir:respecti ve of price increases, indicati:ng 
the elasticity of demand for importe~ goods. 
Export prices increased much more than did import prices. 
Grarth fluctuated, and it is interesti:ng to note that the ·direc-
tion of movement of prices ·after 1956 is identical for bath imports 
and exports. Petroleum products provided over 80% of the exports 
between 1952 and 1957, and the Suez crisis of 1956 caused oil 
prices to rise in the following .year (hence the ~ increase in 
the export index from 107. 0 to 119. 2, and the lesser increase in 
:import prices - 104.2 to 107.8). The discovezy of large quanti-
ties of crude oil in . other parts of the world, and laN production 
costs in these parts, later forced prices daNp. once IIDre. 19 
~ugar prices we~ .generillly favourable throughout the 
decade. Other _agricultural export crops were favourably affected 
by the Korean War until 1954, when certain primazy COJim:)dities, 
such as cocoa, coffee and citrus had price increases of up to 41% 
of the 1951 index. Following the war, harever, prices declined 
sharply, so that in 1957, despite premitm prices received for 
Table A,ll 
Visible Trade (lQ5l-5Q) 
--·-··---····-·--·-·--Hi~i---Io5"i-·ig,-:;3---i"651--io;;5···---l930 ____ 1?i57- ·-i~jL;s-·- )•J;;9· 
-·-· .. ---··----·---------- ------- --- -· --·--- ------ -------·-··--------·--·--(]) J:nports Sm. 21S. G .2-i3. "I 23(;. 0 2-~9. 5 29-L ·1 301.5 3.'35. 8 -~ 1~. 0 ·HS .1 
(2) E•porls $m. 21-1.5 22-D.S 9.5G.5 261.6 2S5.3 330.1 39:2.6 ·12·1.9 -1•19.1 
(3) Tr:uk 
L:1.l:~ncc $m. -•!.1 -)3.9 -f-20.5 -j-12.1 -9.1 +2S.G -f-3G:S -t-12.0 -J-1.0 
( ·1) ],,,:,orls 
(5) 
( n•h::11c) 
]n,h:x 
Expo~t·s 
(\"O!u:nc) 
inuc-x 
. (G) Imports ( :n·cr-
ogL: \'~~]~JC~) 
100 10G.2 108.7 
100 103.9 113.8 
llG. 7 133.2 153.8 18-! .-1 203.'1 
112.8 1 .,~ " .. ~ ........ 1-17.2 155.-1 1G9.7 HJ.1. 3 
index 100 
( "/) Exports (':,vcr-
105.6 99.4 97.0 101~5 .. ~0~.2 107.8. 10~.1 102.3-
r.·r,c vn lues) 
imbx 100 .104.2 107.G il0.7 111.5 107.0 119.2 112.0 110.3 
(8) Tenns of 
trade index 100 
(9) Import 
9S.7 108.2 11~.1 113.8 102.7 110.4 107.7· 107.8 
C"C!Ui\'alcnt o!-
cxpor:s. $m. 214.5 217.6 258.0 
(10) neal 
cxpor~·s $:n. 21-1. 5 220.5 23S. -1 
( 11 ) C:aius from 
terms of 
trade $m. -2.9 19.G 
(12) 1•n:xlr;,. pc:r 
cap!la $ 337 368 3-~-8 
( 13) Expur:s per 
269.6 281.1 31G.S 3G1.2 C08.2 439.0 
235.3 255.9 308.5 329.9 379.~ 407.2 
33.3 25.2 8.3 .-.3-:1.3 28.8 31.8 
358 (09 40G 4GG 523 5-~S 
c:-:·ri<a $ 331 317 378 375 39G -1-15 513 539 550 
~""· o""'tc-,.::-:_:;.. 
( 1) Exc.:rp: whc;-c o:hc:-\Vi'SC !;::Ltcd, C"Jl':·c:&~ J')Tic<.::: :!.l'C ~~i\'t':l. 
(2) J&':.1IlG:-:;. v~tluccl. :-&t c.i.f.. c·xport!i nl !-.o.b. 
(3) ]mporl cquh'~l(:r.l of Cl'lH'Ir~s w~s do·h·r.d Ly c.l!\'i'din~ cl.r:.o:·i.r. :i.:1. current v:-11~:-~· b)" :t:l i:1dc~ o~ 
im:1orl p:-ic.·a::s. 
(4) Tht.: terms or tJ.ulc .inCc:.: is t1Jc f'!UO:k:nt of the :i~'l.dc:: .r.r cx;iort r.dc::s c]h·lch:..:1 hy ~i;.: lnckx c.r 
ip·,:;ort pric::::. 
( 5) The r::r.h:!: f1·om the.~ tc:·m:: of tr:H!c :rc 1~lC:l:;uH·J !to:-a 19:::11. t]:-: h:1.sc cl!".~.:; o! ti:(.· Ic~cv;-m~ l:.-.:~c:c;, 
_ uscd_!,:~_:_c:it' ~~n~lil~l :llioa. 
Sou:-ce: Ranpersad, Frank: "External Trade .::md Pn:yments of ~rinidad 
a.YJ.d Tobago, 1951-59." 3ocial and Economic Studies, vel. 12, 
no. 2, 1963, ~· 128. 
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domestic cocoa and coffee (because of their high quality), their 
prices were 11% less than those of 1951, and .52% below those of 
1954. 20 
'1liE ECONOMY 
PRIOR 'IO 
' '!HE iJEVEI1>PMENT PROGRAMME 
Dependence on . Petroleun: The entire . econany of Trinidad and T~ago 
is heavily supported by the petroleUin industzy and balances preca-
riously an the fort:\mes of it. aetween 1953 and 1957' the pen:El-
~ages of the arm~ government revenue derived from oil were 37.5%, 
35.2%, 38.1%, 37.2% and 44.1%, :respectively. Small wonder then 
that the expansion of this industzy is oorrelated so closely with 
~ in the public sector and in the econany as a whole. 
Apart from the direct contribution t~. gove:rnment revenue, 
. petrole~' s boost to the private . sector is widespread. Saxe of the 
faSteSt-~ towns in the 1950's were near the refineries. AnDng 
the most notable were Point Fortin, Marabella (:plus San Fernando), 
and La Brea. Table 4.12 shows towns associated with the oilfields 
(underlined) -~ selected settletnent:s, and their growth. from 1956 
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to 1960.* 
Moreover, the oil companies have been directiy resPQI1sible 
for a l~e proportion of the capital for:mation in the count:ry. A 
great deal of the heavy-indust:ry assets· (machine:ry, vehicles and 
equipment - see fig. 4.3) are ~ught by them. 
The direct use of public utilities and other private sector 
Table 4.12 
Population Growth in Selected Settlements 
Chaguanas 
Rio Claro 
~arillo 
ces Town 
Vistabella 
Miii'abetta 
s~paria __  
Penal 
fYzabc;td 
La Btea 
POint Fortin 
1956 1960 
2,900 
1,800 
3,800 
6,000 
1,400 
3,600 
3,600 
3,000 
1,600 
3,800 
6,900 
3,500 
2,200 
4,800 
6,700 
2,100 
5,400 
4,200 
3,600 
1,900 
4,800 
8,800 
Source: The Nation, weekly newsletter no. 9 
15th APril 1966. (reprint) 
*Of the selected towns, Siparia, Chaguanas, Princes Town and Rio 
Claro are administrative centres. Furt:hennore, the growth in St. 
George County and the Caroni sugar belt reflect rapid \JI'banisa-
tion along the main roads in the area. Herein ·is the develop-
ment of the con\JI'bation which fans out from Port-of-Spain (see 
Chapter II). 
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production by the petroletun .industry deserves special notice. 
Al~ugh same of the oilfields_ generate their own electricity, the 
.industry as a whole used ~ great deal of the total output of the 
. goVer!'ment-owned Trinidad and To~ Electricity Board. The :re-
fineries also used significant aJIDunts of water, as well as other 
public services. On the whole, their part:· ~ genera.t~ eoonamic 
activity .in the ~t of the private sector is hinted at by the 
growth of towns related to the oilfields. 
Of the other secto:rs of the GDP whi~ grew as fast as the 
petroleum sector, the l~est - services and construction (see 
tables 3.1 and 3. 2) - owe their prosperity to the general nature of 
the eCOilOJIW. In other words, these secto:rs are not potential p:ri.ne 
mvers. In contrast, the manufa~ .industries expanded their 
ca.pitai assets quite rapidly .in the early 1950's. But the greatest 
.increase .in output came in. the la~er part: of the decade. Expansion 
.in the other secto:rs was slower than the GDP. 
Trinidad and Tobago 1 s dependenCe upon petroleum during that 
decade, and especial],.y at the be~, left the economy part:icul~ 
ly wlnerable. Prior to 1955, l<noNn oil reserves were running low, 
to th~ grave concern of the management .in many companies. The post-
war years had seen relatively little expansion .in local crude oil 
production, with av~e outputs stay~ around 60,000 barrels per 
day from 1940 to 1952. 21 The only bope left, after 1953, was to 
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increase the intensity of drilli?g the already-proven wells, thus 
increasi?g the already high oosts of productim. Indeed, when the 
Trinidad Oil Co. decided to sell out its shares to the Texas Oil 
Co. in 1956, it was because the fonner could no ~nger compete 
with most of its local rivals, sane of whom had for support sister 
cx:mpanies in other low-cost oil-producing countries, or refineries 
in the advanced countries, (e.g. the U.K.), or both. 22' 
The pr.i.mazy sector was losing importance to the petro-
leum industry as an export eazner (see table 3. 2). The service 
sector was characterised by underemploynent and poverty, although 
the sector as a whole witnessed a rapid rate of growth. It is 
because this sector had probably the widest discrepancy in income 
levels of any in the GDP (see Olapter III). In the 1950's the Aid 
to Pioneer Industries project had initiated a fairly rapid expan-
sion in the manufacturing sector. The labour capaci. ty was according-
ly increased, but imni.gratim of people in search of jobs from the 
relatively less prosperous British ~ser Antilles was high. This 
easily offset the part of the local labour force that emigrated, 
JIDStly to England and North .America, and kept a fairly constant un-
employnent_ gap. 
Mr. Olampion may have been inaccurate in his prediction 
that the petroleum industry would collapse after 1954; his observa-
tions of the wlnerability of the econany are valid, however. 23 
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Had new reserves not been disoovered (in 1956), disaster would have 
<XJDe much sooner than JIOSt people realised. D3ceiwd by the short-
s_ightedness of the political leadem in the terri:to:ry and enex>UI'aged, 
fimt by the short-tenn increase in job opportunities, and after 
1954,. by . the output of the :rapidly expan~ oil industzy, the 
people did not re~gnise the critical nature of the econoJiy. The 
situation in the oil indust:ry may not have been so cri. tical in the 
early SO's, had it not been for the excessive demands of World War 
II. Upon request from the Allies, the oil reserves had been 
heavily tapped to meet these demands. 24 
Nevertheless, the clouds we~ gath~ around the eoono-
DW by 1954, and certain natural resouroes that oould have laid the 
foundation for continued prosperity~ go~ l~ly unexploited. 
Probably the JJDSt significant of such resoUI'Ces were tourism and 
fisheries. 
Under-explored Resources: With the expanding economies of North 
America and Western .Europe, their travellem provided a boost to 
the tourist trade of many develop~ countries borderl:ng on the 
Atlantic. Trinidad and Tobago's main disadvantage was its loca-
tion relative to the other West Indian islands. ~ further 
south there was sanewhat less attraction than Janaica, the V~in 
Islands, the Bahamas, Puerto Rioo and Bermuda. (Travel costs 
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from North America to Trinidad and To~ago were significantly h:igher 
than costs to these other islands) • Nevertheless, tourism is a 
substantial dollar earner, with a potentially profotmd multiplier 
effect. The CO\mtry' s location necessitated, all the rrore, an 
early start in the prorrotion of the industry. As it turned out, 
when a substantial flow of tourists from North Anerica b_egan 
towards the end of the 1950's, Trinidad and To~ago was so ill-
equipped that it could not compete. In fact, the CO\mtry could not 
adequately acCOJiliiDdate its current volume of visitors. By 1958, it 
had the additional disadvantage of entering the tourist market late. 
The prorrotion of fisheries continued to be controversial 
issue in the. Government. Neverth~less, Peru provides a classic 
e~le of what can be done with such an industry. Following an in-
tensive development project, that col.mtry increased its fishing 
output from 30 metric tons to 5,200 metric tons (1947-61). 25 · (The 
significant point here is the scale of the increase. ) The popula-
tion of Trinidad and Tobago consumed as much fish per head as was 
consumed in the U.K. Of consumption, half of the ·needs were im-
ported, and demand c3lways well exceeded supply, especially in the 
rural districts. 26 The local catch could have been increased at 
least ten-fold, and the excess production could have been used to 
make by-products, such as fish meal for livestock, cat and dog food, 
cod liver oil, and leather substitutes. These would create rrore 
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import substitutes. Indeed, Japanese trawlers have found it bene-
ficial in recent years to lease sites to fish on the east banks 
off Trinidad (the most productive fishing ground in the vicinity -
see discussion in Chapter III) • They sell a part :of their catch 
in Trinidad, before returning to Japan with the remainder. 
Trade: The country' s_ great and expanding dependence upon trade un-
derlined the necessity for it to diversify its export oonipOnent. 
Britain's non-participation in the European Economic Camnunity 
meant a reduction in the export market as of 1958_, ~en the EEC was 
fonned. Hitherto, Trinidad and Tobago had had a favourable balance 
of trade with the O.E.E.C. countries, exporting mainly tropical 
pri.mary products. . The new agreements were to favour the French and 
Dutch colonies in the West Indies over British colonies. Table 4.13 
below shows Trinidad and Tobago's balance of payments with other 
mnetacy groups. These statistics could also serve to indicate the 
direction of trade n<:M to be discussed. 
Petroleun products and crude oil dominated the exports 
and imports respectively. Most of the imports from South .America 
were from Venezuela and Colombia (crude oil) • Exports to the U.S. 
increased sharply in 1958 from $26.4Mn (7%) the previous year to 
$82. 3Mn (19%). The value of petroleun products exported to the U.S. 
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was over 75% of these ~rts ($19. 7Mn in 1957 and $72.2Mn in 1958), 
and JJDSt of the increase was due to the expanSion of refinexy 
~ughput by the .Texas C'o. (Texaoo). 27 Marine drilli:ng in the Gulf 
of Paria had ~igured s_ignificantly in the decisions of both rexaoo 
and Shell (Point Fortin) to expand, as they jointly discovered the 
fimt marine deposits. Al~ the oost of marine dril.~ is as 
much as five tines. greater than the already-expensive qnshore 
dril.l.i:ng, the disoovezy came as a boost to the entire industry which 
had .produced only one ~ignificant disoovery smce the War. Map 4.1 
illustrates the oil deposits and oilfields, as well as marine lease 
.azeas. 
Table4.13 
Current Balance of P~ts $Mn 
other ather O.E.E.C. ck>llar :rest of 
Total U.K. oolonies ster~ oountri.es an!a world 
1953 -4.7 -12.3 5.9 3.3 25.9 -53.3 25.8 
\ 
1954 -],2.1 -12.1 6.5 5.0 23.5 -66.8 31.8 
1955 -40.0 -24.4 15.3 -1.1 34.0 -95.8 32.0 
1956 -31.2 -44.5 17.1 3.9 44.3 -94.9 42.9 
. 1957 -57.3 -94.0 24.2 -3.8 74.3 -107.6 49.7 
Source: l'ri,nidad and Tobago Government: ~9 S9fVW of Trinidad· 
and To~ (1953-58). Port of spain, GOVertiineitt PrinterY, 
1958. p. 2. 
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~spite the vast expansion in exports to the U.S. , in 
1958, ($55.9Mn), the entire domestic export value increased by 
only $32. 7Mn. Exports to_ sane other comtries declined, such as 
the U.K. by $21.6Mn and SWeden by $8. 3Mn. Trade with the :rest 
' of the British Caribbean anomted to only 4. 6% of the total trade 
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between 1952 and 1957 (see table 4.13). Consequently, the comtry 
was faced with ha~ to extend its ovemeas market, and hoped to 
increase its volume of trade with the other islands of the forth-
~ West Indies Feder.ation. 
Labour and Employment: '!he rapid expansion of the oil industiy 
and its h_igh productivity standanls have made it possible for the 
industry to offer to its employees considerably higher ~ages than 
those offered by JIDSt other indUstries (the chief exceptjpns in 
recent year.; hei!tg the government and construction). In the 1950's· 
this factor had two significant adven;e effects on the other indus-
tries. (1) Early in the decade, the rapid increase in the capital 
spent on drilling was acoonpanied by the expansion of the labour 
force. This :resulted in the attraction of manpower ftum other in-
dustries, chiefly the adjacent sugar oonpanies. (2) The mre fal'-
reachi_ng factor was the~ wage-scale in the oil industyy which 
set new ~age standanls •. Generally speaki_ng, labour mion action 
.against manufacturi.:ng and other industries for ~gher ~ages prior 
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to 1958 had already caused the production c:osts and export prices 
to be too high. The worst of repe~sions were to oome still 
later, as certain fi:rms laid off workem in retaliation against 
higher wage demands, in the early 1960's. 
Table 4.14 
Government Revenue and Expenditure 
1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 
---
Current Revenue 66.9 72.8 79.1 87.6 100.7 
Current Expenditure 57.8 67.8 67.9 75.2 79.7 
Current Balance 9.1 5.0 11.2 12.4 21.0 
Capital Expenditure 12.0 16.2 19.5 20.9 21.2 
Overall Balance -2.9 -11.2 -8.3 -8.5 -0.2 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Government: Economic Survey of Trinidad 
and Tobago (1953...:58). Port-of-Spain (Government Printery), 
1958, p. 93. 
More positive influences by the oil industry on employ-
ment are mmerous, however. In spite of its capital-intensive 
nat~, the dollars spent by the oil industry employ a large m.unber 
of people throughout the economy. In 1957, 44.1% of current govern-
ment revenue was donated by the petroleum industry. Government 
current expenditure was 79.1% of current revenue (see table 4.14) , 
and virtually all of this expenditure was on wages and salaries. 2 8 
Thus, oil..:.o~iginated .revenue paid -34 .. 8% ot: government ~ges and 
salaries. 
There is little doubt that many toWns and vill_ages in 
. f;)olithern Trinidad owe their cC>IIDiercial prosperity to the proxim-
ity of adjacent oilfields. Housi?g schemes sponsored by the 
oil corrpanies ~ught impetus to the construction industry. The 
overall influence of the petroleum industry in the private sector 
is difficult to neasure, · and the task is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. Nevertheless, the industry did support the economy and 
was IIDst responsible for the relative prosperity of the country 
which in tu:m na.de possible the planni?g and financing of the 
First Five-Year D=velopnent Programme. 
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CHAPI'ER V 
'IHE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
It should be indicated here that the First Five-Year 
Developnent ~grarmne of Trinidad and Tobago was not the first 
organised effort by a Government of the terri.tory to improve its 
economic resources. There had been two "economic programines" set 
forth for 1951-55 and for 1956-60 by the Government in office in 
the 1950's. The Second Economic Programne was replaced by the 
Development Programme of 1958 to 1962.1 In the 1956 general elec-
tions, the People's National Movement (P.N.M.) replaced the Party 
of the Political Progress Group ( P. P .G.). Thus, following elec-
tion pl~dges, the P.N.M. established committees to study the 
different aspects of the socio-economic nature of the state, and 
out of these studies grew the Development Programme.* Table 5 .1 
. . . 
· below is a rough comparison of the first three programnes. 
Government revenue may be used as a yardstick for the 
measurement of the different anounts proposed ~or the programmes. 
Such a cxmparative measurement cannot, however, be wholly valid, 
since there were no recorded estimates of Government revenue in advance 
*Parts of the ;Economic Progranme (1956-60) were implemented prior to 
1958. Moreover, the Developnent Programme of 1958-62 seems to have 
been drawn up l~ely on the pattern of the fonner. · 
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Programmes Total 
1951-55 
(actual 
progrrumne) 47o9 (% of 6.8% 
total) 
'1956-60 
(proposed) 99.1 (r& of 
to·tal) 
1958-62 
~original) 191 o4 
.. % of 
to·tal) 
'l'able 5.1 
Former Economic Programmes 
Prima]."''J sector 
draine:1.ge i:i:•ri-
gation & 
reclamation 
:3.3 
2.9 
2.95t 
12.1 
6.3% 
Industry 
m:i.n:f.ng . 
&: tour.lsm 
nil. 
nil 
18.3 
9.6% 
Electric 
power 
16.0 
o1 33o3to 
20.0. 
20.2% 
26.1 
13.7% 
Transport 
& COIW..TlUn:l-
Ciltion 
10.1 
20.9% 
29.5 
29 of1lfo 
55.0 
28.71& 
Social 
18.0 
7.? 7;r/ :;; o ;o 
40.8. 
4'1 .2% 
68.0 
35.5% 
sourc(~: 'l'rtni.dad and Tobago Government: Economic Survey of Trinidad ar&J.'obaru> ( 19~-58Lo 
(Government Pr:i..nt ery), 1950. p o 89. 
(value in $Jiln) 
Public 
build-
ing 
0.6 
. 1 o3~ 
5.8 
5.9% 
11 o9 6.2% 
Port-of -Spain 
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of each five-year period plarmed for. 
The $4 7. 9Mn spent in . the first Economic ~gramme was 
13.9% of the actual total :revenue for 1951-55 of $345.0Mn and was 
98.5% of the aCClDilUlated Cl.li'Ieilt account surplus ($48. 7Mn). The 
proposed b~et for the Second Economic ~granme was $99 .lMn -
14.1% of the total actual Government revenue for that period 
($702.8Mn) and 76.1% C?f the actual account surplus. In contrast, 
the oz:i.ginal b~et. for the ~velopment ~gramnE was 26.1% of the 
actual Government :revenue for 1958-62, ($191.4Mn/$~34.1Mn), and 
well in excess of the :revenue surplus of $127. 3Mn. Actual expen-
diture for the ~velopmant ~gramme was $218.5Mn. 2 Financl:flg will 
be discussed later in the chapter. 
At the time of ~' the ~grarmne could contain 
only a ~ague a.l.lowanoe for the part the te:rritory wo~d play in 
the West Indies Federation. The plamers, hc:Mever, were aware 
that the impact of federal status in the West Indies could not 
:realistically be ignored. Consequently, token a.J.la.ianoes were 
made ~ughout. * 
Having failed to obtain the assistance of the Intel'-
*'!he Federal Capital was to be located. in Trinidad, but the Capital 
city had not yet been decided upon. This meant that Port-of~pain 
was to serve as a tempo~ site, and that the Trinidad and Tobago 
Gove:mment was to provide buildings for office space, aJII)ng other 
~- . . 
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national Bank for Reconstruction and. Development (IBRD) in ~ 
up . the ~grarrme, the Government ~rganised a number of ad hoc oom-
mittees and oomrid.ssions to. survey various sectors of the eool'lOIIo/. 
The survey produced these :reports: 
Development Plan for To~ago 
Development Plan for the Eastem Counties 
Interim Development Programme for the Sugar 
Areas (implemented) · 
Interim Development P~ogramme for Laventille (implemented) 
Operations of. the Marketing Board 
Operations of the Cocoa Pool 
Pioneer Industries Programme 
Social and Economic Impact of Federation on 
Trinidad Society 
.Local Loan-for-Development-Purposes 
Government Hospitals and Health Facilities 
Road Passenger Transport 
General.EC:lucation 
Role of Government as a Consumer 
Breakdown of the Coastal Steamer Service to Tobago.3 
Professor W. Arthur leWis, then a professor at the Uri. versity of 
Manchester, and Mr. Teodoro Moscoso of the Economic Development 
Administration of Puerto ·Rico were in vi ted to advise on the draft 
of the ~gramne. 
The ~grarme had three basic goals tCMard which the 
projects in the various sectors were di.:rected: increased employment, 
all-round· improvement in productivity, and no:re amenities for the 
people. 
There were 185,300 employed in 1956, and the labour force 
w~ grow~ . at al.nost 5% per amu.m. The level of unemploynent, 
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however, was not accurately known. 4 Over 35,000 .additional jobs 
would· be needed. to maintain full employment ~ the ~gramora. 
Of these, it was hoped that the oil ·industry would absorb '+, 000, 
. the manufa~ industries - 5,000, tourism- 3,000 and the 
primary sector- s,ooo. Additional employm:mt in the public 
sector was expected to be small ~ this period. Full employ-
ment could not, therefore, be expected, since the .serVice sector, 
already conta:ini_ng a high pereen~age of mderemployment, would be 
left to absorb most of the ~ 17,000 persons. 
~ughout the econoiey, h:igher producti vi. ty would be 
sought through the. discovery and application of new techniques and 
nethods C?f production, as well as ~ugh mre inveStment. 5 Both 
labour production and productivity were lc:Mest in the p~ 
sector tc:Mard the late 1950's. '!'his situation had~ indirectly 
caused by increased tmenployment in the urban centres which limi-
ted the fonner trend of :rural-urban ni:i.gration that had .been such a 
coJIBIDn pattern of the early 1950's. Imnediate attention to the 
situation accordingly was justified, although the issue was later 
clouded by the conflict between welfare and production economics. 
This is a topic for deeper discussion in Cllapter VII. 
When the P.N.M. asstDDed office in 1956, the health 
standards were quite ~gh for a developi:ng comtry. The housi_ng 
standards, harever, were critically low, especially in crowded 
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urban an!as, where sltm oondi tions were often deplorable. Similar 
conditions existed in sane rural settlements, where large families 
sanetimes o~grew their ck-lellings. 'Ihe Programme made all.ot-lances 
for .improved health, housf:ng and educational facilities, as well 
as for other domestic benefits. 
FINANCING 'IHE DEVELOPMENT ProGRAMME 
'!he cost of the Development Programme was first estimated 
at $191,388,364, of which about $44Mn· was to be. spent in 1958. 
'lhat year the expenditure of the ~gramme was to be 6.5% of the 
GNP Cat current prices) , but was expected to increase to about 8% 
by 1962. 'Ihe avez:age for five .years would then be "aoout 7%, which 
was <XIllparatively lower than the ave~ of Ghana and New Zealand 
with over 8% and Ceylon - 7.5%.6 Table 5.2 below outlines the ori-
gin of funds for the ~gramme. 
In financing the ~gramme, the Government was to rely 
IIDStly on taxes, on differen:~ gove:rnment revenue -~Uiplus funds, and, 
to a limited extent, on danestic loans. No fo~ign loans had been 
foreseen. In fact, the a:i.m. was to finance the Progranme, as far 
as possible, from curnm.t b~etary surpluses. 
Steps would be taken to cut down income tax evasion which 
was, at that time, 11 at a scandalous level 11 , 7 to incre~e taxation 
to a limited extent on certain important COJDJIDdi ties, · and to refonn 
Table 5.2 
Revenue and ExPenditure of Develo~ment ProgrmThue S~ln 
Surplus for 5 years at existing rates o~ ta~es (including 85.8 
estimated share of earnings of Bilton Hotel) 
Yield of new taxation for five years ••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••- 54.6 
140.4 
Less increase in ordinacy expenditures •••••••••••••••••••••••.•• o. 
Less new recurri~a expenditure for the Develonment Programme ••••• ~ - (~) 
Unexpected balances of loan fUnds Ordinru1ce 41 of 1946 
and 11 of 1 9 51 •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3•5 
Unexpected balance of Colonial Development and Welfare grants for 
capital \Yorl-cs •••••••••••••••.••••• ; •••.•••••••••••••••••••••• o • 3 o 6 
·-' 
.· 
Balance of Economic Programme fUnds •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.5 
Balance of Alcoholic Beverages special tax for housir~ fUnd •••••• 
Balance in ~~d of Pl~ng and Housing Commission ••••••••••••••• 
Coastal Stea"D.ers Rene'<·.ral Fl.L.1"ld •••••••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••• 
·Saving~ of Public Utilities (Electricity depreciation funds) ••••• 
Estimated receipts of statute--barred unclaimed gambling mon;es ooo 
Short-ter-m loa~o. from local barJ{S already negotiated.-
for Hilton Hotel • 
for Agricultural 
B2...YL'Lc • • • • •• 0 0 • 
Net ava:i..lable :from revenue •••••••••••• 
!Jet available from other above •••••••• 
Surplus on 1957 wor}~ng ••••••••••••••• 
other local loans ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Total available 
Uncovered bal~~ce 
101.3 
23.0 
8.5 
8o0 
140.8 
50.6 
191.4 
(b) 
o.8 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Government: First Fiv-e-Yee.r Development Programme 
(1958-62). Port-of-Spain (Goverr~~ent PrintelJr), 1958. p. 49o 
l:egislation pert~ to taxes ~ from oil concerns. It was 
expected that such steps would increase taxes to be collected at 
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the current rate by 63.6% (from $85.8Mn to $140.4:Mn). To decrease 
income tax evasion, the Gove:r.runent was to invoke a "pay-as-you-
earn" policy, complete with a fully mechanised system for handli_ng 
assessments. Cha:nges in oil industry ~egislation planned (1) to 
enforce a minimum 50/50 division of profits, (2) a p~gressive. tax 
system for \D'lexploited areas, to enoo~ rapid exploitation, (3) 
that half of the already exploited areas should be surrendered to 
the state, and ( 4) that oompeti ti ve bidcli:ng would detennine the 
owners of new leases. 8 
'!he Govemment issued "premium bonds" and launched a sa~ 
d:ci ve associated with the ~gramme. From this so\JIQ! $8Mn was ex-
pected to beoone available during the five years. Such funds did 
not include the $4. 5Mn from Barclays Bank: for the Hilton Hotel or 
$1. 8Mn for the Agricultural Bank (see table 5. 2). '!he "estimated 
share of earnings of Hilton Hotel," included in . the first line of 
the table, was one of six major (partly or wholly) self-liquidati:ng 
projects: 
Hotel inves"'bnerlts •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Port EXt'eilSions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ships . : . : ......•.....•••.••..••••..•...•......••.... 
ElectZ'l..CJ. "ty' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rental/JIDrtgage & aided self-help housing •••••••••• 
!.Dans ~ugh the _Agricultural Bank •••• · •••••••••••• 
Total •••••••••••••••••••••• 
$Mn 
11.00 
7.00 
3.50 
26.00 
6.20 
1. 75. 
55.45 
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By adding revenue expected to accrue from investments in factories, 
public buil~, housing, market places, reclamation and water 
works and the airport, the above total would be about $60Mn. 9 'ihe 
uncovered balance of $50.6Mn had not yet been comnitted, primarily 
pending Government-oil cxmq>any n~gotiations, the details of which 
were confidential and unpublished. 
The expenditure by principal cxmq>onents was planned as 
shown in table 5. 3. 
The redefinition of the status of Tobago was a significant 
landmark in the history of Trinidad and Tobago. Hitherto, the 
smaller island had been refe~d to as The Island-Wani, and treated 
administratively as "one of the eight counties and ••• shared 
rather less than equally in the centrally administered services, nlO 
because of its distance and the resulting difficulties of camnunica.-
tion. It is an island with a separate identity growing out of a 
historical experience which stands in distinct oontrast to that of 
Trinidad (see Chapter II) • In the ~rging West Indies Federation 
the Govemnent wished ~o present T~ago, therefore, as a "partner 
with Trinidad rather than ••• a satellite" •11 Consequently, 
special projects had to be drawn up, although they were a part of 
the complete ~gramne. The ftmds allocated for thes~ projects 
oould be examined in table 5. 4. 
~~able 5o3 
.9.9!JlnO~lents of Development Prog:r:3J.ll-.!!lQ 
Agriculture oooooooo••ooooooo 
Forests •••••o••••••••••••o•o 
Fisheries ooaoo~ooooooooooooo 
Indust1~ o•••••••••••~··••••o 
Tourimu o ...... o •.•••• ~ •••••• o. 
Roads ru1d Bridges ·••••••••••• 
Hal:bours a.."lcl Ports o o •••••• o o 
Coastal Steamers •••••••••••• 
ltviation I) ., 0 0 .a ;J a Q 0 ••• a •••• 0 • 0 
Electr:l.ci ty •• o. ~ ........... o o 
Drainage and Reclamation • u o 
Public Buildines ru1d 
Amenities .. ••••••••••••••oooo 
Ed.ucaticn •••••• .,· •••••••• a, o o 
Heal·th ••• o ••• o ••••• o •• o. o o o o 
\'l a ·t ex· o o , ••• , , •• , ••• " ••••• o • o 
Housing oo•••4•••••••••a•••oo 
Local Government •••••••••••o 
Labour a:nd Soci~J. Services • o 
'l1o·tal 
Capj_taJ. 
Provision 
(1958-62) 
7,710,000 
65,000 
1,710,000 
6 ,ooo,ooo 
'12, 273,000 
32 ,ol~6 ,814 
7,186,000 
3,600,000 
2,8135,000 
26 , ·r ::so , q.oo 
2,294,036 
13,009,777 
12,742,229 
8,615,457 
21,800,000' 
12,169,959 
19,144,692 
2,006,000 
191,388,-346 
'/u of 
Total 
~~.o% 
n., .. , wuo 
0.9 
3. I 
6.4 
16o8 
3.8 
1.9 
1.5 
'13. 7 
'I o2 
6o8 
6.7 
2.6 
1'1 .4 
6o3 
'10.0 
1 01 
1oo.o~t 
Capitc..u 
EX'jJend., 
( '1958) 
lo)?OMn 
OoUP 
0.3'1 
0;,50 
1.75 
8.,2'1 
Oo95 
Oo86 
5.50 
'I o03 
3o55 
3 .. 40 
·t.94 
8.1"1 
2. 7"t 
2~94 
0.46 
[~4 .Ol1ln 
1:iaximtun 
H.ecur.rcnt 
Oo63Nn 
0.12 
Oo10 
Oo20 
2o17 
0.60 
0.09 
3.9~lln 
Recur. 
1958. 
Oo30fdn 
OoOl~ 
0~05 
0.39 
0 .. 23 
1.0l~in 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Government: First Five-Year Develomnent Prcgramrn<:J1958-62). 
Port-of-Spain (Govern'!lent Frintery), 195!Jo P• 5. 
Table 5e4 
Fu..l'J.ds Allotted to Tob.9.1'ljO' s Development 
Agriculture 
Forestry • 
Fisheries 
0 0 0 6 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 0 e 0 0 • 0 Q D 
o • o e o o e o o _o 
Industry • o o o o o o • o o o 
Tourism 9 • 0 • • • 0 0 0 • 0 
Water • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Electricity o 0 • 0 0 • .. 0 0 • 
Roads & Bridges • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 
Aviation 0 0 0 • • 0 0 • 0 0 0 
Capital 
Provision 
( 19.58-62) 
825,450 
22,000 
1oo,oqo 
10,00C 
100,000 .. 
445,000 
1,5QO,OOO 
4,5oo,ooo 
260,000 
Shippi~ service vn~h Trinidad. 3,6oo,ooo 
Education 
.. 0 0 • 
• 0 " 0 0 .. 0 • 
Heal tl:"! 
" 0 Q • 0 • 0 .. .. 0 0 G 
Housing • 
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 
Labour & Social Services 0 .. .. 
Local Goverr~ent 0 • 0 ~ 0 0 0 
Public Buildings & .~er~ties .. 
Total 
650,5)0 
109,294 
522,500 
i3, 500 
377,882 
109,800 
Capital 
~-pendo 
1958 
108,175 
16,000. 
10,000 
180,000 
250,000 
1,150,000 
130,000 
201,500 
69,294 
22,500 
13,500 
60,147 
109,800 
2,320,916 
Recurrent 
1958 
5,366 
2,492· 
7,930 
92,418 
Source: ·Tril'l.ida.d a.nd Tobago Government: First Five-Year Deyei opment 
Programme ( 1958-6 2). Port-of-Spain ( C-overl':!!l.ent Pr;i.nte:::-y );~-·-
1958o Po 1!1 o 
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'!HE PLAN IN. DETAIL 
The projects contained in the IRvelopment P:rogramne may 
be eategorised as follows: 
(i) Those which generate economic activity by developing 
the "Basic Industries", which would, in tum, lead the eCX>nOliW 
towards self-sustained growth. 
(ii) Those· which provide improved services necessaxy for 
industrial expansion, as well as creating a higher standard of 
living ~ the people. 
(ill) Those which placed a greater emphasis on increased 
welfare and amenities for the general public, and 
(i v) Those which would provide ·.for education and training, 
as well as employment services, to charmel m::>re human resources 
towards increased ·productivity in the eoonomy. 
The~ was ~ great deal of overlapping by many projects, 
and the survey of the ~~· which follows will attempt to in-
dicate the important links between certain projects. 
(i) Basic InduStries: These include the pr.i.mazy industries (agri.-
culture, forestry and fisheries), manufacturing industries and 
. tourism; and in this group llt-.Lt-\ of the Programme funds were to be 
. . 
spent. 
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~riqult"Un!: Dissatisfied with the low productivity in 
the primary sector where 26. 0%· of the labour foree provided about 
13.5% of the GDP in 1957 _(current prices), the Government 
installed an Economic Branch to SUrvey ecxmomic investment in this 
field. There w~ much roam for improvement in crop yields, 
especially in sugar and ooooa. Moreover, sugar exports were 
sanewhat protected. by the Camnonweal th Sugar Agreement. Coooa and 
ooffee prices had been favourable art" the world market. Bananas 
had a guaranteed marl<et at "acceptable" priC:::es, and· local demand 
for agricultural products was expanding faster than supply. 
Nevertheless, intematienal export trade oondi. tions could not be 
expected to be so favourably protected indefinitely. 
In view of expanding local market possibiliti~., therefore, 
the Economic Branch was inve~tigating the wisdom of economic invest-
ment in marketing and management as a step to keeping the agricul tu-
ral population an the land at a mre productive level. This would 
improve their standard of li~ to oompare mre favourably with 
tha1; of employees in other industries. 
An Extension Service was established to carry out wide-
spread researoh in ( 1) disease prevention, ( 2) hybridisation, 
(3) mre intensive use of available _agricultural land and (4) 
increased soil conservation, especially an slc:>pes. In addition, 
( 5) there were plant propagation seh.emas s_et up to provide 
seedlings and young plants to new and old fanners alike, as sub-
sidies. 
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Disease prevention and hybridisation efforts were often 
closely oonnected, as the latter was sOmetimes -used as a step 
towards ensuring the former. Much research went into the breeding 
of cattle, pigs and poul t:ry, as well as investigation into methods 
to oontrol crop disease, such as the red.., ring disease in ooconuts 
and a rootstock virus in citrus crops. 
The dri. ve toward mre efficient land use prompted the es-
tablishment of seed gardens at the Central Experimental Station, 
with estimated yields of 400 ooffee seedlings per acre annually 
usihg 500 acres. Research was also directed to the development of 
new rubber plantations. Promtion of contour cultivation on hill 
slopes was another of the efforts of the Extension Service in soil 
oonservation, while a large land reclamation scheme (3% of the ·· 
agricultural funds) , under the reoomnendation of the FAD, was 
proposed for the Oropouche lagoon to provide additional land for 
rice and other food crops. 
Extension Service stations were established in many 
districts, and their staffs included _agricultural officers who pro-
vided audi~vi.sual aids and artificial insenination services. By 
offering subsidies for the oonstruction of wells and small reser-
voirs, fanners were enooln"aged to supply their livestock with 
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sufficient water. 
The _.Agricultural Credit Bank was to be authorised to 
increase its loan capital by $1,250,000, by oo~ from com-
mercial banks at 4~ interest. $500,000 would then be loaned to 
_agricultural credit societies on a short-tenn basis, while medium-
tenn loans would be made av~lable for the purchase of livestock 
or to add to other fo:rms of _agricultural capital. Both short-tenn 
and medium-tenn loans would be at a lower rate of interest than 
those of COJIDieici.al banks. 
Re-organisation of the Market~ Boaro was planned to 
imProve service to the public and local producers alike. Several 
minor marl<ets were to be constructed in new sites such as 
Cllarlotteville and S~rough. A re~rganised agency would be 
further engaged in developing'· grading, sorti_ng and pre-packing 
food. The wholesale marl<et to be erected near Port-of-Spain was 
thus sited to avoid the ~ngestion of the Eastern Mazket in the 
city. It would be 1~, with greatly extended facilities for 
cool and cold sto~. 
Forestry: Some 45% of the terri.tozy's land was forested, 
of which, in 1958, over 95% was Crown land. According to the 
official forest policy, certain stands were to remain virgin 
forests for the preservation of the wild life sanctuaries, the 
regulation of the ground water supply, and against soil erosion. 
1!0 
A scheme was set forth, accord:i.?gly, to enco~e private owners 
of unused land to lease such holdings to the Govermnent for a 
prescribed time, duri:ng which afforestation would be implemented. 
Previous forest fires and other destruction to Crown land had also 
warranted afforestation neasures. 
Timber production, a major concern of the Forestry 
repartment, needed to be increased, since present. output met only 
two-thirds of the local demand. Moreover, the existence of the 
new West Indies Federation was expected to expand the marl<.et 
further. To achieve this, subsidies were offered to pri. vate owners 
to grow plantations of teak or pine. A Hond\m3n Pine nursery was 
installed, forest stations were set up, and officers were enployed 
to destroy undesirable species, repl~ them with valuable alte~ 
natives •12 In addition, access roads were being opened into the 
forest areas to facilitate I:og transportation. 
Rural industries, such as ~al and firewood produc-
tion, were to be encx:nJI~ed, since there was a continued local 
demand for these products. 
Fisheries: $1. 7Mn was allocated to the Fisheries repart-
ment, of which $500}000 was to be spent building a new fish marl<et 
at Sea lots (eastern Port-of-Spc;rln). '!here was sane doubt as to 
whether it would be ~leted by 1962, but 10% of the cost was to 
be spent in 1958. '!he responsibility of the marl<et was passed on 
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to a Government agency which was to pioneer the use of insulated 
and hygienic containers by door-to-door venders. The market would 
have its own landing and storage facilities. 
The fishing vessels then in use were too small and ill-
equipped for 1~-scale fishing (see discussion an fiBhi:ng in 
Cllapters III and IV), and ideal equipnent and other facilities 
were beyond the financial means of the local fisherman. According-
ly, the Fisheries D!partment had bee~ granted funds to purchase a 
1aige and w~ll-equipped vessel for "explora:tozy and demonstration 
fishing" •13 loans were also made available to fishermen through 
appropriate funds from the .Agricultural Credit Bank, thus increas-
~ the capacity of the Bank by $160,000 in 1958, and $0.5Mn over 
the five years of the ~gramne. 
Manufapturing: In 1956, al.Jrost 10% of the labour force 
was employed in manufacturing industries, and this sector was 
thought to be mst capable of expanding sufficiently to abso:rb a 
signifiqant inc:reas~ in ~loyment. The Govemnent' s proposals to 
develop public servi.~ such as public utilities, roads, water and 
land.sites, would provide services for, and utilise products of 
·the manufacturing industries. A sum of $6Mn was allocated to the 
Industrial Development Corporation (I. D. C.) , which was created 
with the necessary ~uthori ty to establish and develop new indus-
tries. Some $0.5Mn was to be spent in 1958, a major part of which 
would supply industrial sites and oonstruct factories for lease 
to private finns. Under ministerial control, the I.D.C. was to 
keep a close meek on sum matters as towri planning, factory 
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welfan! and trade t.mi.ons. Owing to a shortage of trained personnel, 
hcMever, the early p~gress of the Corporation was expected to be 
slow. 
Tourism: The Hotel Development Corporation was created in 
1956 to proJIDte increased hotel aca::>im'oodation. Prior to 1958, its 
activities had been limited to the expansion of existing hotels. 
The Programme went a step further: it plarmed to spend $9.5Mn to 
construct a new l_uxury hotel to be leased to an international finn 
who would nm it on a profit-~ basis. The Government was to 
provide $5Mn, while $4. 5Mn would be obtained from a _local bank at 
6% interest. Hilton Hotels Inte:J;nationa1 won the contract - a 20-
year lease, the Government recei~ "as annual rent two-thiros of 
the gross operatf:ng profit"~l4 My_ gross operati:ng losses would ne>t 
be carr.i.ed fol'Ward, and would be on the operator's accxnmt. Cons-
truction was to comnence in 1958, with the hope that the hotel 
would be oompleted by 1961. 
In addition to this major project, the Tourist Board was 
authorised to publish the attra.cti veness of Trinidad and To~o as 
a tourist resort, to assiSt· private enterprise in providi:ng 
restaurants, recreational and cha:nging facilities at beadles, to 
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develop scenic landmarks and historic ~i tes, and to complete a re-
gistzy of all the guest houses and hotels in the terri tozy ~ The 
Programme offered loans to aid propri.eton; in constructing small 
hote~, especially near beaches. 
(ii) The Infra.-Stru~: The second part of the fi:!velopment 
Programme is entitled "Service Industries and Inves'bnent in Public 
Services." Most of its ~anents provided s~rvices which were 
biased toward . developi:ng the basic industries. ~ group of 
projects was to spend $95.9Mn, 50.1% of the ~ramne flDlds. 
Water: The supply and distribution of water had become a 
crucial problem in the areas of Trinidad and To~o being rapidly 
urbanised. Numerous rural settlements lacked an adequate supply of 
pipe-borne water, while othen; had no such so\JIQ! of water at all. 
Separate authorities were responsible for different distribution 
schemes throughout the countzy, but their efforts were not well co-
ordinated and th~ gn:Ming demand made appropriate policy changes 
necessazy. 
In 1958, the Central Water Distribution Authority (C.W.D.A.) 
·supplied JIDSt of the rural areas. In theozy, it bought water from 
the Works and Hydraulics IA!parbnent (W .H. D.) for distribution at two-
thirds the cost of winning the water. Port-of-Spain, San Fernando 
and Ari.ma also purchased their water independently from the w·.H.D. 
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Water rates would vary, but revenue just about balanced expenditure 
each year. In the case of Port-of-spain, the City Council bought 
only a part of its water from the W.H.D., since it had a OOJiplemen-
tary distribution system of its own. 
Water rates tended to be ¥gher for large oonsuners in the 
business sector, on account of the rates policy. Where the C.W.D.A. 
had not installed metres, the local residents who used a public 
souroe paid ~% of the rateable value of their property in water 
rates. For metred consumers, as well as for larger users, the 
chazges were higher. 15 The cost of distribution was exceedingly 
¥gil, and in sane M~JDte districts costs of about $1,000 per head 
had been inCUI"n!d! Consequently, one of the main efforts of the 
~gramme was to deoent·ralise the catchment centres, and, in so 
doi?g, to create a IIDre ~y productive system at a lower cost. 
Temporary arrangenents were made to deliver truck-borne water to 
rural ~as where supplies of safe~ water were scarce. 
Many such areas used well-water and other untre~ted sourees of 
questionable hygienic standards. 
In north-west Trinidad, around Port-of-Spain, the ground 
water supply was in danger of be~ contaminated by a defective 
sewerage system. Accordingly, as a part of the Health and Sanita-
tion projects, a sewerage scheme was plarmed (see later in 
chapter). Table 5. 5 below outlines the water scheme which proposed 
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to increase the daily production from 22Mn to 35~ gallons. The 
figures exclude supplies from the Port-of ... Spain City Cotmcil. 
' ~e ~d Rec,laiD!ition: The l~est of these projects 
was the Oropouche ~n scheme aimed at reclaiming much of the 
swamp land southwest of San Fernando for agri.culttn"e. · Funds for 
this project were allocated to Agriculture (see section on Agr.i.cul-
. 6 
ture above). The La.ventille Swamp ~e and reclamation schemes 
:.- ,, 
were next in importance. They cxmsisted of (i) draining a part of 
the La.ventille Swamp, whose presence ~ated a health hazard to the 
residents on the nearl>y Eastern Main Foad (see fig. 5.1), (ii) re-
clamation of a large area_ south of the railway tracks, which would 
later be used as an industrial estate and/ or residential settle-
ments. The imnediate aim was, however, to open the new La.ventille 
Swamp Road (later re-named the Beetham ~ghway - see Appendix III) 
to relieve traffic ~ngestion on the Eastern Main Foad between 
Port-of-Spain and Barataria. 
The Maraval River, flowing through Port-of...Spain on the 
west side, is a gentle stream during the diy season, but a roaring 
torrent for much of the rainy season, causing cri. tical erosion 
alo_ng _its banks. The Government acco~gly had proposed to pave 
and wall the stream and divert the last 700 feet of it.s course 
away from the Mucurapo Lands, then being prepared for a housing 
development. 
Table 5o5 
Water Schem.e 1 000 gallso/day 
Developed Estimated 
potential usage ( 1962) 
Navet oooooooooooo•••••••••ooooooo.ooooooo 12,000 6,000 
Vals~ Boreholes •••••••••• 0 •••••••••• 0 0 6,000 5,000 
Hollis Reservoir -~~•••o••••••:••••••o••• 5,500 5,500 
Carls.en Field and Chimborazo S ::hemes o. o. 2,000 1 '750 
2,000 1,500 
Wharf and Docksi te Boreholes •••••• ·a. o. o o 2~000 2,000 
Penal Boreholes oooeooooooooeoooavGoooeoo 1 ,ooo 800 
Point Fortin Gr&iVille Boreholes ••••o• 1 ,ooo 700 
Waller Field 1 ,ooo 500 
Tobago oo•oGIIil>•••·w~••••••w••o••••••••••oo 1,250 750 
. 500 500 
34,250 25,000 
·Source: Trinidad and Tobago Goverr.ment: Fi'rst E'ive-Year DeveJ.oo~r.ent 
Progr2mroe (1958-62). Port-of-Spain (Government Printe~J1 
1958. Po 18o 
Figure 5.1 - Laventi11e Swamp (diagrammatic). 
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A project in the Diego Martin basin was supposed to ·· 
control seasonal floods by strengthening the bank in places and 
cl~ obstnlctions along· the oounse of :tJle river. Residential 
areas in ~ego Martin were often subject to flood damage. 
~ the Caroni .River, fl~ control neas~s were ex-
pected to reduce the ~ done to crops and property, which was 
~port .an9 ·~cation: In this section we will 
survey transport and communication facilities at two levels: (a) 
local and (b) international. Projects at these two levels were 
to accumulate a total expenditure of $45. 7Mn ( 2 3. 8% of the 
~graJII!Ile 1 s funds) • 
(a) All thirteen local projects were related to road traffic 
improvement (see also Appendix III) : 
(1) construction of the Laventille Swamp Road, 
(2) construction of the Lady Young Road, 
( 3, 4, & 5) short extensions of' ·the South Trunk 
Road at different points, 
( 6 , 7, 8, & 9) extensions on other :roads , 
(10) replacement of a bridge, 
(11) ''miscellaneous i.nprovements" - JIDStly road 
maintenance and extensions by county oouncils, 
( 12) car parl<s and traffic oontrols, 
(13) additioilal staff for the Worlcs and Hydraulics 
Ieparbnent. 16 . . 
Before discus.si:ng the importance ot: these projects, it should be 
pointed out that many of the electricity projects are related to 
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local transportation and cxmnunication. Similarly, lo~ govem-
ment .. projects, such as street ~ts, and public buil~ projects, 
such as the postal services, fall into this cat:egocy. These will 
be treated in detail later. 
The list of local road projects, th~ugh small, represen-
ted the ~est share of ftmds (16.8%) allocated for the~ 
(see table 5. 3). The Works and Hydraulics lA!parbient was respons-
ible for the· projects. There ·was. growing traffic ~estion in 
and near urt>an areas, accompanied by a rise in traffic accidents. 
The latter, bei:ng of considerable concern to the Goveminent, led 
to mre stringent road ~gulations. * 
Sea oommunications between Tcinidad and To~ago needed 
~ent attention. Two Govermnent coastal steamers had been in 
operation pz:eviously, but, due to unsatisfactocy ~rganisation, the 
service had been ina~uate. furrt:hel1IDre, the two old vessels had 
been condemned. The Government acco~ly ~d to build two 
mdem ships with capacity for 250 passengers each, and they were 
to be in operation between Scaroo~ugh and Port-of-Spain by mid-1959. 
(b) Many remedial and improvement projects were needed for 
different aspects of external oommm.i.cation, the largest share going 
to aviation and being concentrated on the Piaroo Air Tenninal. 
*This statement is reminiscent of popular misconceptions about road 
fatalities (see discussion in Appendix I to Chapter II). 
Aviation: Al~ugh the number of ai:rcrafts us~ the 
airport had declined from 11,722 in 1949 to 9, 909 in 195 7, the 
passengem handled (excl~ pen;ormel travell.f:ng in official 
capacity and the military) increased from approximately 118,000 
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to 15 7, 300 within that period. Aircra.fts using the tenninal were 
~r, and the terminal buil~ had beoome too small despite 
tempo:iazy extensions. Moreover, the building was too close to the 
nmway and was beooming a hazard to the increas~ly-l~er ai~ 
crafts. Being a wooden structure it required greater maintenance. 
Air ~fie was expected to increase at an even faster rate, in 
the wake both of the added emphasis on touriSm and the location of 
. . 
Trinidad as· the site of·the Federal capital. Thus, a new air ter-
minal building was essential. 
A new runway lighting system had been installed in 1951 
to improve the night landing facilities, but its installation was 
faulty, and, in the last few years lea~g up to the Programme, it 
had been in constant need of repair. 'lbe system, therefore, had 
to be replaced. 
The runway had been constructed in anticipation of 
30,000 lb. to 4-0,000 lb. aeroplanes, but the new aircrafts were 
five times as heavy, and exerting JIDre than three times the pressure 
per square inch on the runway. Consequently, plans were ~de to 
strengthen the surface and improve its ~· 
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In Te~ago, Crown Point Airport was also to be improved. 
It then w~ used only duri._ng dayl:ight hours; the runway was lm.-
paved and was subject to periods of disuse duri._ng rainy weather. 
The immediate proposal called for night lan~ facilities and a 
method for hardening the nmway surface, which would later be 
paved with asphalt. ~grange plans also included the modernisa-
tion of the entire airport to oo:rrespond rore closely to interna-
tienal standards. 
PQrt Fac;ilities .at Port-of-Spain were deplorably inade-
quate to handle the volune of trade available to Trinidad and Tobago. 
Excluding oil products and crude oil, Port-of-Spain handled the 
l~est shan! of the territory's imports and exports, but it had 
only limited capacity to berth and lmload vessels_ (fig. 6.1 shows 
the extensions to the Port by 1960). Thus, inoofili:ng crafts 
some"times had to wait ~e da~s to \m.load, which meant that ships 
often lost roney or just broke even when calling at. Port-of-Spain. 
Maximun crane capacity was only 30 tons, and after goods had been 
lmloaded, the storage facilities were severely limited. In 1957 
the average to~e of goods handled was 230 tons per foot, 
oompa:red with 600 tons per foot for most rodem ports.17 
The Programne oontained proposals to expand be~ 
capacity from "six or seven vessels at a time ••• [to] eleven or 
rore ships" •18 Wharf front.age was to increase from 3, 300 ft. to 
about 5,500 ft. Sto~e capacity in transit sheds was only 
.250,000 sq.ft. of floorspace, but 1~-tenn plans were made for 
eventual capacity of 523,000 sq.ft. M. addition of only 50,000 
sq.ft. would be expected by 1962, however. A new warehouse was 
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to be constnlcted to provide sto~e for hazardous ~o, such as 
paints, ammmi.tion and caroide, which had hitherto been indiscri-
minately kept with other~· Besides these projects, another 
was planned to ~dge the harbour from the current depth of 28 ft. 
to 32 ft. Another basin west of the hazbour was also to be ~dged 
to that depth to 'bring into operation additional oocking facilities. 
Electrici;ty: 'Ihe second l~est share of the ~' s 
fmds (13. 7% - table 5.3) was ccmni.tted ·to electrici;ty, to meet a 
rapidly~ demand in many sectors of the ea:monw. A_ great 
deal of the electricity generated (46%) was owned by the Trinidad 
and To~ago Electrici ;ty Commission (T&TEC) • Private finns owned 
virtually all of the n'!mai.nder. Of the T&TEC contribution, 57% was 
used by industry, 14% by COiimerCe and 27% by domestic cons\.Dlle:ts. 
The expected ~es in the ecxmom:i.c stnlct~ of the 
oomtry dur.i?g the execution of the Basic_ Industries projects would 
need to be a~ed by a rapid increase in the output of elec-
tric power. Th~ growth of the industrial sector would create new 
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cxmsumer.3, expand the requirements of present consumers, and czeate 
a transfer to public pc:mer by sane fizms currently using private 
sources of power which were likely to become obsolete shortly. For 
example, between 1953 and 1957 alone, "~ to the expansion of 
electricity the installed capacity of equipnent ~aged in dri ~ 
other JIDtors fell by 31%. nl9 FUrtheniDre, indications in 1957 of 
the upt>~anl trend in the ~tandaro of li~ (see Chapter IV, fig. 
4.1) pointed to the likelihood of a rapid increase in household 
consumption. More houses were being wired, and those already wired 
were haYi:ng their electricity systems extended. Meanwhile, a rapid 
inczease in the purchase of electric appliances was taking place. 
Public services s~ch as electric street lights were also to be 
inczeased. 
In the light of such a~ demand, the T&TEC needed 
~t expansion. Its installed capacity was 58 megawatts, but its 
largest set was 20MN, so, if one set was temporarily out of oroer, 
the total safe-capacity was only 38MW. 'Ihe anticipated annual 
growth in demand from 1958 to 1962 was as follc:MS: 31. BMW, 41. BMW, 
SS.Ol"W, 62.61"W, and 71.6MW respectively. Lazger sets were more 
econanical to operate and maintain, but other capital expenditure 
was also ~tly neciessazy. Consequently, to meet the fonner 
demand, a me~r was. l>ei:ng studied between the Port-of-Spain Co~ 
poration Electricity Boaro and the San Fernando Borough (both of 
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whom ~t ~from the T&TECl with the T&TEC. 
The Government authorised a schema whereby the bulk· cost 
of ~ new houses would be eased by aoqui~ ~ ~eed bank 
loan for the p1JI'PC?Se. In so do~, the new house owner would pay 
a s~tly ~gher electricity rate each m:mth over a period of 
five years, to cover the cost of $60 for wiring. 
~iii) Tl1~ S~ces to the General Public: 'Ibis_ group of projects 
is characterised by its l~Fge quantity of low-oost items. It, 
however, reflects the widespread need for additions and extensi9llS 
·to already-existing public insti tutioos. 
Public Bui.;LQ:ings, Anenities and local ·Gove~t: Ntmerous 
small tasks were ass_igned at this level, due· mainly to a critical 
sho~age of office space for lo~ government and Central Government 
services. The situation arose from a cessation of buil~ during 
and imnediately foil~ the war, in which time the government 
. service ~ greatly expanded. Ministerial government had been in-
troduced, politicians had becone JIDre deeply committed to public. 
service, and the forthcoming Federal Governnent' s needs had to be an-
ticipated. There were, accordingly, many arrangements to extend 
exist~ Government buil~ and construct new ones, such as (1) 
, temporary aCOOJIDIDdation for Federal Government personnel, while 
await~ plans for, and construction of, pennanent bull~, (2) 
) 
I 
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police station extensions in nine districts, ( 3) new fire stations 
in five districts, (4) three neW post offices and three extensions, 
and ( 5) a licens~ office :in San Femancle to . relieve the pressure 
on the s~le office in Port-of-Spain, in the light of th~  
volune of road traffic (see Appendix I to Chapter II>. 
For recreational and cultural functions, buildings such 
as a new sports stadium. and two ccmnunity concert halls (in Port-of-
Spain and San Fernando) were planned. 
~the site of the federal capital, appropriate accom-
JIDdation had to be provided for the Governor-General of the West 
Indies. The residence of the Governor of Trinidad and To~ was 
:reJIDdelled for this pll;[JX>Se, the Governor himSelf being re-housed. 
The chores of local: government oouncils included the 
execution of many of the PI?jects so far JIEl'ltioned, such as street 
l:ighting, road repair and local sanitation routines. Special 
projects included extensions on the town halls in San Fernando and 
Arima, while in Port-of...,Spain a new one was planned to replace the 
building that had previously been destroyed by fire. 
Housing: Like public hous~, private hou5~ was defi-
cient an~ deplorable. Public funds were available for private 
loans, but hitherto, this source had been far from adequate. The 
incidence of la.Je!'-inoome families ha~ to live in sub-standard 
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housing would invite mass social upheaval in the long run, expand-
i:ng an already-evident wave of crime in sllllil areas. I..ooJni:ng over 
this cri. tical situation was the prospect of a new. intensity of im-
m:i,.gration of poorer people from the other West Indian islands as 
soon as the Federation did come into effect. 
To enoo~e private capital_ to flow into housing, the 
Government had four main proposals: (a) to purchase and prepare 
land for sale as building sites; (b) to allow the ownei'-occupier 
of any house built after January 1st, 1958, exemption from paying 
taxes on the rateable value system; (c) moreover, after January 
1st, 1958, any such person building a house or a ·block of flats, 
each unit of which oost less than $20,000, would be exempt from 
payl:ng income tax for ten years after that ·date;.* (d) amer-
occupien; were also guaranteed the interest and up to 85% of the 
principal on roney loaned to purchase a house oosting $20,000 or 
less. 
Apart from these measures, the Governm:mt was plarming 
its own housing scheme. U) "'Ihe Aided Self-Help Programme" pro-
vided Crown Land for the buildi:ng of houses. 'Ihe eventual owner 
would get the buildi:ng material at cost and oontri.bute the labour 
*'Ihis applies· to rents and to profits made in speculative building 
for sale (but not to builder.:;' profits as such). 
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n ecessaiY for buildi?g tmder the supervision of ~ govenunent offi-
cial. There were 123 such houses already~ inaugurated and 
would be cxxnpleted in l958, and 540 were to be ready by 1962. 
(2) "Rental Mo~~age Housing" was btdlt directly by the 
Govenunent to meet the needs of the ~-to-middle income_ groUps. 
'!here were 832 such houses plarmed for by the ~gramne, of which 
106 were to be completed by 1958. 
( 3) 1m ''UrPan Re-development" scheme promised the 
buil~ of large blocks of flats for worldng-class families 
currently living in sltm conditions. As such families of uroan 
worlcers were unable to participate in the "Aided Self-Help" scheme, 
these conplenentaiY steps were nea!SSaiY. Their incx:>me was too low 
fer the "Rental Mortg.age" scheme. Thus, the third plan was adopted 
for them. The rental system needed to be revised, but would be 
_agreed upon befere the blocks of flats were canpleted. 
~th ai?,c;l Sanitation: The population's state of health 
seemed satisfactoey in 1957. 'Ihe death rate was falling steadily, 
and reported cases of most infectious diseases were diminishi:ng. 
Nevertheless, the cotmtey had p~gressed beyond the level of mere 
curative medicine, and people were considerably more conscious of 
advanced preventive medicine. Whereas the fonner has most effect 
in decreasi:Jlg the death rate, the demapd for the latter reflects 
the desire for almost-tmattainable perfect health and long life. 20 
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This increas~ desire for improved personal health made 
it necessary to expand the overworked, unden;taffed hospitals and 
public health facilities. There were 1,984. general hospital beds, 
al~ with 1,032 in the Mental Hospital and 737 in the ho\,ISes of 
refUge in 1955. Minor caseS were treated at 7 health centres and 
85 health offices. One of evezy four school children had access to 
the public dental service. Private nursi:ng homes were quite effec-
tively distributed around the countzy to further meet the public 
demand. 
The ~gramne planned to expand the number of hospital 
beds by 514, as well as improving other facilities. Health centres 
and offi~s would be built in rural areas not cur:rently being 
served; JIDre JIDdem equipnent would be aQ:luired; health education 
units would endeavour to arouse awareness in rural areas of basic 
household health and sanitation. The dental service_ was to be ex-
tended into rural areas not previously served. 
In conjunction with the Fire Services, the ambulances 
available to the hospitals and health services were to be increased. 
The largest and most cx:mplex scheme to be c:x>nducted in 
this departnent' however, was the sewerage scheme to serve Port-of-
Spain and the surroun~g areas. As mentioned earlier (discussion 
on Water), the· current system posed a threat to the water supply of 
the city. Some 70,000 to 80,000 houses were without adequate 
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s~age facilities. Thus, ter:tq)Orazy remedial steps were planned, 
awaitl:ng appraisal of the situation by the World Health Organisa-
tion and UNICEF officials, who later helped to plan an appropriate 
scheme. 
It should be noted here that the extension of pipe-borne 
water to rrore rural areas had profomd implications for health and 
sanitation. Such distribution would decrease the use of m1treated 
sourees of water referred to earlier in the chapter. 
(i v) Education, Training and Enploynent: These aims of the 
~gramme b~ ~ogether the demands of the industrial sector and 
the desires of the worl<ing population at the level of transfo~ 
productivity standa.rdS and educational values. The rapidly in-
creas~ demand for educati911 in post-war years had been net only 
in part by slowly expanding facilities. Nevertheless, educational 
atta.irment had been increasl:ngly used as the main criterion for 
initial enq;:>loyment. With the rapid pace of industrialisation, the 
emphasis on training had become more widespread and, in recent 
years, distinctly m::>re specialised. What may be termed an "Educa-
tional Revolution" had therefore come into bel:ng •. In its wake it 
left many older people with somewhat irrelevant and saneti.Jnes in-
ferior t~ and skill, to oompete with younger employees with 
JJDre JJDdem training. Moreover, the education system, a derivative 
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of the E;nglish system, was ~ghly selective. As a result, given 
insufficient secondary school places at :reputable institutions, 
many_ good students were screened out without a means to qualify 
for a better job. 
By 19 57, the Government had beoome aware of th~ ne~d for 
rore varied avenues of trai.rli:ng. A fairly elabo~te series of 
social projects were planned to better meet the local :requirements. 
Vili:age councils were appointed and entrusted with funds to erect 
local conmunity centres, in which classes in home eoonofn:i.cs, 
various handicrafts, cultural p~gramnes and other schemes were to 
be offered. Adult ~t classes had hitherto been oonducted in 
. . 
local elementary schools. Th~e were to be supplemented by a 
Polytechnic Institute in Port-of-Spain for more advanced students 
clesiri_ng ¥gher education. Technical institutes were also opened 
in San Fernando and Port-of-Spain. 
There was insufficient acCOII!IIDdation for training 
teachers. Thus, a central teachers • t~g college was planned 
to provide 200 places. In a 2-year p~gramme, 100 teachers would 
be turned out each year. While this was being constructed, emer-
. gency one-year courses for 150 mtrained teachers were to comnence 
in 1958. 
There were 5, 705 new places planned for primaiy schools, 
a new experimental central school was to be established'· and 
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expansion was planned ~g; govemment seoondary schools. Much 
' -JIDre aid would also b~ given to secondary school students an 
merit. 
Employment bureaus had been in existence. '!he Govern-
ment's effort to increase enploymerct opportmrl.ties was expressed, 
in emphasising projects that improved the general business atJIDs-
phere of the oo\.D'lhy. Thus, the low figure of $14. 7Mn ( 7. 8% of 
- . 
~gramne funds - see table 5. 3) to be spent an Education, Labour 
and Social Services is somewhat deoepti ve if one does not take 
into acool.mt the proposed efforts of the I. D. C. Such efforts were 
directed at expan~ the industrial sector. In addition, the 
~gramme would increase job opportl.mities by expanding the infra-· 
structure, thus c:reat~ 13: greater capacity for services. '!here 
would also be Cl: general increase in government employment as a 
direct result of the Programne. 
Consideration of the nature and viability of the entire 
~granne will be surveyed after the actual achievements have been 
discussed. 
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CliAPI'ER VI 
'IHE ACliiEVEMENTS 
OF THE 
DEVELO:EMENT PKlGRAMME 
The actual exPenditure of the ~granme was $218.5Mn, 
$27 .lMn more than the·l958 pl~dge, but over $21Mn less than what 
had been provided for by 1962 ( $240Mn). 1 Table 6 .1 ex>IIq>ares the 
draft of 1958 with the actual expenditure. In the oz:i.ginal draft, 
there were 18 eomponents, to which two had been added by 1962 
(Special Worl<s ~granue and Telephone Service) , oosti:ng the 
Govemment another $6. 7Mn. Nine of the ot:iginal. cnnponents 
received flmds in excess of their 1958 estimate, while nine others 
did not cost the ~gzanne ~ much af? earlier anticipated. The 
overall increased expenditure was ·"partly as a resillt of revisions 
dictated by ch~~ ci.reumstances and partly as a :reSult of ~age 
increases". 2 
Owi:ng to risi:ng costs in the ~granme, the Government re-
luctantly obtained funds from foreign sources ($18. 7Mn), of which 
loans aJIDtmted to $15. 7Mn. A further $91Mn (41.6%) cane from 
current Goveniment revenue SUipluses during the period, while other 
local sources, stich as the sale of oil ooncessions, short-te:rm 
bo~ and sa~ by statutoxy bodies (see Olapter V) totalled 
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Tab1 e 6 o 1 
· Actual Expenditure of Development Programm.e 
Agriculture 
Forests •••A•oo•••••••••••oooo 
Fisheries •••••••••••••••••••• 
Inclustcy o •••••••• •••••••• o •• a 
Tourism ••••••••••••••••••••oo 
Roads and Bridges ••••••e••••• 
Harbours and Ports •••••••••• o 
Coastal Steamers ••••••••••••• 
Aviation o•••••••••••••••••oo• 
Electricity ooooo•••••••••••oo 
Drair~ge and Reclamation ••••• 
Water •••o••••••••••••••••••o• 
Telephone Service ............ . 
Public Build·ings and .Amenities 
Education ••u•••••••••••••••oo 
Health ••••••••••••••••••••••o 
Housir'..g ••••••••••••••••.••••• o 
Local Government ··········••o 
Labour and Social Services ••• 
Special Works Programme oooooo 
Total 
Pledged 
.exuend., 
( 19se)· .. 
7.7 
o. i 
1.7 
6.,0 
12o3 
32.0 
7.2 
3o6 
'2o9 
26.1 
2o3 
21.8 
i3.0 
12.7 
8.6 
12.2 
19 01 . 
2.0 
19i o4 
~& of 
total 
(1958) 
4.0% 
neg. 
0 .. 9 
3o1 
6o4 
16o8 
3~8 
1o9 
i .. 5' 
i3o7 
1o2 
i1.4 
6 .. 8 
6.7 
4o5 
6.3 
10 .. 0 
1 .. 1 
Actual 
expend. 
( 19G2) 
!:-o5 
0 .. 1 
0 .. 2 
3 .. 5 
23.9 
1 01 
3o4 
7.5 
38 .. 7 
3o0 
27a8 
0 .. 7 
6.0 
13.3' 
24o3 
23.4 
13 .. 5 
., ""' _ ..... 
6.0 
218o5 
% of 
total 
( 1962) 
2.1% 
nego 
Oo 1 
1 .. 6 
7o0 
10o9 
0.5 
1o5 
3o5 
17.8 
1.4 
12 .. 7 
Oo3 
2.7 
6 .. 1 
11 01 
10.7 
6.2 
1a0 
2 .. 8 
100 .. o% 
Source: Trinide.d and Tobe.ao Goverr-l!llent: Drs-7't, Second 1-i'iye-Year ?1 an 
(1964-6.8) .. Port-~:f'-Spa.in (GoverrJ!!lent Printery), 1964o po 34o 
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· $53Mn - 24.1%. local loans stood at $56.5Mn.- 25.7% of the .CX)St 
of the ~gramne • 
. In report~ the :results ·of the ~gi'aiiiiii;!, it is vezy 
difficult to trace the extent to which all projects toie:re carried 
out, f:ron the scant supply of .available reports. Nevertheless, 
the followi:ng ~ will .account for certain of the. ~e5 
in . the expendi. ture of various oomponents, briefly outline the 
accomplishments, and nention certain short~gs. 
AOOEVEMENTS 
·Basic ·Industries: 
Agriculture: '!he Extension SerVice was s~ened to 
provide improved planting material and to lay out ~tures. Mo:re 
.access roads we:re built; an increased. water supply was made 
availabl,e for livestoCk and ~ation; subsidies . we:re provided 
for~l~~· 
A pilot scheme was OOJIIIEJ'lced to develop small fanns at 
Waller Field, starti:ng with five fa.I1IIS, 20 acres each. As 
.scheduled, the Oropouche ~ ~ Scheme was \D'ldeiWay by 
1961 and was p~gressi:ng as expected. The site for the Central 
Wholesale and Retail Marlcet in Port-of-spain had only been . cleared, 
drained and fenced, and the super.;tructu:re erected thus far. In 
'rrini.dad, subsidies had been introduced for ooffee production, 
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oontz:olli:ng of banana leaf-spot disease, fo~ grass an new land, 
and IIEchanised p~~ ·of cane fields. In To~ago, subsidies 
were offered for the production of pigeon peas, yans, sweet pota-
toes and plantains, as well as· for coristruction of pig pens and 
deep-litter houses. 
The Forestiy p~gzam:ne accomplished the plarmed ~genera­
tion of specific stands, and the plantations of teak and pine were 
started. An access road was extended into the Erin Savannah 
Forest in South Trinidad, but inclement weather prior to 1960 
slowed up the pace of similar worlc in the Northern ~e, 3 and 
scheduled completion was delayed. 
Fer Fisheries, beaches were cleared and la:hd:i:ng facilities 
improved in saie areas for the JJD~ adequate disposal of catches 
and the sto~ of f~ equipment. In 1961, fo~ l:egisla-
tive IIEasures·, loans were allocated to fi~ needs, while in the 
fol.l.c:Jwi:ng year the exper.i.Dental fis~ vessel was launched. 
ManufactUre and 'Tourism: '!he I. D.C. was established in 
1958 (see Chapter V) with responsibility for industrial expansion. 
At a later date, responsibility for hotel development was· added. 
With 345 acres of land. at their disposal, the !.D.C. cxmmenced 
.developnent of industrial sites in 1959 and, by the end of 1963, 
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$1. 7Mn had .been spent ·prep~ 272 aczes. This a~age provided 
97 oonpletely developed sites·, while 41 were not yet fully 
developed. The prepared sites included Sea lots and East Dl:y 
River (eastern Pert-of-Spain), O'Meara CArina), Plaisance (Pointe-
a-Pierre) , To~ and Point Fortin. The l~est establishment was 
Grace Cllemical - a fertilizer plant based. to 13: great extent on the 
abundarrt: supply of "low cost natural. gas ••• available .close to 
deep water". 4 Total inves"bnent here was $30Mn, as the new indus-
try offered great possibilities for assisti._ng . economic: growth (see 
Olapter VII belc::M) • 
Between 1959 and mid-1963, the :J:.D.C. had "assisted in the 
establishment or expansion of 4 7 non-pioneer factories, n 5 as well 
as. assisti._ng 13 pioneer establ.i.sl'uiEnts .which were· still under oons-
tzuction by mid-1963 and 27 in various . s~ages of being planned.* 
Investuent contemplated by the 47 non-pioneer establislunents was 
$5.5Mn, employf:ng about 1500 worl<ers bath directly and indirectly. 
The 40 pioneer industries were expected to invest a total of 
· $173. 2Mn and provide direct employDEnt for 2, 255 worl<:ers. The 
p~gress of the !.D.C. was slowed considerably by the late arrival 
of trained persarmel, and it was not until 1962 that a camnittee 
*Both pioneer and non-pioneer industries received sane type of 
import duty concession, but only the pioneer industries were given 
tax exemptions. · 
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of . tedmical advisors was made .available to assist small· industries. 
A loan fund of $630,000 was -also allocated to these small in~-
tries. 
The Trinidad Hilton Hotel. was already ooopleted by 1962 
crt the cost of $13Mn~ some $3.5Mn in· excess· of the aJID'lilt pl~dged 
in 1958. With a view to rais~ the. standaro. of hotel. service in 
Trinidad and Tobago. (the Trinidad public was_ generally indifferent 
to fo~ visiton;) , 6 a Hotel and Cate~ School was established. 
Funds were also advanced to . several hotels for expansion, l'eliDdel-
ling.etc~ C$1.2Mn). 
The Tourist Board. was set up in 1958 to .de~ with publici-
ty, assistance in prep~ beaches and resort facilities, .beautify-
~g historical points and other landnarl<s, and enoo~ a ~r 
standaro of hotel acoomnodation. The mere fact that onlY $1.5Mn of 
the $4. 8Mn oz:iginal.ly allocated to the Boaro was used ~ . the 
~gramue reflects, in part, the extent to which the s!Gl start of 
I. D. C. operation affected such p:rocedl.l:res. 
"'!he ~...Structure: 
Water: Most of the expansion of water~ and distribu-
tion planned .by the Worlcs and Hydraulics Depart:Delt was carried out, 
and, by 1962, of the 34.25~ gallons-pei'-day anticipated. fl.c:Jr,r, pro-
duction stood at ·32Mn: gallons .... pe:r.-day. In Port-of-spain, the city 
capacity was also increased fian 5. 5Mn: gallons-.-pel'-day to 9Mn 
gall ons-pei'-day. '!he actual oost of projects in this department 
was $27. 8Mn, an increase of $6. O.Mn over the original pl~dge, as 
"many miles of distribution mains were laid." 7 
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~ anq Reclamation: '!he four major projects lD'ldei'-
taken by this ciepartmant were: (a) fortification of the banks of 
the Maraval River _against seasonal erosion, (b) ~ and :recla-
mation of the Laventille Swanp, (c) wid~ and deepen:i?g of the 
Caroni River charmel from Piaroo to the coast, inclu<ii:ng the 
buil~ of flood embankoents, and (d) flood control measures in 
the ~ego Martin River basin. 
All four projects were completed, but in the fourth, a 
new bri:dge, amstructed as an appropriate step in the project, was 
destroyed by an lD'lusually severe stonn aild :resulting floods in 1961. 
In the following year, concentrated .efforts went into iuprov:l:ng the 
~· Thus, the stretch of the l<:Mer stream, much of which 
.f1.a.ls ~ugh a coastal swcmp, was diverted arid widened. '!he 1961 
flood disaster also caused nruch damage to property. Moreover, the 
additional oost to the ~gnume was ~ignificant in that the actual 
cost of the four projects was $3.0Mn instead of the 1958 pl~dge of 
$2. 3Mn. 
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Transpqrt: __ arld Canmunication (incl~ Telephone) : The in-
clusion of telephone expenditure as a component of the Progranme 
arose from a 1~ labour dispute, in which sabot_age to tele-
o:mmmi~on property involved expensive losses (1960). A ~e 
part of the $700,000 spent was, therefore, directed to repla~ 
losses. 
$45. 7Mn had been pledged for the other Transport and 
Commmication ·projects, of which only $35~9Mn was actually spent. 
The l~t expenditure cut was in Roads and Br.i._dges, where just 
$23.9Mn of the plarmed $32.0Mn was spent. This is especially re-
:marl<able, since all the road projects had been completed, except 
for a part of the North Coast Road in Tobago ~d the br.i._dge over 
the Caroni River. LeSs than $1.4Mn was pledged in 1958· for these 
two projects, and saxe worl< had been done on them by ·1962. More-
over, preliminaiy surveys and designs were drawn up in 1962 for 
the reconstruction of the Western Main Road out of Port-of-Spain, 
to add to the original series of projects. 
The two ooastal steamers proposed to operate _between 
Trinidad and Tobago were built by 1960, and went into operation 
imnediately (February and Jlme respectively), aclcJi!lg significantly 
to the transportation_ of pass~rs and ~' a service which 
l:ight schooners also provided. 
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Th.e aviation projects went as planned, as the new terminal 
build:i:flg at Piazo:> was completed. A well-oonstructed tenn:i.nal. 
apron included ten ai:raaft stands and several taxiways. '!he nmway 
was lengthened and strengthened, the new length being 9,500 ft. 
. . . . . . 
(7,800 ft. in 1958). In Tobago, ~ght landi_ng facilities were 
installed and the 6,500 ft. nmway was paved. "Necessaty additional· 
~uipm:mt w~ ordered in 1959 ••• [as] a centre for control and 
advice under the International Air Traffic Se:rvice"8 was established 
at Piaroo. Radio nav_.igational aids and ~e facilities were 
added in T~ago. About $7.5Mn was actually used in aviation 
p~jects, much JIDre than the $2.9Mn pl~dged in 1958, and. much of the 
difference is a.ccx>unted for by projects added to the o~ginal plan. 
To improve the oountzy's port facilities, $7.2Mn had been 
pl~dged (JOOStly for Port~f-Spain), but little was adrl.eved. In 
Port-of-Spain, construction worl< was m:i.n:imal, and the two ~es 
employed in ~~ the. harlxrur had to be docked and completely 
overlla.uled. In 1961, the U.S. Government gave Trinidad and To~ 
a crane ~ and two ~ugs, and the ex>untzy ~gan worl< on a new 
warehouse. As a .result, only $l.l.Mn was used by the ~gramne. 
F:ig. 6.1 shows a plan of the Port-of-Spain haroour in 1960. 
Electricity: '!he t~et set for increased production was 
over a safe capacity of 72Moi (see Otapter V). By 1960, haJever, 
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the Gove:mnent had: got on-the-spot advice from ·the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Developnent, which . estimated the state's 
future needs to be ~er. A loan of $39Mn was ~egotia:ted, bri:nging 
the total f\mds allocated to $52Mn, of which $38. 7Mn was spent by 
1962. In 1961 alone, "over 10,000 industrial and domestic cxmnec-
tions had been made, rr9 and by the end of the ~gramme there were 
sane 42,000 new customers. 
Serv;i~ to the General Public: 
Publiq Building, Attenities and l.o~ ·G_pye~: As a 
result of intensive .revi!Sion of proposed expenditure for the 
~granme, the expenditure in this deparbnent was cut from $13. OMn 
to $6. OMn. '!his step was taken to re-allocate f\mds to the i.nfra-
st:ructure. Acco~ly, there was much :reJIDdellf:ng of older 
buildings to provide increased office space. San Fernando reoei ved 
the new lioens~ office o~y p:romised; new post offices were 
built in Marabella and M:>rvant; a new court house was installed in 
Cbuva; cxmununi. ty halls were completed in Port-of-Spain and 
San Femando; and two blocks of flats were built in Scaroorough. 
Besides these efforts by the Central Government, oounty oouncils 
were kept busy wi~ gene:ral maintenance and minor road building. 
In Port-of-Spain the City Council had the new Town Hall completed. 
Housi.rig_: In keep~ with the hous~ policies of the 
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~gnmme (see Otapter -V), 1494 family units were oonipleted by 
1962, of which 646. were self-help (540 had been plarmed o~ally), 
403 of the 832 :rental-DD~g;age units were ready for use, while 
blocks of flats totalled 445 units~ A further 2,661 units were 
built with the help of Government loans. 
Health and Sap.ita~ion: A new maternity block with 146 beds 
and a central block with 14 7 beds were both added to the Port-of-Spain 
General Hospital. Four operat~ theatres and a central steriliser 
were also added. M:>demisation was also carried out in San Fernando; 
with additions in other districts, the total m.unber of hospital beds 
increased from 1,984 to 2,502 by 1962, and mental hospital beds 
stood at 1,679 (1,032 in 1958). '!here were six new health offices 
in Trinidad, and two were ~ rebuilt. 'IWo health offices were 
cxmstructed in Tob_ago. 
A lqe-scale sewe~ scheme, involving the part of the 
cxmutbation stret~ east from Port-of-Spain to Mt. Lambert, was 
plarmed to CX>St $16Mn. lblever, it was in the early st_ages of 
oonstruction at the end of 1962. 
Education,-~- and EmployDent: ~ ~ oourse of the 
~gramne, 19,300 new places were made available at elementazy · 
schools (5, 705 had been plarmed), 4,000 of which were provided 
~~ grants to denominational schools. Simi.!~ grants allowed 
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for 1, 500 mre secondary school places, bri:nging the overall total 
to 7, 900 secondary school places. Besides these, a technical ins-
titute was opened in San Fernando for 200 students, while 1, 000 
places were made available at another in Port-of-Spain. A teachers' 
. ~ 
training col~ege was opened at Mausica to turn out 100 teachers each 
year. A polytechnic institute was commenced in Port-of-Spain, 
offering e~ cotm;es in the arts and sciences to adults, lea~ 
up to a lmi.versity level. In 1960, the Imperial College of Tropical 
.Agri.cul ture was absorl>ed by the University Col~ege of the West 
Indies (now the University of the West. Indies). To the ·Agricultural 
College were added a faculty of Engineering and, later, one of 
Liberal Arts. 
According to plan, many village councils were organised, 
f:rom which community centres were started. A special Community 
Education Centre was built in St. Ann's, complete with a donni tocy 
block to accomrrcdate 20 male and 20 female students , plus matron' s 
quarters, a conmon room and a workshop. A holiday camp was 
prepared on Nelson Island, providing camping facilities for juve-
niles. New branches of the Central Librazy were opened in a few 
districts. 
What had started as a "repressed Areas Pn>granme" 
des_igned to help locate jobs for the unemployed (a part of Labour 
and Social Services - see table 6 .1) , became a separate "Special 
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Worl<s ~gramne" in 1961. · Projects financed by this mrl.t CX>St 
$5.3Mn by 1962. Conamtrated in Laventille, BelnDnt, ~ego M~in, 
San Juan, E1 Socorro, Barataria, Tunapuna and ~ughout T~ago, 
they were chiefly aiDed at :reducing the level of crime and del;in-
quency- b~ught about by unemployment.* 
Th~ general reflection of empl.oynEnt in the various 
sector.:; of the econonw. will be discussed in greater detail in 
Cllapter VII, when the topic of structural ~ in the labour 
force is taken up. 
The . West Indi~ · Fe.Qel'ation: The influence of this Federation on 
Trinidad and T~ago has been l~y int~le. It cane into~ 
in 1958, and was dissolved by mi.d-1962. Probably th~ greatest 
:impact was in social tezms, ari.s~ from ~ion from other West 
Indian Islands, which created a new concept of nationhood. However, 
this nationhood had to be revised when Trinidad and T~ago became 
independent on ~t 31st, 1962. 'Ihe camp~g of various island 
. groups to secure the Federal capital site, the final nature of the 
Federal Constitution, the current reasons for exist~ as a national 
entity, and the then popular ooncept of ~gional. mrl.ty al,.l had a 
social and political influence on Trinidad and To~o. It is, at 
best, difficult to measure the impact of these social and political 
~ignificantly, 1961 was an election year (see Chapter VII) • 
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factors, al~ugh hints of their influence are still apparent in 
the present social structure of the .. oomtiy. A . section in Chapter 
VII attempts to survey this topic Within the limits of this thesis. 
'!he more t~le effects of the . Federation were small in 
comparison. Each of the ten tmits contributed an armual mandatory 
levy- to the Federation totalli:ng $9.12Mn, of which Trinidad and 
~~gave $3.52l;fn. '!he latter had pl~dged further funds, b~ing 
the total (1958-62) to $26.2Mn, of which $12.3Mn had been spent by 
1960.10 The wave of ~tion from the smaller islands, which had 
~gm d~ the mid-1950's, increased with the administrative 
development of Port-of-Spain as the provisional Federal capital. 
Furt:hezm:>re, movement· of people within the .Federation was freer for 
each unit. Thus, an ever!: greater influx of people ~ _ s~areh of 
jobs resulted. Office space was insufficient for Trinidad ·and 
To~ago's donestic needs and the presence of the Federal Capital only 
intensified this short;age. 
Ha~ hereby outlined the skeletal ~act of the Federa-
tion on Trinidad and Tob.ago, an introduction to the basic setbacks 
embodied in the ~gramme will follow. · 
Basic Setl;>aqks: '!he overall cost of the ~grenu11e would probably 
have been ¥gher, and/or the relative inportance of spen~ in 
the various components would have been different, had it not been 
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for delays in the _p~gress of many projects. 'lhese delays could 
~ly be tra~d f:rom the administrative level: 
Experience has revealed several deficien~ 
cies. One of the most important is that 
.the administration - the Ministries and 
executing agencies - has not been trained 
to meet adequately the rapidly expanding 
and changing demands being made upon them 
and especially their crucial role in the 
planning process. Another deficiency has 
been the low productivity of skilled and 
unskilled labour directly employed by 
Govemment. While inadequat~ supervision 
has played a great part in this, the atti-
tude of labour itself is largely respons-
ible.ll 
The basic sho~age of trained. personnel, of course, resulted in 
lower productivity, and this was not only in the Govemme:nt service, 
but in other sectors as well. This factor and the "attitude of 
labour" will be nme tho~ughly dealt with in the n~. chapter. 
'lhe sho~age of trained personnel waS felt al.JJDst evezy-
where ~ughout the ~gramme. :~):!lays, however, were expressed 
~ different ways in certain major projects: (1) In the ~:rganisa­
tion of !.D.C. schemes, for instance, p~g:ress was delayed because 
~ufficient trained. people were not i.mnediately ayailable. (2) Much 
of the :mney allocated to _agricultural projects had not been spent, 
mainly because of a lack of co-ordination in pl~, arising 
from the administrative complexities in the _agricultural develop-
nent p~gramnes. (3) Plans for the expansion of the port facilities 
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in Port-of-Spain were ~lex. ~great deal had to be done at an 
expense beyond the irmnediate neans of the ~gramme. Furthernore, 
m.unerous channels· of expertise needed to be tapped, and fore.j.gn 
loans and aid applied for. . ~egotiations ~d on ca.uSi.ng 1~ 
delays, thus creating a critical bottleneck in the eoonomy. (The 
sewerage scheme was also held up by negotiations. ) ( 4) Electricity 
projects had to be altered, since the demand from industry grew 
faster than had been expected. ( 5) As stated previously, some of 
the. contracts for projects were awarded to private finns (see 
Ola.pter IV) , and due to poor management, many were behind schedule 
with much money w~ted. Accordingly, the Government had to include 
elaborate clauses in the contracts to ensure adequate use of ftmds. 
( 6) ~ general, much time and energy was spent increasing expendi-
ture in one component by cutting back in others, as planners tried 
to sort out priori ties. 
Some of the setbacks were mforeseeable, such as the loss 
of the bridge in Diego Martin mentioned earlier. Probably the JIDst 
disastrous, .however, was the number of strikes that occurred during 
the time of the Programme. Not only did they result in a great loss 
of man-days (see table 6.2 below), but often ~gramne projects were 
delayed, other industries were indirectly but decisively hindered, 
sabotage was sometimes a nuisance, and some strikes were so costly to 
Tf:!.ble 6.2 
Number of Man Davs I~1,st '-D.tt9l!El!.J.n:J.!:~r:i.a l~_P ... i.mutcfJ 
Year Agr.icu..l ture: . Building ~lining. ~bnufac- T·mns .Port Other 'l'otal 
& tl.!i:in~ & 
•rcta1 Sugar n~~nntng Comm. (on 
1954 64,237 64,087 25 - - - 5,286 69,548 
1955 19,160 - - - - 1,5CO - 20,660 
1956 213,832 213,600 : -eo 10 213,930 - - -
1957 350 - - - - 2,098 664 3,112 
1958 
- - ~00 "~ 3,790 8,8:jO 888 13,968 
1959 2,539 590 6,015 3,570 1,460 2,982 6,817 23,383 
' 1960 42,379 335 570 152,810 4,2'75 65,657 9,532 275,223 
1961 94,218 1,738 8,990 
-
21,014 1.0,715 10,168 145,105 
1962 124,852 122,352 6,260 1,350 1,266 10,859 20,070 164,657 
1963 23,760 19,938 33,322 126 ,4&7 2,515 9,262 9,615 204,971 
Source: '!'rinidad and Tobago. Central Statistical Office: Annual Stat:j.stical D~-e~t, 10.61, p. 51. 
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the management in question, that labour hac:i to be cut back.* Such 
consequences were detrimental to the employment situation in the 
long run. 
Achievement of l.'1ain Goals: The . ~gramme quoted three ~ goals:· 
incn!ased employment to :n:eet the growing demand, a h:igher level of 
productivity in the economy, and an expansion of Gove:n:unent servi-
ces to the general public (see Chapter V) •. 
Employment was the mst crucial issue facing the planning 
bodies in 1957, and, because there was insufficient C\.li"rent data, 
only rough estimates could be made. For example, it was not known 
what proportion of the labour force was without work. Neither was 
there adequate information on the level of tmderemployment in such 
sectors as agriculture or service· industries. Nevertheless, it 
was hoped that the steps taken in the Programme to expanq the 
entire econoJI¥ would cn!ate 17,000 jobs. in the basic industries, 
and Government alo_ng with the service industries would absorl> a 
large part of the 18,000 additional jobs estimated to be needed. 
These were necessarily rough· estimates (as indicated in Chapter V). 
To complicate matters further, the impact of the new Federal 
Capital site would place still: greater strain on the employment 
*It should be noted here that in JIDSt places of employment there were 
mre people employed than was necessary (due to welfare tendencies in 
employment practices, as well as the continuous adoption of labour-
saving techniques). Thus, the element of favour was present in 
labOur-management relations. 
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situation. This impact.was, however, so .nebUlous that .the .overilll. 
problem.needed an inunediate survey and .report to sun up the situa-
tion as clearly as·possible. Ye'!=, .a.cooi"Cii:rtg to a 1965 report, one 
finds: "Trinidad and T~ago has never. CC>?ducted a cxmprehensive 
manpower survey to establish tlle extent of the oo1.mtzy' s manpower 
:requirenents. nl2 
Between 1958 and 1962 the employment in the rnanufact~ 
sector was expected to incn!ase by 9,000 worl<ers, 4,000 of whoin 
would be absoroed by the petroleum industry. 'Ihe data .available 
for the manufa~ industries covers only those which enployed 
over ten persons. Such data indicated that enployment had 
incn!ased ftom 10,067 to 13,362 by May 1962. Like the rest of the 
sector, employment in the petroleun industzy did net incn!~e as 
expected. This was JIDStly due to the oomparati vely l~r enpha-
sis on marine drill.i:flg which is less l~intensi ve than on-shore 
drilli:ng (see Chapter IV). 'Ihus, its labc?ur force was hanll.y ex-
panded. ~ the period in question. Expected employment ~ugh 
tourism had also fallen short, while the situation in _agriculture 
was mclear. 
In 1959, the Govertment employed 6,977 (an ave~ of 
IIDnthly estimates) in projects mder the ~gramne. The ~igures 
for 1960 to 1962 were 7,845, 8,216, and 8,687 respectively. The 
results of the "relief employment" are not included in the above 
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statistics, hONever. 
In 1963, an Interim ~gramne was oonpiled "t~ give time 
for an assessment of the first ~gramne and for an appraisal of 
the prospects for the next period. nl3 Many of the projects were 
still in p~gress,. gi~ the Gove:rnment a chance to keep up the 
level of employiient d~ the year prior to the Secxmd five.,.Ye~ 
Plan (1964-68). Nevertheless, the first ~gramme had failed to 
accxmJplish . respectable .achievements in enployment. 
Productivity: Without adequate data on empl.oynEnt, it was 
impossible to measure .accurately the .relative levels of labour pro-
ductivity before and after the ~gramme. From tables 3.1 and 3. 2 
in Olapter III, an idea of the structural ~ t~ .. plaoe in 
the .eoonaqy was cxmveyed, in tenns of the .relative inp:>rtanoe of the 
sectors to the GDP. The data in table 6. 3 onlY: gives a rough idea 
of the trends in labour productivity, sane of which. may have been 
subject to. great fluctuation between 1951 and 1960, both in specific 
sectors <e .• g. petroleum and the primary sector) and in the ea:mc>Jiy 
as a whole •. 
When other specific measures of p~ivity, such as per 
capita income,~ages and prices, and productivity of capital forma-
tion are examined, however, a considerably mre fruitful discus-
sion oould evolve. Therefore, the topic is mre appropriately 
dealt with in Chapter VII. 
Table 6.3 
Labour ProductivitY {by Sectors) 
1951 l9gQ J.96!1: 
Working Output Working Output Working. Output 
Population* Per Man Population* Per Man Population* Per Mm 
( ,OOOs) {S) ( ,ooos) (S) (,ooos) (S) 
Agriculture 61. 877 55 1,869 76 1,470 
Petroleum industry 16. 5,844 16 16,462 15 19,693 
Sugar refineries 4 4,200· .. ·4 4,500 
25 1,820 
~ther manufacturing 
including quarrying) 39 2,.4f!.7 '40 3,135 
Construction 10 840 30· 1,353 33 1,854 
· Commer~e and banking 19 1,889 35 3,920 42 3,333 
Government 24 1,208 39 2,115 52 . 2,371 
Other services 
.4Q .L.l21. ..45. 2..a.19l .3.9,. ~ 
Total. 195 1,600 . ~263 3,292 298 3,608 .. ' 
«·Figures of working population in petroleum industry and sugar refineri~s were obtained from a series· regu-
larly published in the QuarterlY Economic Report. These figures cover ,-the. persons working at end of every 
quarter in establishments employing ten persons or more. Figures of working population in other sectors· 
for 1960 and· 1964 were obtained from the 1960 population c~nsus and from the subsequent Continuous Sample 
Survey of Population. They cover all persons who worked in the year preceding the census or the survey. jFigures of working population in sectors other than petroleum industry for 1951 were obtained from an_ 
estimate published in the Annual S-tatistical Digest, 1957. Their exact coverage is unknown. Accordingly, 
figures of workin~ population in 1951 are not entirely comparable with figures for subsequent .. years except 
in the petroleum 1ndustry, 
Source: International Nonetary Fund Report of _Trinidad and Tobago, Part II, A:ppendix, Table H., 1965·. 
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Amenities to th~ generill public bo~ great empha8is 
~the :Pl.anni.;Il& and execution of the ~grarmne, and, eVen as 
structure]. emphaseS ~d d~ th~ five ye~, the components 
closely related to am:mi. ties increased: their .oveMll share c;>f . the 
expenditure. Certain ple:dges never materialised. (e.g. the sports 
stadium), but, whereas expenditure on Public Buil~ etc., fell 
from $13.0Mn (in the 1958 pl~dge) to $6.0Mn and ·weal Govenment 
from $19.1Mn to $13.5Mn actual expenditure, the mre directly :p:ro-
ducti ve amenities increased their spen~g, ~·g. Hous~ - from 
$12.2Mn to $23.4Mn, and Health - from $8.6Mn to $24.3Mn. labour 
and Social Services and Education also had small increases, and 
the Special Worl<s ~grarmne was added, at the cost of $6.0Mn (see 
table 6 .1) • Many of these increases·, especially the smaller ones, 
may be due l~ely to price and ~age increases. There is, ha.rever, 
quite substantial evidence to support the fac-1;: that overall expan-
. . . 
sion did occur in social overllead capital as a result of the 
~grarmne. 
We must now consider the adlievements of the ~grarmne in 
the l:ight of certa:izl: ~graphical implications, particularly where 
~graphical situations have imposed unavoidable limitations on 
the pl~ process. 
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CliAPI'ER VII 
'BfoSIC LWTATIONS TO DEVEI.DPMENT PLANNING 
IN 
TRINIDAD .AND TOBAGO 
If we consider geography as the study of man in relation ) . . 
to his environment, 1 then the point of greatest G~graphical s.ig-
nificance associated with the Prograrmne must be the rapid em~ 
gence and growth of the political, eoonanic and social awareness 
of the population. Sudl awareness is hereby measured as a function 
of political activities especially in co.rmection with elections.* 
Political Trends: Prior to 1946, the voting franchise was restric-
ted to property owners with incomes of $2,400 a year. In that year 
adult franchise for all over 21 years of .age was adopted, but only 
52.9% of the electorate voted ·(see table 7.1). In 1950 the percen-
t.age had risen to 70.1%, as larger ·numbers of the poorer, less-
educated people were attracted .to the polls. At firSt, the needs 
of these people were not adequately voiced by representatives. By 
1956, however, these needs had becane major issues in an atnosphere 
*One must bear in mind that sudl a measure does not by itself 
create an accurate picture of the political, economic and social 
awareness of the population, but a mre elaborate approach is not 
justified in a thesis of this nature. 
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Table 7.1 
NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES, ELECTORS AND VOTERS 
ANALYSIS BY ELECTORAL DIVISIONS 
1946 2 
ELECTORAL No. of 
DIVISION No. of No. of Nc- of voters No. of No. of Repre· Electors Voters as %of Repre- Electors sentatives No. of sentatl.ves 
Electors 
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 
Port of Spain North 13 21,326 3 7. 4423 34.9 1 15,059 
13 4, 4943 
I 
.. South 22,822 3 41.6 1 12,901 
.. East 
- - -
- 1 15,001 
' 
San Fernando •••••• 1 14, 121 8,230 58.3 1 15.205 
St. George West ••• 
- - - -
1 15.003 
St. George East • ,, 
-
- - -
1 ·14. 009 
· LaventUle ......... , 1 65,351 24,363 37.3 1 15,768 
st. Joseph •••••••••• 
-
... 
- -
1 16.025 
'I'Unapuna .......... 
- - - -
1 14,465 
·. Ca.ronl North ••••••• 
- - - -
1. 15.202 
caroni South ........ 1 28,640 16.616 58 I 0 1 . 16.986 
Pointe-a-Pierre ... · 
-
- - -
1 181680 
Naparima •••••••••• 1 40,469 261058 64.4 . 1 151 949 
st. Patrick west ... 
-
- - -
1 201761 
St. Patrick East ••• 1 331411 23 ,2_51 69.6 1 16,246 
-
·Eastern counties ·- - - - 1 16, 906 
Ortoire • Moruga ... 1 211863 131360 61,1 1 16, 167 
Tobago .•••••.. ~ .•••. 1 11,509 8,467 73,6 1 .1217 17 
Total ........... 9 259,512 137.281 52.9 18 283. 150 
1. Llmlted franchlae restricted by property and •11• qualUlcaUona. 
2. Adult franchlee wae adopted. 
3, Jn 1946 Port of Spain waa divided Into two electoral dlvhlona- North and South, 
1950 
No. of 
No. of Voters 
Voters as% of No. of 
Electors 
(19) ( 20) 
9, 121 60. 5 
8,409 65. 1 
9, 310 52.1 
10,298 61.3 
I 
I 
9,627 64. 0 
10, 016 11.5 
8,072 51. 1 
10, 741 67. 0 
11,513 7:).5 
1 ~, G 23 76.4 
12. l 02 71.2 
131 993 74.9 
I 
12,550 19.7 
14. 9 9. ~j2. 2 
12,039 74.1 
12, 6 18 74.6 
11,8 94 ":3.6 
9, 541 15. 0 
198,458 70. l 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago 
Port-of-Spain, 1964 
Central Statistical Office: 
p. 97. 
Annual Statistical Dieest, 1964. 
Table 7.1 cont'd. 
·-·-... ---· .. ~.~ -·· ·- --· ·-·-. -· . . . -- -
· NUMB.ER OF .REPRESENTATIVES, ELECTORS AND VOTERS 
ANALYSIS BY ELECTORAL DIVISIONS 
.. t 
! 
-1 
Electoral Dlvi~ion 
1956 
No. of No. of No. of 
Represen- Electors ·Voters 
tatives 
No. of 
Voters.as 
%or No.of 
Electors 
Electoral Division 
-----.i 
1961 ; I ·~------~----~------~-------
.... ,. I 
No. of No. or No. ·or 
Represen- Electors . Voters 
ta:Uves 
•• o. 01 ' 
VOt<!t:; 3!!: 
t:'f_ or "o ,.:•. 
,--o '·" •• , .. 1 
Ele·;h::.;..;; i 
:-------+---+---+-----r---+-------+-----1---~--~r---··---·-: 
I (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) - i i 
· Port·of·Spain North· .•• 
... South ••• 
... South-East 
:I " ·North-East 
i jSan F~~.nando East ··~ 
I " West ..• j 
! . 
I St. Geo~ge East ........ 
I ! St. George West ....... 
I . 
I·Laventille ....... : ...... 
I. . 
I San Juan ............... . 
I 
I ! St. Joseph ..... ~ ....... . 
I Tunapuna ............. .. 
i. 
i Ciucn! Nor~h .......... . ! . 
:·caronl South; ......... . 
Caron! Central ..... ; ... 
(1) 
1 10,920 ·a,766 
1 11,820 
1 /"' 11,072 
1 13,227 
1 __ .. 10,804 
1 1.0. 289 
1 14,865 
1 16, 102 
1 19,0Z3 
1 1S, 677 
I 
1' 12,315 
1 17,241 
1. 15, 023 
1- "10,129 
1 14;015 
9, 380 
8~408 
10, 466_ 
8,"619 
'8,437 
11.688 
12,4r-0 
12,263 
13, 441 
9,922 
15,066 
12",!)28 
·s, 358 
11,994 
:-Naparima.............. ... 1 16,716 14,382 
: P<llJ1t~·e.·Pierr.:: ........ 1 15,021 ·12;599 
:O:i.olre-M->ruga_ ··~···· - 1 16, 063 -- 12,-749 
::St. Patrtd~ E:u~t....... 1 15,828 13,229 
-St. Pntrlck-We15t ...... 1 13,89S 10,"986 
so. 3 
79 .. 3 
75.9 
79.1 
79. s 
S2.0 
77.-.4. 
64.5 
72.0 
·so~ 6 
-sa. 1 
82.5" 
'85·6·-
·se.-o 
79.4 
83. 6"' 
'79."0. 
St. Patrick Central ... l 14,866 12,036 ·81.0 
15,40.9 S~. _Andrew-St.- Dlt vid ··...:.. 1 12,.31G 
.. 
19.9 
-1 ~ -11,748 9,"411 ·SO. i 
'TobagO ...••••....••.••• 13,956 11,630 1 83.3 : 
. -
·._:,Total .... _·:·~~-··:· 24 ~.39,'028 271,534 
~~~-~~~~---~~-~ 
·so.1 
- ·-' - . 
Port of Spain North!.. 1 
,. South ..• 
,. West-••• 
,. East ... 
s8n ~~mando East ••• 
II west .. 
Diego Martin ......... .. 
Maraval.: ..•........•...• 
.Laventllle ~············· 
Sm JuM ......•..•...... 
· Bi.ratarla ... .•...••...... 
'I'unapuna ••••••••••.•••• 
St. Augustine .......... 
· A rima •••••••••••••••••• ~. 
Chatun.nas ............. . 
Couva .........••..• ~ ...• 
Caroni East .......... .. 
:Poirite-a-P1erre .~ ..... 
Napo.rima ............... . 
Princes Town .......... 
F":f zabad .... ~ ....•....... 
Lo. Brea ............... ;. 
Point Fortln ........... . 
•' 
Toco/Manzn.nllla ...... 
Narlvo. .... ; •.•••..••••••• 
·· Slparta ••••• ~············~ 
Tobago East .......... . 
1 
1 
1 . 
1 
1 
1 
1 
, __ 1 
1 
1 
1 
1· 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1" 
1 
1 
1 
--. 
1 
1' 
1 •, 
1 
1 
1 
1 
tl West···~····~·· l 
:Total ..•.•.••..••. 30. 
11,7~5 10,191 
11,696. 9, 736 
11,565 '9~626 
11,'77.3 9, 885 
14,066 12. 579 
12~660 11,251 
15,214 12,955 
14,3 78. 12, 2SO 
13,729 11,231 
15, 107. 12. S82 
15~ 016-
14,157 
12,826 
13,52~ 
12,"592 
12,615. 
12,S90 
13,080 
12,785 
13,351 
12,305 
1i,593 
12,306 
11,040 
u,.;;a,_ I 
11,9361 
11,393 
11,726 
12. 547 11. zs:: 1 
13,167 12.,141 ·! 
14, 339' I 1314221 
11~-~--811~:3f:Zj 
· 12,7591 11', 393 I 
10,656 '· 9, ~~3 
12,749 li.,40:J 
12,461 
12,654 
5,.644 
-8,460 
11,515. 
4,370 
7,0S2 
37S,511 333,512 
! 
ss.-4 
'S3.:~ 
-S3. -3 . ~ 
·S4.1 
138.7 
. 88.9 
:81.8. 
·as. 4 
35;3 
&S.-9 
·sa. 9. 
90.4 
91.0 
S7. 7 
91.0 
"92.-5-
"87. 1 
'91. 7'-
90.7 
·92;2. 
·93. 6 
89.1 
.as. 3 
85.2 
89.5 
'&9 •. 1 
90.-~ :: 
S6~~ 
: :83.-7 
88~ 1; 
'-----···-
--· ·- - ·- ,.:.. __ L------''-..-;.-'---L..--~..:..._ 
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o~ greater political awareness. FurtheniDre, with the advent of 
JIDre social idealism, th~ general character of elected representa-
tives changed. 
Trinidad had been seeking a leading role in the West 
Indies Federation, but had so far been tmSuccessful in its bid, 
as the corruption of the Trinidad and Tobago Govein,liEilt had beccme 
scandalous to other islands of the Caribbean. Th~ general public 
was <ii:sgusted with such an ~' _constantly :reminded of it by 
~ts from the smaller islands, and inpatient for a change of 
government. 
In. the post-war years there had been an increasi?g demand 
for education, as it became interpreted as the surest means whereby 
poverty could be evaded. Housing conditions were poor,_ i.ri relation 
to the standard of living (per capita income). Rapid url>anisation 
had been accompanied by shm conditions. The q~stion of tmemploy-
ment was growing into a crucial issue, COli'pO:Qnded by a rising rate 
of immigration in the mid-1950's. This new influx was mainly from 
the other Eastern Caribbean islands, consiSting of people in search 
of ~loyment. Moreover, the constitution of the Federation would 
all.ow for easier mvement between tmits. 
The People's National Movement (P.N.M.·), a newly~xganised 
party re~gnised the issues that 'INOuld be of greatest interest to 
the population, as did the People~ s Democratic Party. ( P. D.P.). The 
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latter, however, was not as well ~:rganised. In contrast, the 
fonner re-:ignited a booyant spirit, mainly fortified by the 
successes of their energetic leader - Dr. Eric Williams - in 
attracti:ng the siting of the Federal Capital to Trinidad, in 
cooling ~  racial tension in the early stages before it 
had become explosive, and later., al~ng wi. th the unit leaders in 
the Federati~, in camp~ gallantly, t~ugh unsuccessfully, 
. '· 
for a s~er, JIDre functiOlla;l ·federal government. 2 
In 1956, 80 .1% of the electorate voted in the general 
elections, and the P.N.M. was elected. FOI' sixteen IIDilths follow-
ing, the Government was busy campaigning for the award of the 
Federal Capital and preparing a draft for the First Five-Ye~ 
Development Progranme. The excitement of the months le~ up to 
tl?.e Federal elect~ons of 1958 oontinued al.JIDst without a break, as 
parties caripaigned throughout the West Indies. The poll tical 
awareness of the people was clearly higher than ever before. 
Table 1.1 does not include the Federal election; but it 
indicates the risi:ng poll tical involvement in Trinidad and Tobago, 
the latter island shc:M~ a high percentage of voti:ng activity 
from the onset in 1946. The rural areas of Trinidad also displayed 
a higher level of voti:ng activity than the oountry' s ave~. In 
general, prior to 1956, successful candidates in these oonstituen-
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cies were usually independent;* ~~that time emwaro, almost all 
were members of one of the maj.or parties. 
Hitherto, the lazge East Indian population of Trinidad 
(36.5% in 1960) had been reg~d with suspicion by the other West 
Indian islands** and by the ~ish advisors. P.N.M. propaganda 
encouraged the population to set for the other West Indian islands 
an example of racial ha.niDny. This example was eventually rrost 
persuasive in wirming for Trinidad the site of the Federal Capital. 
Politically, the 12velopment Programrre was a new thrust 
and it was given considerably JIOre publicity than its predecessors -
the Economic Programmes of 1951-55 and 1956-60 (see Chapter V). 
Evidence of what the Government was doing could be seen throughout 
the territory. New Housi_ng projects were being erected; new 
schools were being built; c3: great deal of other construction was in 
progress; research projects and expe:r.i.nental stations were opened; 
and all bore the ins.ignia: "First Five-Ye~ 12velopment Programine -
1958-1962". Thus, as per capita income increased, the popularity 
of the new Gove:mment became such that, in the 1961: general elec-
*This is not surprising when we consider the necessary qualifica-
tions of a voter (see above .,.. an elenentary school headmaster 
eazned less than $2,000 a year in 1946). Moreover, candidates 
were in the $8,000/yr. income bracket~ .. 
**Except for small oomnunities in Jamaica, there were virtually 
no Indians in the other British West Indian islands. 
.. :· .. 
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tion, it was re-elected by an ove:rwhe~ majority. 
Aims of the Progranune in.Geographical.Perapective: It was expected 
that increased production, induced by development planning, would 
provide more employment opportunities. In addition, the Government 
plarmed to create sufficient social overhead capital to k~p pace 
with the rising li vipg standaros. Increases in employment' produc-
tivity and am:mi.ties had been set forth as the mst important 
targets; but trade policies were notably absent. 
The original plan (1958) had referred to the dependence 
on trade protection for certain crops and the tenpo:rarily favourable 
world marl<et prices of other.;. I:iowever, no definite policy had been 
made pertain:i:ng to .future markets and their soope. This is signifi-
cant, since the value of each of both imports and exports (at 
current prices) was well in excess of 40% of the GDP for each year 
prior to 1962 (see Chapter IV). In view of this, some obse~ations 
are offered toward a clearer focus on this apparent ~eglect of the 
facts of economic life. 
Firstly, since the export of petroleum and petroleum 
products averaged a.l..m::>st 84% of total exports between 1958 and 
_1962 (see Clla.pter IV) , the growth of the industry had cxmtrolled 
·the: gn:wth of exports. The influence of the petroleum industry on 
:imports had been less than exports, but had actually grown in im-
portance from 25.3% to 28.1% (1956-58). It was 31.4% in 1960, 
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45.6% and 44.9%, respectively, in the two foil~ years (see 
table 7.2 below). The I.D.C. in the early s~ages of the Progranme 
had insufficient scope to be of assistance to the oil industry. 
It had, nevertheless, rea.l.i.Sed the importance of the future of the 
industcy to the econani~ giGrth of the cotmtry. Thus, fiscal bene-
fits were offered, which later helped to expand refinery production. 
Moreover, towanis the end of the ~gramme, the Govenunent "asked 
for United Nations' assistance in setting up a Camnission of Inqu:iiy 
into the oil industry [to] • • • examine and report on the ~rganisa­
tion, structure and finances of the industry ••• in relation to 
international oil industry economics. rr3 
Secondly, the efforts of the ~gramne in the primary 
sector were als~ geared towards export, of which only s.ugar and 
cocoa exceeded 1.0% of the cotmtry 1s total (see table 7.2). There 
was, however, an uneasy reliance both on protection .. , and on the 
possible continuatim of favourable prices. This ove~timism 
was not conducive to the type of pl~ needed to prepare the 
cotmtry for the rapid structural re-adjustment. necessary in the 
export sector. Positive policies were introduced: the Ma.rl<:eti:ng 
Board was supposed to expand its .service ~ local fazners; such 
a. step would increase local production and provide crucial inp:>rt 
substitutes (see Appendix II to Cllapter III) • Facilities for 
forestry and fisheries were also improved to provide import 
Table 7.2 
Balartee of Trade~ "1956-62 ·cselected Items) $Mn 
1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 
- - - - - - -
:EXports 330.2 392.6 424.9 449.1 491.3 593.5 592.0 
Oil and products 81.3% 82.6% 82.4% 83.6% 82.4% 85.2% 85.3% 
Sugar 7.8% 7.8% 7.4% 7.4~ 7.6% 7.3% 5.3% 
Cbcoa 3.2% 2.2% 3.0% 2.3% 1.8% 1.1% 1.4% 
Manufactured fertilizer - - - - 1.3% 1.2% 1.4% 
lnqx>rts 301.5 355.8 412.0 448.1 504.0 584.0 605.6 
Crude oil 25.3% 24.7% 28.1% 29.2% 31.4% 45.6% 44.9% 
Balance of trade (visible) +28.6 +36. 7 +13.0 +01.0 -12.7 +09.5 -13.6 
Source: Trinidad and Tobago Govertmtent: Tririi.dad artd Tobago Overseas Trade Report, 1964, 
introduction. · - · - -
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substitutes, with the hope of later produ~ for export. However, 
the point :remains that policies such as this :regarded increases in 
trade as incidenta,l to domestic changes and were not directed at 
positive policies. governing trade and po:rt: facilities. 
On the othe;r hand, the !.D.C., by helping to expand the 
manufacturi?g sector, would diversify the export sector,* as well 
as ad~ to ~rt substitutes. One of the notable achievements 
of the Cozporation was the establ.ishnerit of a large fertilizer 
plant which a.l.nost inunediately accounted for 1. 3% of total exports 
(see table 7. 2). '!he plant was over 90% export-oriented. 
If some of the aforementioned efforts of the ~gramme 
were partly to improve the countzy's trade situation, they were 
all made a IIDckery of by the failure to improve the port facili.,... 
ties in Port-of..;..Spain. '!his, the l~t port, had been ~eglected 
for such a lD:ng period that inunediate and swift steps were 
necessary in 1958, if the facilities were to meet the. demands of 
the rapidlY:~ economy. Instead, the canbination of a 
shq~age of funds apq a scarcity of adequate advisors slowed ~ego­
tiations, :resul ti:ng in a bottleneck to the rest of the e~nomy. 
*One should not, however, lose sight of the great extent to which 
the general low efficiency of production iri. the manufacturing 
sector limits the scope of exports from this sector, in the light 
of competitive world standaros, at this early s~age of develOpment. 
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Basie Productivity Trends (1958-62): The importance of the oil 
industiy to the entire econcmy was considerably more enhanced by 
increased production than py the provision of additional employ-
ment opporttmi. ties. In fact, as the ~gramme proceeded, it 
became clear that expanded productivity in this industiy could be 
vital to the econany, but by the capital-intensive nature of in-
vestment, this would be at the expense of added employment. In 
relation to the productivity of other countries, that of Trinidad 
and Tobago was la-1 because of the extremely high exploration and 
drilling costs (see Chapter III) • Furt:heDIDre, marine drilling 
had become more promising as land drilling was declining, but the 
fonner was even mre capital-intensive. Overall reserves in 1960 
stood at 300Mn barrels (production in 1959 - l.f.OMn barrels), 
giving crude oil production a· life expectancy of about eight years 
at the current rate of exploitation, b~ new discoveries. !.f. 
This meant that employment would decline in the future. 
It had built up during the 1950's to 16,1.f.26 in February 1960, but 
had declined thereafter to ll.f., 719 by ~ugust 1962 - a trend that 
has largely continued. "A partial explanation of the decline of 
the labour force in this sector may be the switch-over from land 
to marine drilling. n5 One hope for continued exploitation lay in 
the reserves of nat~ gas stili available, but full use was not 
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then p:ra,ctical. ~'c The newly emerging petro-chemical industry, 
h<:Mever, was expanding rapidly and by 1962 acoounted for 20.4% 
of the total value o·f the manufacturing sector, seoond only to 
oil production and refining. Both industries are highly capital,.. 
intensive, but, through the multiplier effect, the revenue passed 
on to the public sector is very significant. -
In 19 58, the revenue deri. ved fn:m oil was much less in 
proportion to the value of the industry's output than it would 
have been in most other oil-producing oountries. Thus, a long 
delay in COIIpleting the financial acootmts of the Progrartme was 
caused by elaborate surveys and the negotiations which followed. 
Walter J. Levy, "the well-Jmown oil consultant of New 
Yorl<"6 , was ·commissioned to examine and report on the oil situation. 
He submitted an extensive report on his observations, in which he 
pointed out the importance of having companies with ove~eas links. 
Off-shore exploration, although very expensive, was significant to 
*The Government :qad unsuccessfully urged the oil industry to 
increase gas productipn and refining, but given the facts that (1) 
much of the natural gas was used to increase the flow of the wells, 
( 2) the average output per well in Trinidad was 35 b/ d compared 
with 270 b/d in Venezuela, and over 4,000 b/d .in the Middle East, 
(acooroing to PetrolelDil Press Service, vol. 27, 1960, p. 16), and 
that (3) oil only occurs J.n ~solated pools in Trinidad, it would 
seem that the importance of maintaining a oonstant rate of pro-
duction f:rom the well, at the cost of natural gas refining would 
help improve the productivity of the industry. Moreover, produc,-
tivity per man was three times greater in Venezuela, thus helping 
to provide the greater output per well. 
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.. 
the fut~ of the industry. It was s_uggested, however, that 
. government revenue oould be duly increased bY mak:ipg amendments 
to the tenns for new ooncessions: (1) Perfozmance obligations 
were not s~t and, if amended, oould speed up development. 
'Ihus, companies would not be allowed to hold leased areas idle, 
while other ooopanies wanted to explore them. ( 2) Royal ties · 
should be based on the crude oil value rather than on production 
value, which "would reduce fluctuation and make the rate more 
stable and predictable. "7 (3) Hitherto, total.: government revenue 
from oil was only 40% of taxable profits. A SO: SO policy was 
~~ested, since mst other oountries had at least that share. 
( 4) Furt:henrcre, most other oountr.i.es did not include a deprecia-
tion allowance in the profit tax _agreement. 'Ihus, Trinidad was 
urged to abandon it. 
At this point, one ~as to examine th~ general situation. 
While the petroleum industry is relatively s:imply associated with 
natural resources, other sectors need to be seen in the cxmtext of 
policies of economic plann:i:I"tg· 
'!HE mLEMiA OF ECONOMIC PLANNING 
Wherever a development p~gt'amme is ~ ~gineered with 
limited f~cial resources, choices have to be made. Priorities 
need to be clarified and, when social factors are included, basic 
aims becone ext:n!mely complex. 
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The Tr.i.nidad and ·Tobago Experience: ~ughout the primary sector, 
there was a critical shortage of available capital. The manufa~ 
~ sector was the backbooe of the eoollOJIW and had to undergo 
structural cha_nge. '!his would supplement the inevitable decl.ine of 
the dominant oil industry. Much had to be done in the inf;'a-structure, 
and at the social level, to provide a favotn"able atmosphere for 
. grarth in the entire eOOilOllW. 
The ains of the ~ramme .were severely oamplicated by the 
trend of social, political and eoonanic events leading up to it. Ur-
banisation had been a steady process after 1940, which would have 
been ideal for the _agricultural situation had it not been for rising 
~ion. This latter factor created soma new elements in the-
situation: People cane from the other West Indian islands in search 
of enployment, especially d~ the mid-1950's when the eCOilOJIW was 
experien~ its fastest rate o~ growth. There never was a surplus 
of jobs, but, as Trinida~ gained a reputation of be~ a "land of 
opportunity", the inevitable ~era.tions were inculcated· throughout 
the West Indies, and a labour surplus built up in the urban areas. 
Soon, the build-up had beccme s~ great that it in~ed· on the 
mvement of the popula-tion from the rural areas and caused a renewal 
of populati~ grcMth there.* 
*'!he I.M.F. report for Trinidad and Tobago (1965) indicates that 
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In the ootmtzyside, the agricultural struct~ presented 
a dichotaey between the plantation fannem and the small-croppem. 
The former depended on export crops p:cim.arily for a living, while 
the latter grew foodstuffs alnost exclusively, selling the surplus 
for local consumption. The small farmer, who sold sOJie of his 
produce to the "middleman", alnost always lived on a marginal basis 
in tenns of income in cash. and kind and supplenented his income 
when necessary by fishing if he lived near to the ooast. A small 
group of men (about 20) generally shared a dinghy and fished near 
,to the shore. Most of the fish thus caught was oonsumed in the 
village. In the larger fishing villages, however, surpluses were 
bought by retailem who __ vended from door to door inland, and/or 
"middlemen", who in turn sold to the adjacent market centres. 
In the urban areas there was more visible unemployment 
than in rural areas. The manufacturing sector had been expanding, 
but not keeping pace with the growing labour force. The oil in-
dustry offered higher wages than oould other industries. As a 
the labour force in the primary sector increased between 191.J6 and 
1951, declined from 61,000 to about 54-,000.by 1956, and increased 
again to 76,000 by 1964. This seems to coincide with eoonomic 
gn:wth and job opporttmi ties (see Chapter III, IV & VI) • The 
overall employment situation was crucial during the period of 
1958-62, since the existence of the Federation further facilita-
ted the Iilovement of people from the other West Indian islands. 
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n$ult, in the mid-1950's, there was a s_igni:ficant mvement of 
labour from the adjacent sugar factories to the oil companies. 
Inmediately reacting to this, many s_ugar companies increased 
~ages. Union activi. ties, which were building up during this 
period, by 1958, repn$ented a definite influence on ~age struc-
tures in much of the econonw. One direct result of this influence 
has been the tendency to rnanuf~ goods at high cost in Trinidad 
and To~ago. * 
.. 
As the econon;r expanded, so did trade. The manufacturing 
sector demanded mre imported capital goods, while the ri.si:ng 
li vi_ng standaro was accompanied by . e3: greater demand for imported 
consumer goods. Exports also increased, but port facilities were 
not acoo~y expanded.** 
~It should be noted here that management always tended to match 
wage increases for the worl<ers with its own wage increases, thus 
increasing prices. Frequent price increases were feasible, 
because ·of the pn$tige accruing to· people who buy expensive 
i terns. Of coume, ni::>st of the enterprises involved in this phe-
none.non depen~ on local consumption for the bulk of their sales, 
rather than on exports. 
*i&'J:'hi.s is the classical dilemma of the transition stages in develop-
ment: how to balance the demands of increased consut:ription and in-
vestmant with the slow accretion of increased wealth from the same 
investment. ·In the case of Trinidad and Tobago, unlike Libya, for 
instance, the wealth ·of oil is not great enough to produce a 
surplus over· and above inves"bnent ·in production and infra-structure 
as well as personal oonsumption. In this sense, the limiting 
factor has been the absence of any substantial relative advantage 
derived from resources or skills, whether in pri.mazy, manufacturing 
or service, ~.g. tourist sectors. · 
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To finance the ~gramne, JlUlch m:mey had to COJie from 
inoome taxes. In 1958, a family incone of $3,000 yielded only 
$36 (1. 2%) tax. 8 A small increase would have negl:igible effect 
on the tot~ gove:mment revenue, whereas a needed increase to 
about 10% (which· is low by the standaros of industrial oomtries) 
would have caused a public outcry. Furthe:rmore, the high inci-
dence of tax evasion by the self-employed and thOse .in high-income 
brackets was widely known~ At face value, the growth of the 
econonw was s~ c:lam: GDP increase 1954-57 ave~ed over 13% 
annually - 1957-58 was 4.9%. '!his meant that. government revenue 
would have been low a:t the beginning of the Progranme. As it 
turned out, tax evasion continued to be prevalent. 'lhe attempt 
to raise funds ~ugh the sale of government securities was only 
half-hearted., and produced a small fraction of the $8Mn expected 
(see Chapter V) • ~egotiations with the oil oonpanies continued 
mtil late 1959, contribtrting to the numerous shortfalls in the 
Progranmes prior to 1960 (by which t~ only 65.8% of the. funds 
pledged for the period 1958-60 were spent). 
'!he Primary S~qt:qr:· Given the Tr;ini.~d and Tob.ago ex-
perienoe, the primazy sector had to maximize production, to feed 
the uroan settlenents. If productivity were also increased, local 
food prices could be ste!Pi;lised and staple-food imports reduced. 
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An elaborate Extension Service had been planned to introduce to 
the fanners mre productive techniques. The feasibility of econo-
mic investnents in _agriculture was investigated, and the 1\gricul-
tura.l Credit Bank supplied with additional ftmds. The Marl<e~ing 
Board was to be ~:rganised to streamline the movement· of goods 
from the fann to the urt>an centres, giving maximun returns to the 
fanner, with transport costs and retail marlcet pr.i.ces considered. 
The Board had also planned to improve the distribution of retail 
goods in urt>an settlements. 
The primaJ:y sector was probably JIDSt hard-hit by the 
short_age of funds, since its major projects were so intricately 
interdependent. In agriculture, capital was not readily available 
due to the limited loan service. The ~:rganisation of the 
Marl<et~g Board had ~e¢gi.ble impact. The Extension Service, 
however, rendered s_ignificant assistance to numerous fanners 
despite the general lack of support to the Service from the other 
major _agri,cultural departments. 
'Ihe Small-croppers mst rem:rte from the tn'ban areas had 
the greatest need for capital t~ invest in their land. Often, too 
remote to be affected by the Extension Service, their attitudes 
_tooan:l investnent and maximum production had to be ch~ged. More 
irmnediate, however, was their need for a better collection service 
(see Appendix II to Ola.pter III) , because, without marketing 
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outlets, capital would not be created for further investnertt. 
The Marketi:ng Boaro could serve the .agricultural sector 
in quite a few decisive ways. Firstly, it could develop a rore 
efficient and complete collection service. It could also collabo-
rate with venders in market centres to have the latter sell the 
produce collected by the fonner. In view of the employment situa-
tion, it could further diversify the marl<et centres and employ 
pennanent venders to handle its produce. It would then be in a 
better position to stabilize local prices. It would, however, 
·have to expect conpetition fran the ''middlemen".* 
Nor were the services confined to the srnall-cn>ppers' 
security. The plantation ovmers often needed to be protected 
from undue exploitation by certain manufacturing fiiii5. For 
example, the sale of copra (raw) had been outlawed on the world 
market. Consequently, the COJIJIDdi ty had to be processed for 
export. Thus, without govei!'l&mt x:egulation, at a time When the 
coconut_ growers we~ burdened by the red-r.i.Ilg disease, they were 
offered very 1CM prices by the manufacturers. Prices could have 
been stipulated at a constant pexomtage of the C\JI"reelt world 
*The Board's actions would not have created much unemployment 
aiiDng the "mid,dlemen". Wholesale prices would be stabilized, 
promoting more perfect competition; "middlemen" could either 
CODpete directly, or deal with the sub-standaro produce - as 
there would always be a marl<et for inferior foodstuff. 
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price. 
Most of the above suggestions had previously been con-
sidered by the Board, alth~ugh not carried out, for financial 
:reasons. Al th~ugh limited by the lack of sufficient :flmds, the 
Extension Service ~d to demonstrate improved methods of 
cultivation, the use of crop fertilizer and soil conservation 
methods. The distr.i.bution of ~uperior hybrids and the JIDre in-
tensive education of fanners could be included. location was, 
however, a critical factor, hence the lack of contact with the 
JOOSt remote fanners (conq>~ map 3.1 with Appendix III). 
The _agri.cul. tural loans were offered especially to the 
small fanner.:; to help them to break through the barTier of sub-
sistence. Their need for education in basic concepts of better 
business were satisfied in many comnunities where village COlmcils 
were ~rganised (see discussion on amenities - Chapter V). 'Ihe Ex-
tension Service, later in the Programrre, established a pilot 
scheme of experimental fanns in Waller Field. In addition, _agri.-
cul. tural eo:-operati ves_ gzew out of the village CO\.D'l.cils' efforts. 
In fisheries, the co-operative ooncept was JIDre 
naturally adopted. Increased output by mdemisation of the in-
dustzy was not seriously considered in the Programme, however. 
The steps taken were, nevertheless, an important pre:requisi te 
towaro possible JIDdemisation. The experimental vessel completed 
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in 1962 was expensive, underlining the need for co-operative 
effort. Available loans we:re only adequate to assist village 
fishennen to acquire outboard motors. '!his simple step, however, 
increased the ave~e catch by 50% in Puerto Rioo, for example, 9 
while modem trawlers. greatly multiplied fis~ production in 
Peru.* 
The Manuf~~ Sector: Due to the long and arduous 
process of ~rganising the I. D.C., early p~gress was slow. The 
Aid to Pioneer Industries Ordinance had been in operation since 
the early 1950's (see Chapter IV) , and had been s.ignificantly 
expanded by 1958. The plans outlined by the Goverrment, however, 
:required a much better trained staff than was readily available. 
Mo:reover, the perfonnance of the !.D.C. was crucial, in view of 
the questionable future of the petroletm1 indust:ry. 
Pioneer establislunents b~ught a mixture of blessings 
and burdens to the ea>IlOJIY. They we:re invited primarily to sti-
mulate economic activity and to create employment opportunities. 
Sane of the entezprises might have been established jp the oountry ~ 
aeyw~, but the Government had to forgo the :revenue it would have 
*Following a U.N. appraisal of the oount:ry' s fishing potential, 
a top official in the ~partnent of Fisheries approached the 
Government with suggestions to expand the industry, but these 
suggestions we:re ·not taken seriously. · 
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collected from these establishments by offeri:ng fri:nge benefits 
to attract all new industry (see Cllapter IV} • Such ~e bene-
fits included tax holideys, duty-free imports of capit~ goods, 
import duties on oompeti tive imports, and in sane cases'· guaran-
teed markets in order to protect certain new establis'hnEmts in 
their early development. 
The pioneer establishments were requ:Ued, by !'.D.C •. re-
gulations, to keep reoords of their business marl:agement, so that 
the I.D.C. oould follaN their progress. .Many enterprises failed 
to keep arry ·reoords crt all, and the I.D.C. did not enfo~ the re-
gulations. 
The diplomatic inexperience of the I. D. C. staff was ex-
ploited in many other ways: Sane finns automated their plants to 
a greater extent than had previously been .agreed upon, empl~ 
less people. OtheiS supplemented the nonnal labour fo~ by em-
ployi:ng wanen part-time in oroer to cut labour costs. Of those 
who used heavy machinery, sane ordered extra machines, with the in-
tention to use them in expansion after the tax-free import period 
had expired. Although investnent of profits abroad was limited by 
law, many establislunents created means whe~ they oould evade 
these restrictions.* Many of the enterprises devoted to produ~ 
*Insurance oompanies invested a laz&e percentage of their capital 
assets abroad. More subtle, hcwewr, was a dha.:i.n of supe~marl<ets 
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import substitutes manufactured inferior quality products. The 
local popUlation, hcMever, is particularly prone to conspicuous 
consunption. Consequently, locally manufactured goods soon 
developed a de~gatoz:y reputation. Furthermore, many such fi:rns 
we~ guaranteed a certain volume of local sales, and refused to 
expand beyond the guarantee, towards export. 
The dilemna here depicts a profound conflict between 
the spirit of welfare economics and that of production economics. 
Furthermore, to put it crudely, the I.D.C. officials, trained as 
they were in the academics of capitalist machinez:y and ccmnitted 
to a welfare-oriented development p~gramn.e, seemed virtually un-
prepared to operate in the ruthless arena of down-to-earth capi-
talism. In the primary sector, the conflict between the two 
foroes of welfare and production economics involved a choice left 
entirely to the GoveiYlliellt. In the manufact~ sector, however, 
the conflict presented an extremely delicate situation. The 
Govemnent presented the country~ greatly in need of capital 
investment ei ~er from local sources or from abroad. Being thus 
dependent, they became vulnerable to the self-interest of capita-
listic enterprises. Indeed, such countries. applying for foreign 
whiCh introduced "free" imported stamps to be exchanged for goods 
imported from its parent chain in the United States·. · 
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investrrent were regarded, in .economic circles ab:road,as "~ggars", 10 
_against which ba~round it was considerably JIDre difficult for 
the I. D. C. to assert a sense of d:ignity. 
All enterprises, however, did not take undue advant_age 
of the vulnerability of the !.D.C. Many (~with sane of those 
who did take· undue advantage) were an asset to the economic well-
~ of the country. 'Ihe establishment of sane firm; created the 
need for other firm; to expand production and for new finns to be 
established, for example, autOJIDbile assembly plants. 
Tourism: Efforts in tourism did not show imnediate 
results. By 1962, the Hilton Hotel had been oompleted, while 
smaller hotels and: guest houses had been subsidised. Upon :request 
for technical assistance, two United Nations experts from 
Switzerland were sent to evaluate the situation, following which 
they submitted a report in February, 1963. 
In 1962, according. to the report, Trinidad had 10 hotel 
establishments with total :roan-capacity of 738 :rooJI5, and Tobago 
had 19 3 :roons in ~ght hotel establishments. In oonpar.i.son to 
Trinidad. and Tob_ago' s 9 31 rooJIS, Barbados had 96 2 :rooms in 36 es-
tablishments, Jamaica - 64 hotels with 2,935 :room; and Puerto Rico-
22 with 2,922 :rooll5. Table 7.3 hints at the fact that Trinidad 
and Tob_ago's expansion in tourism after 1958, like that of Bennuda, 
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was limited by a sho~age of accxmnodation. As the U.N. experts 
pointed out, Trinidad and To~ago' s short_age was, JIOre. specifically, 
one of the right type of aCCOJIIIlDdation. Fo~rly, most of the 
hotels were the "traditional" type, catering prirnar.i..ly to business 
travel. The Hilton Hotel, in contrast, served both this and the 
tourist function. 
. Table 7.3 
Foreign Visi to:rs in Selected West Indian Islands 
nunber of foreign vi.si tors rate of increase 
1951 1958 1960 1951/60 1958/60 
Barbados 20,747 24,945 35,535 70% 42% 
Bermuda 88,026 130,821 151,402 72% 16% 
Jamaica n.a. 65,689 226,945 n.a. 245% 
PUerto Rico 82,472 218,840 661,309 702% 202% 
Trinidad and 
'i'o~ago 31,924 154,566 196,104 514% 27% 
Source: Krapf, K. and 0. Michel, Tourism in Trinidad c;md Tobago. 
(Official-unpublished), 1963, p. 10. 
The introduction of this new type of hotel had one imme-
diate effect ·on the composition of foreign visitors. In 1960, 10% 
of the country's visitors were from the U.S. This is in shaJ:p 
contrast to the other Caribbean islands, who ave~d over 80% 
U.S. visitors for that year. Most of the other visitors to 
Trinidad and Tobago had cone from other West Indian islands (44%) 
.:·, .... , 
··a· .. : 
Table 7.4 
·,_ PASSENGERS- ARRIVING AND DEPARTING BY AIR AND SEA, 1959-1963 
COUNTRY OF 
ORIGIN/ DESTINATION 
Total 
Temporary Halt Passengers and 
Refused Leave to Land ............. . 
Total (excluding Temporary Halt 
and passengers refused Leave 
to Land) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE WEST INDIES ···········•·········· 
Antigua •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Barbados •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dominica •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Grenada •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Jamaica •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Montserrat .......................... . 
St. Kitts ••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••• 
St. Lucia ............................. . 
St. Vincent ••••••••• .-•••••••••.•••••. 
POREIGN CARIBBEAN TERRITORIES 
Ai~D CENTRAL AMERICA •••.••• 
French Guiana ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Guadeloupe .•••••••••••••••••.••••.. 
Martinique ••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••• 
Netherland Antilles ••••••••••.•••• 
Surinam ................................ !' 
Panama .••••••••.•••••••••••..•.•••••. 
Puerto Rico .•••••••••••••••••••...•• 
Other ............................... .. 
~ORTH .'\IV! ERICA ...................... .. 
Canada .. -............................ . 
United States of America ...... .. 
;()UTH AMERICA ........................ . 
· Argentina .......................... .. 
Brazil ............................... . 
British Guiana .................... . 
Venezuela ......................... . 
Other ............................... .. 
~UROPE .................................. .. 
United Kingdom .................. . 
Other ............................... .. 
EST OF THE WORLD ................ .. 
Number 
Arrivals 
1959 11960 1961 1962 1963 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 
(1) (2) (3) (4:) (5) (6) (7} (8} (9) ( 10) 
198,323 224,941 215,806 224,744 213,874 193,478 225,081 215,413 222,224 210;790 
102,799 122, 767 115, 227 119, 209 
95, 52'1: 102, 174 100, 579 105, 535 
1,627 2,135 
13, 232 14, 927 
160 191 
13,950 
2, 252 
71 
20 
1, 333 
6,694 
9, 820 
292 
267 
I, 173 
3, 993 
I, 176 
i67 
2, 053 
609 
29.761 
. 599 
2, 388 
10, 037 
16,693 
44 
5, 832 
5;'6"02 
230 
797 
12, 476 
2, 713 
44 
35 
1, 344 
5, •264 
l.Q.,842 
245 
306 
1, 472 
4, 570 
1, 034 
330 
2, 292 
593 
l__l...Ji.:~J 
1, 153 
10, 538 
ll._ili 
542 
3, 926 
13,002 
15,999 
226 
6, 144 
5,-901 
243 
673 
2, 247 
14, 891 
316 
12, 198 
3, 286 
43 
111 
1, 3~7 
s. 82p 
~_9_§) 
289 
310 
1, 327 
4, 023 
1, 322 
31 
2, 278 
381 
~..Ql.. 
689 
3, 182 
14. 237 
10, 524 
269 
7_. __ ~} 
6,884 
381 
1, 305 
2, 920 
16,_506 
397 
12, 177 
3, 919 
51 
317 
1, 230 
5,~06 
10, 919 
477 
441 
1, 169 
3, 867 
1, 671 
92 
2, 826 
376 
15, 461 
1,"367 
14, 09-t 
~~Jlil 
533 
3, 216 
.13, 464 
9, 468 
207 
7_. 65J_ 
7, 329 
322 
1, 293 
... 
-· 
102, 799 122, 767 115, 227 119, 209 
90,679 102,314 100,186 103,015 
1, 511 
12,666 
80 
10, 970 
2, 64:9 
157 
' 69 
1, 206 
3, 940 
2, 019 2, 363 
14, 804 15, 250 
88 . 123 
11, 914 11, 443 
3, 203 3, 740 
106 179 
24 10 
1, 516 1, 272 
4, 6 2!!. 4, 399 
2, 976 
17, 00 1 
275 
10,979 
3, 894 
341 
188 
1, 224 
4, 453 
-9, 3Q1.. !.Q,Jt~-~ 10.928 11, 0_!? 
200 169 
307 258 
1, 115 1, 431 
3,820 4, 327 
895 920 
511 
1, 664 
792 
644 
2, 033 
357 
i...L.3...7_2 L1...b''>J.l 
1, 105 l, 130 
10, 267 1 13, 223 
27 928 
---· 58-0 
1,542 
8, 903 
16, 660 
243 
'!...JL~f. 
7,099 
823 
905 
I 
Z9~_10 . ..l 
515 
2, 133 
10, 781 
15, 390 
282 
~. 104 
8, 420 
684 
810 
. 283 
357 
1, 366 
4, 143 
1, 500 
348 
2, 399 
532 
u._~-~ 
1, 186 
13, 470 
2.:l: ... 6 .. 39. 
70! 
1. 369 
11, 644 
10, 239 
186 
10, 57 2 
10, 401 
171 
612 
417 
422 
1, 364 
3,909 
1, 144 
411 
2, 912 
463 
16·, 779 
1, 761 
15,018 
?? ...8..53 
·-· 460 
1, 837 
10, 7 40 
9, 610 
207 
~. 7341 9, 446 
288 
1, 2751 
'ou.rce: Trinidad and Tobago. Central Statistical Office: Annu.e.l Statistic•1l Di~~st, -1964, 
p. 43. 
and South America, (Venezuela- 16%, British Guiana- 13%, 
Brazil - 4%, and othem - 2%) .11 Since then, however, the pe~ 
centage of tmrists fran the U.S. has risen considerably, with 
the opening of the Hilton Hotel, while Venezuela's share has 
noticeably declined (see table 7. 4) • 
The impact b~ught about by locals travelling abroad 
and by fo~ign visi tom should now be examined. In Chapter IV, 
it was pointed o\,lt that the country had a favourable overall 
balance of trade in international travel of $3.0Mn between 1951 
and 1959. Between 1957 and 1963, however, there was a deficit 
of $13. 3Mn (see table 7. 5 and Chapter IV). 
Table 7.5 
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International Trawl $Mn 
1957 
Expenditure 12 .1 
Revenue 12.1 
1958 
13.2 
13.7 
1959 
14.4 
14.8 
1960 
------
17.0 
15.3 
1961 
------
18.3 
14.7 
1962 
21.2 
16.1 
1963 
21.4 
18.1 
Source: I.M.F. Rewrt, Trinidad and Tobago. (Official-unpublished), 
1965, p. 2. 
Without exploring in detail the ccmplexi ty of the econanics 
of tourism, it should be pointed out that both Trinidad and Tobago 
have natural resourCe attraction for tourists which ~ of the 
same kinds (i.e. climate, topography etc.), as those being 
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exploited in other parts of the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico. 
Thus, there is little to give the islands any_ great natural . rela-
tive advant_age over n~ghbo~ areas and, therefore, great 
demands are made on enterprise, ~rganisation and technique. 
NEEr.5 vs REALITY 
In the previous section, the discussion attempted to in-
troduce some of the basic conflicts faced by the plarmers of the 
First Five-Ye~ .DeveloiJilent ~gramne. Now that the complexities 
of the dilemna have been outlined, this section wl.ll summari.se, in 
international perspective, the major issues that have been raised. 
The "needs 11 pertain to the aims of Trinidad and T~ago to achieve 
economi.~ giarth and development, whereas the "reality" is a 
comment on the international implications of localised desires, 
~in mind.certain actual developments since 1962. 
In view of the l:imited funds, only small successes 
oould have been expected in some spheres of the Progranme. In the 
stz:"Uggle _against unemployment'· given the increasing tendency 
towaro oonspicuous consunption, activities of the labour unions 
and the expectations touched off by the Programme, the standa.ro of 
li~ was forced upw-ards faster ~an economic gn:JWth. Furthennore, 
establishments soon opted to lay off portions of their labour force 
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as increased labour costs foreed production costs upwards.* '!he 
aa::tuisi tion of hire purchase tenns became increasingly simple and 
. ~· 
served to neet the cost of expensive imported i terns. Bank and in-
surance loans and no~g;ages were also readily available. 
'!he banks and insurance companies transfern:!d large 
parts of their profits abroad. In effect, the population was 
living beyond its means, and the needs for local investment were 
not being met by the h:igh per capita consumption (see table 7.6 
below). 
Consequently, the Government had to rely on international 
loans, which are both scarce and expensive. For example, before 
1966, no loans were obtainable from the U.S. Only Canada and the 
U.K. supplied loans to Trinidad and Tobago: the. fonner offered 50-
year long-tenn loans at the remarl<ably low rate of three-quarter 
pereent interest, ·while the latter made funds available at 6% 
interest - the regular going marl<et rate. At 6%, interest becomes 
50% of the p~cipal in 7 years, and equals the. principal in 12 
years. Large l~ng-tenn loans were, therefore, prohibitive at that 
rate. 
*Generally, management was not prepared to slow down the rate of 
increase in its alrea,dy large profit-margin. Moreover, as 
managem learned new busiriess teclmiques, they realised a need 
for a smaller labour supply. 'Ibis phenomenon applied largely to 
retail commercial enterprises. · 
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To help finance the Programme and other government 
transactions, defici. t spending was increased from $55. 4Mn net 
public debt in 1957 to $99.4Mn by the end of 1962,12 alth~ugh in-
novations were introduced to reduce bo~. 
Selected Countries 
United States 
Venezuela 
United Kingdom 
Netherlands 
Puerto Rioo 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Italy 
Jamaica 
Argentina 
Table 7.6 
Gross Ibnestic Product 
(per capl.ta - $u.s.) 
1953 1959 
2,079 2,484 
749 1,098 
813 1,121 
533 807 
405 641 
330 568 
353 524 
202 354 
917 330 
(current prices) 
% Armual Increase 
1953/59 
3.0 
6.6 
5.5 
7.2 
7.9 
9.5 
6.8 
9.8 
Source: United Nations Yea:rl:xx>k of National Acoounts, 1962. 
Moreover, there were major external forces working against 
eoonomic development in Trinidad and Tobago - forces that would 
limi. t the soope of any small developing oountry to transcend mere 
token development. Over these, the country had no significant 
control. The clilenuna of the !.D.C. is a case in point. A shortage 
of trained personnel and the relative inconpetence of the Govern-
ment Service culminated in limited results. The fact that, within 
the political machinery, the opposition was too weak and fragmented 
to constructively chall~ge the Government, further lind ted the 
scope of leadership of the latter. 
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Put into an intematicnal . perspective,. such a dilemma 
takes on ~r dimensions. The more efficient manufacturing 
techniques in many ~dvanced countries have :rendered them less de-
pendent on the pr.imal:y products and manufactured cons\.D'IIe~ goods 
of the developi:ng countries. Furthernore, they .may often export 
such products more cheaply than can smaller, less developed 
countries. Trinidad and To~ago, with ·its high labour costs, was 
especially vulnerable in this respect. 
Nor can this dilenma be realistically divorced from the 
arena of international power politics. The world powers speak 
. generou.sly about aid to developi:ng countries, but practically all 
aid is tied (as in Trinidad. and To~ago). Very often loans have 
to be spent on "capital equipment supplied by the len~ country".13 
The possible self-interest of the donati?g country must 
· also be CalSidered when the recipient country_ evaluates advice 
given by experts who :represent th~ government of that donati:ng 
country. For example, a British Government expert sent fran 
london in the early 1950's attempted to discourage the Trinidad and 
To~ago Government fro.w, establishi:ng manufa~ industries. He 
had ~uggested that, in the future, ~dad and To~ could only 
achieve a lasting economi~ growth by expanding the export of 
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surpluses from the primazy sector.* 
When this sort of ill-advice cones from many different 
cx)\mtries, affecting the plarming of different sectors of the 
eCOilOIIW, suspicion builds up. In Trinidad and Tobago, other 
factors (~.g. the I.D.C. dilenma) fortified an emezging attitude 
which borders on prejudice _against foreigners who- sugg~t anything 
unusually optimistic. 
This attitude is brought out in the GoverYlJIEilt' s appraisal 
of the U.N. team's report on the oounny's fishing resources. The 
team reported on the ~gration patterns of three important speqies: 
Cari te, Ki?g fish and Blue fish (see Chapter III) , as well as the 
abundance of shrimp in the ocean around Trinidad and Tobago, 
crayfish in the rivers, turtles and lobsters. In accordance with 
this report, the Fisheries Depart:IIent has cultivated lobster fishing 
grounds, (with species similar to those found off Australia, South 
Africa and Ma~ascar), and a marine-biological station was set up 
in T~ago. The station could incubate turtle ~ggs on· the beach, 
and the turtles which, after hatching, would always return to their 
birth place to lay ~ggs, would be in constant supply. _(Some 
turtles weigh up to about 5,000 lb.). 
*From an interview with the economic advisor of the Ministry of 
Finance - Government of Trinidad and Tobago. 
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To~ago has, in :recent .yean;, been export~ fl.~ fish 
to Malaya and ~ Kong for the ~ of fish sausages. 'Ibis 
has been the direct :result of the Extension Service in fisheries, 
as has been the education (wherever possible, given the short_age 
of advisozy pen;oimel) pert~ to the ~tory customs of 
major species. 
On the basis of the fishezy :resources already available 
off Trinidad and To~ago, it was est:imated by the team that a 
f~ vessel, 60 to 80 feet long, equipped to stay at sea for 
about a week, could have caught fish in sufficiently large quan-
tities so that evezy five men on board would have ~ed about · 
125 JIEn on land. 'Ihus, a landf:ng market of the size :reCCJIIIIel'lded 
for Port-of-Spain oould have enployed (directly and indirectly) 
sane 20,000. It would have :resulted in oonsiderable ~rt sub-
sti tution and would have provided a food source capable of 
further expansion. 'Ihe initial capital outlay would have been 
~e, and, partly ONing to the sho~age of funds, the petition 
for a lan~ marl<et was not deemed clearly feasible. 'Ihe fact, 
however, that the whole issue was not given serious oonsideration 
by the pl~ body oould :result in it be~ dropped completely, 
allardng no further consideration.* 
*One of the few ~ natural :resources available to Trinidad and 
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The developing comtries who ~ccept any form of loans 
or aid f:ron the lea~ world powers find it difficult to be m-
ocmni tted in the "Cold War St~le"; in the Western Hemisphere 
it has become virtually impossible. 'l'he fonner political leader 
of Guyana (then British Guiana) was conveniently ousted for 
supporting COJIUIRJni.st doctrine.* Furthermore, one becomes branded 
a conmunist-, if he sympathises with any comtry that openly defies 
the lhited States Govenunent. 
Trinidad and T~ago, like JJDSt small developing 
countries, is ~y dependent upon trade and, as a result, is de-
pendent upon the cur.rent political and economic climate of the 
world. For example, the country's favourable balance of trade in 
the 1950's was largely in response to "the buoyant economic 
condition in the Western World".l4 Within that period, the economy 
and its trade were affected by different world crises. The Korean 
War forced up trade prices of many p:cimaxy COliiiiDdi ties, affo~ 
TObagO, therefore, remains :relatively unexploited, while at the same 
tinie, the degree of sophistication of plarming becomes greater. The 
fault lies neither wholly with the Govemmer1t nor with the consul-
tants, but results from the difficulties arising from a lack of 
economic and de.TIDgraphic freedan to manoeuvre; as well as from con-
fusing socio-political attitudes. 
*A london Times correspondent wrote a column ( l.ondpn Times, April 
16th, 1967) explaining h0w the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency had 
infiltrated an election in British Guiana to produce the ·desired 
results. · 
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favourable export prices for cocoa, coffee and citrus. 'Ihe Suez 
crisis in 1956 caused the price of oil to rise, to the benefit of 
the Trinidad and To~o eoononw. Conven;ely, the recession in the 
United States of America in 1958 caused a slight decline in the 
balance of trade for that year. Mr. Dudley Seers explains such 
behaviour as indicative of an "open econony".l5 
The vulnerability in terns of trade of such a small 
"open econonw" must result in a wlnerable econonw. Industrialisa-
tion is then looked upon as a means of fortifying a tra.di tional 
prima:ry sector which will remain extremely important. Moreover, 
due to the size of the local market and the often inferior quality 
of the manufactured consume~ goods produced locally, most impol'-
tant industries have limited scope of expanding to .support mre 
than one est~lishment. Acco~ly, m:mopolies develop in most 
facets of the manufacturing sector - a situation reminiscent of 
same of the larger economies of O:mtral and South America, as well 
as in small-scale economies, such as that of Malta. 
Positive steps have been taken within the latin American 
~gion and the Caribbean region (jointly) towaros sol~ same of 
the problems raised thus far. Before turning to these, however, a 
fundcmental drawback needs to be defined. This has been the 
assumption (by newly-independen~ governments of Caribbean territo-
ries and advisors alike) , that the fonter administrative structure 
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of the civil service would ·automatically be applicable to the 
forthoozni:ng requirements of the independent oountry. For JIDSt 
oountries, ~gardless of eco.nc:md.c status, there is a ~in of 
ineffl.ciency within the ing;>lementation of plaris by a given govem-
nent office. Ye:t JIDSt. gove:rnnents in ~out plans do not 
~ge s~eguaros .against such inefficiency, and this often leads 
to otherwise unnecessazy expenditure. (This is more the case in 
welfare plarming than in development pl~). 
The s~cture of a ci vi1 service tends to resemble that 
of a militazy corps; where respect for senior officers is essential 
to its function. In the experience of Trinidad and Tobago and 
other West Indian islands, the attitudes of the local population, 
are such that this respect virtually disappean;. * Moreover, where 
a civil service union is established, the workers often beccme pro-
tected .against most types of disciplinazy action. It is in this 
type of public service administration that mst worl<ers develop a 
warped sense of values and take pride in adrle~ as little as 
possible. 
Responsibility and ~tence suffer an even greater blow 
*This attitude arises largely from the days of slavery and ooloniali-
sation when only those of Caucasian origin were treated with respect. 
Now that this etlmic strain has been replaced by other etlmic strains 
at many levels of leadership, the respect fonnerly afforded to that 
leadership has dimi.hished greatly. 
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as corruption sets in. 'Ihe islands of the West Indies constitute 
small communities in which "al.nDst everyone knows you" and, in 
fl.mdamental rural temperament, people do favour.; and expect favour.; 
to be done for them in return. Such attitudes inevitably lead to 
corruption at all levels. 
\ 
A civil service operating mder such internal presstn"es 
must function at a lCM efficiency rate, and labour costs must 
consume an exceptionally 1~ portion of government expendittn"e~ 
'Ihus, be~ in mind such structural deficiencies (which also 
occur in vary~ degrees in many South and Central .American 
COlD'ltries), one could adopt a mre realistic perspective in evaluat-
~ · the steps taken tc:Mards econanic integration in this region. 
Dur.ipg a conference in 1958, Latin American delegates were 
speculatf:ng and pl.anni:ng a ~gional market system (the Latin 
.American Fn:!e Trade Association - LAFTA). Styled after the E.E.C., 
they were quite aware of the necessity to co-operate with one 
another, in oroer to reduce the preponderance of monopolies, and 
so increase the overall efficiency of the region. 'Ihe trade in 
this bloc is significantly aligned with that of the U.S.A., owing 
to abmdant United States private enteJ:Ilrise in these comtries. 
Recently (since 1962), Trinidad and Tobago has been accepted into 
the bloc and, although p~gress has been slCM in the early stages, 
the future of trade in the area is promis~. Southern South · 
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.American countries can supply Trinidad and Tobago with IIDSt of its 
requirements for temperate food products, while the oonpeti tion 
with other ~gional economies for the tropical products marl<et 
would demand maxi.rm.un productivity and quality standards. 
"The question of future political stability of the Latin 
.Anerican oountries is timely and raises due ooncern. But, in 
:recent years the political situation has tended to :remain relatively 
stable as lo_ng as the economic situation has not become too burden-
sane to the local populace. In this sense, the interoependence of 
the entire ~gion (incl~ the West Indian oountri.es who had 
eoonomic links with them) was urgent. The adverse effect of the 
E.E.C. on the eoonon;r of lAFTA had been very noticeable,* and this 
had, at times, had political repercussions. The political stru.cture 
of most oountries significantly limited the soope of ecx:manic 
advancement at lower ecx:momic levels.** HCMever, the development of 
this ~gional marl<et and v_igorous land reform programmes raised new 
*e.g. exports from Argentina were most affected, since, unlike 
other Latin .Americari countries, it did most trade with Europe and 
not with the U.S.A. 
**Venezuela is one of the few Latin Anerican oountries in which 
the machinery of democracy has been made to worl< in spite of mili-
tazy crises, and, although the range of incomes ~ very wide, 
there has been enough all-round eoonani.c activity in recent ye_ars 
to elevate the standard of living at all income levels. 
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(though ~ague) possibilities for JID:re enployment in the url:>an 
centres. Such land :refonn p~gramnes would free the peasant 
fa:rners in JIDst ootmtri.es from the buroen of perpetual debt and 
usher many into a new income bracket which allcMs sa~ and ex-
pansion. All this is possible, if the monopoly-prone eoonomies 
could tmdergo the transfonna.tion foreseen by the 195.8 oonference. 
Thus, eoonanic development may henceforth be ~garded as attain-
able by us~ more ecx:momic and less political intervention. 
The implications of such a developnent in the affairs of 
Latin .America oould be immense for Trinidad and To~. The expec-
tations of the draft of the ~velopment ~grarmne indicated, ·hypo-
thetically, that Trinidad and To~ago would have to :realise less de-
pendence upon ad,vanced ootmtri.es. -However, given the size and 
nature of the eoonany, the experience of the first ~velopnent 
~grarmne indicated, quite emphatically, that the eoononw was 
likely to beoome s_ignificantly JID:re dependent, in spite Qf economic 
plarming. Acoo~gly, the entire future of LAFTA will be in-
c:reas.i?gly inportant to the oountzy. 
Cbnclusion: A free-trade association provides trade protection for 
its members and :reduces the degree of vulnerability to international 
trade. It also imposes certain :responsibilities which each member 
• 
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must assune to ens~ the success of the association. Being a 
CX>.IIDm..n'li. ty, the member nations would contribute goods and services , 
wherever possible,·· in order to implement total ~gional ~rove­
ment. Similarly, within national and settlement entities, people 
need to realise that such co-operation leads to communi. ty develop-
ment. Each pen; on in the labour foree, therefore, needs to be 
aware of his possible contribution to his cormnuni ty and the related 
economic implications. At this level of sophistication, the hlD'IIan 
resource base is capable of eonverrting rost of the physical re-
sources into valuable assets. 
Relating this to the experience of Trinidad and To~ago, 
many questions present themselves: Could the developnEllt of hlD'Ilall 
resources keep pace with recent development of the GDP; how soon 
will education and t~g contribute s.ignificantly to the develop-
ment of these resources; would population rovement towan1s north-
west Trinidad continue to cause rapidly growing urban tmemployment 
and social lm.reSt; would this tmrest further restric:t the seope of 
fonnal education as an aid to htnllail resource development? 
These and other questions are crucial to the type of 
economic pl~g needed for future development in Trinidad and 
Tobago. 'Ihe answers, however, cannot be forthcoming without ~ geo-
graphical and historical appraisal of the available physical and 
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human resources , both in relation to each other and in the context 
of international influences. In other words, neither economic 
theory nor planning as an isolated contribution is adequate to meet 
the needs of a specific country, when taken out of the context of 
political, historical, cultural, sociol.ogical and other implications. 
Thus , the first Developnent Progr-arrure cannot ~ treated as a 
purely economic effort restricted to a specific time-period of 
1958 to 1962. A historical and geogr-aphical approach is best 
sui ted to co-ordinate all impending factors , hence the importance 
of th~ geographer in specific economic planning. 
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APPENDIX I TO CHAPI'ER II 
TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS 
The development of the ·transport system in Trinidad and 
Tobago beeame increasi?gly :in'q;>ortant after World War II. There 
was little addition to the rnil~ge of public roads (from 2409 
miles in 1951 to 2527 miles in 1961), while the railway rnile~ge 
.actually .decreased. The use ·of transport facilities increased 
.at a :rem3rkable rate, however,. as rrore widespread use ·of road 
·facilities had practically rrade the railway obsoiete. Table I 
helps to.point out th~·:in'q;>act of post-war·urbanisation an the 
·transport system. Road traffic had trebled in volume .between 1946 
and 1957, expandi?g by a further 50% by 1962. In contrast, the use 
of the railway (which was .always a government concern) had been 
declining. Despite the increase of passengers·from 1954-1960, 
passe:nger :revenue was .relatively lessened. This factor reveals in 
part the increase in short distance commuting, col.IDtered by less 
lang distance ·travel by rail, which is to be expected as a society 
becones · · u:r-oanised. 1 A comparison of the map belOW" and Appendix 
I:t! . shows the extent to which railway mile.age was reduced between 
1950 and 1965. 
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By 1955, the pressure of road traffic had become so 
. great dur~g the rush hours that railway transport was somewhat 
faster and rrore reliable for those who used public transport 
between San Juan and Port"""'f;...Spain. But the revenue collected 
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from passe:ngers .alO:flg the rest ·of the rail routes was extremely laN. 
Along with the small voll.D'IE of goods handled, the revenue collected 
by the railway had de~sed from 32.6% of the expenditure of $2.3 
Mh in 1946 to about 8.3% of .$3.9 Mh in 1960 (see Table I). ·Had 
.. 
there been a line west ·of Port-of-Spain, the railway IIE.y have had 
rrore use, but this area had been developed alo:ng after the build-
ing ·of the rail system, ·and expansion costs had become prohibitive. 
Al. tho:ugh ·Trinidad and Tobago could boast rrore road rnile-
.age per . person than ·Britain, 2 the road network was not adequate 
to meet the increased volume of traffic over the decade preceding 
1958. The main roads had been decisive in the population build-
up, especially in . St. Geo;rge and the other western conn ties. It is 
. alo:ng these main roads that urbanisation continues rrost rapidly. 
Table I helps to paint a vivid picture of what' has been 
happening on the roads. Licensed vehicles trebled between 1946 
and 1957, ·of which taxis increased abou~ f-ive-fold and private 
vehicles about three-and-"'a--half times. The .bU:5 SerVice was .also 
Table 1 
No_to...r._1le_hl.c1es .Licensed and Re.gistered 
Licen~. _Re_gis ter.~.d. . 
t End 9f Private Hi.,.E:d Omni.bus Goods 'l'ractors ~fotor Total &· &: He11ted VeMcles 'I' railers Cycles 
951 10,282 2,591 302 4,4-94 406 604 18,67.9 23,4-92 
, 
952 11,027 3,081 356 4,602 445 638 20,149 25,267 
953 12,010 3,461 218 4, 976. 567 672 21,904 28,747 
954 13,504 3,956 197 5,293 668 . 749 24,367 30,155 
955 15,481 4, tlll 214 5,928 . 836 831 27,701 33,317 
956 1'7, 353 4,636 188 6,210 950 869 30,206' 36,742 
~57 lB,864 4,839 174 6,246 1,108 966 32,247 . 41,503 
' 
)58 20,309 4,841 241 6,626 1,257 1,026 34,300 42,221 
~59 22,937 5,031 245 7,323 1,647 1,106 38,2B9 45,849 
)60 26,776 6,251 239 '7 1722. 1,906 1,203 44.,097 52 ,·601 
>urce: Trintdad and 'l'obago. Central SbtistiC{!.] Office: Annunl StcJtistical Di,7-esL..J3,G,1, p. 104. 
expanded, although the ~igure does not bring this out. The new 
buses were much la:r-ger, so that between 1953 and 1958, while the 
rtuinber licensed oscillated between 218 and 241, their car.ryl.:ng 
capacity increased~ 6540 to .9249. 3 
Two of the ·most decisive factors in the expansion of 
road ·transport in both Trinidad and To~go . were the rise in the 
standaro of li v~g bro:ught about by the development of the petrol-
.eum industry and the abundant supply of natural. asphalt and 
quarried material. These industries will be discussed more fully 
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later when we survey the industrial -status of the country. Never-
theless , . it . should be noted here that local petroleum consumption 
increased markedly in postwar years, alO?g with the use of asphalt 
and quap.r>ied lirrestone and gravel for roao build~g and maintenance. 
Not only did the Government railway suffer at the hands 
of the rapidly ·expan~g use of road facilities, but port services 
did as well. The latter had been receiv~g "a. sizeable subsidy 
to cover losses on. its operations which include the rtmn~g of 
coastal. steamers, "4 operating nostiy in the Gulf ·of Faria and between 
Port-:of-Spain and Scarboro:ugh. The latter route was of extreme 
Cc>mrrercial · inportance to To~go, . but Plynouth, Roxborough, Charlotte....: 
ville and Speyside, and Toco, Trinidad, were also ~gaged in local 
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.trade. All Trinidad11 s ports, except Toco, are on the Gulf of Paria. 
There was a growing use of air transport in Trinidad and 
Tobago, especially for business purposes. Piarco, the main airport, 
was the only one which handled najor international fl:ights. Crown 
Point in Tobago . also handled a few minor int~rnational fl_ights , 
but was used JIOstly as a link between Trinidad and to~go. A 
riumber.of the oilfields had srnall.runways to acoamrnodate l:ight 
business aircrafts ·and ·private .planes. 
'PUblic ·Transport ~rv~~s: From 1946 to 1957 Trinidad and To~go 
experienqed a · grow~g IIDbili ty of the population. The increase 
in ·passenger rwvement was ·greater than the net pepulatioll: growth. 
The ris~g living .standards nade possible (1) an ext:renely rapid 
expansion in the volume ·of private vehicles on the roads, (2) 
ail· ·.evem-~gher ·growth rate ·of licensed taxis, . (3") a correspond-
ingly slow rate of int:r;ease in the use of buses, relative to net 
populatioll: gnJWth, and ( 4) an actual decrease in the use of the 
pass~ger .service provided by the railway. (5) The JIOre wide-
spread use of pedal- and JIOtor-cycles further bore out the evidence 
of a ·trend towards increased reliance on private transport. 
Just as different :iiDdes of ·transport could be identified, 
so could different classes of coiilllllters, al th~ugh the two overlap. 
Cdiilllllters duri?g the week coul.O be divided rnainl y into worker; 
shoppers, and . students; on. weekends there would be a fourth c?Rd 
rather different type of travelling: recreationc:;~.J,. 
Regular working hours in Trinidad and Tob_ago were from 
· 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., and the :rush hours affected traffic in all the 
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major ·urban ·areas. School hours varied somewhat, but rrost schools 
commenced classes .at about. 8. 30 a.m., dismissed for lunch between 
11.·30.a.m. ·and 12.30 p.m., concludi:ng classes at about 3.00 p.m. 
Accordi:ngly the busiest hours on the roads were 7. 00 a.m. to 8. 45 
a.m.' 11.·00 a.m. to 1. 00 p.m.' and 3. 00 to 5. 00 p.m. The intensifica-
tion ·of ·traffic on the main roads during the rush hours s_ignified 
a ·l~ge ·rate of_ gr<:Mth in . school enrollment, a larger labour force 
with rrore. job opportunities; and an "undisciplined use of the roads, "5 
· .result~g in ·traffic congestion. The latter referred' to the delivery 
·ot: .goods :during .peak hours in ·urban areas. When we discuss the 
Developrrent Pr?gra:rrme in detail later, we will .l~a+n about the 
Government's plans to alleviate such problems. 
The rrteC!JlS of public transport rrost used. by school children 
were the railway and the bus services. The workl:ng population also 
used· these services, but they ·travelled by taxi rrore ·frequently than 
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either, especially over lo~er clistances, since taxis were a faster 
means of ·transport. They were, however, slightly rrore expensive, 
and rrost school children could not afford them. 
Trinidad & rr:oba.go' s unique taxi service warrants explana-
tion here. Apart ·from the conventional type of taxi service, which 
was used al.m::?st exclusively by tourists' the popular taxis were 
.rt.m rather like buses. "Licensed for five passengers only'~,* 
they ran on .~gular :routes; -they had standardised fares; and they 
.stopped· for pass~gers anywnere, so that a pass~ger nornally did 
not have a choice ·of fellaN travellers. In 1957, their fares were 
. generally twice that ·of buses for the .identical route. 
Shoppers, who were comprised mainly of housewives·, or their 
domestic aides, used . public ·transport to a ·greater extent than 
either the cornnuting labour force or the ·tra.velH.?g school children. 
This was because nariy families owned a car which took the children 
to school, and one or both parents to work. In 1958, .very few 
families had two autorrobiles' so . that whoever did the shoppl?g 
durl?g the week either ·walked·, or used public conveyance. 
On Saturdays and Sundays, both the nature and .tempo ·of 
·traffic .were noticeably :cha?ged. On Saturoay rrornings, schools 
were not in session, so that . students and teachers did not have . to .. 
*· An inscription on the taxis. 
·travel· early. Most shops and officeE were open from eight to one 
o'clock, and this was the only time JIOst teachers had to shop, 
except d~g their lunch hour. On this day, therefore, ·traffic 
was continuously heavy from about 7.00 a.m. to about 2.00 p.m., 
alt~ugh not as heavy as duri?g the weekday rush hour. 
For the remainder of the weekend, traff~c was JIOderate 
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to light, except around market places on Sunday JIOr'l1i?gs from pre-
dawn hours to about nine or ten o'clock. First the vendors prepared 
their stalls for the ·earliest custorrers who Carne as early as .4.00 a.m. 
The markets were busiest between about six and nine. 
By 1957, the ·trend of inci-eased .recreational traffic 
was already well established. Trips to beaches, recreation parks, 
sports. grounds, and other recreational sites were becOJn:i?g rrore 
desirable. As a result, there was ~ growth in weekend road ·traffic 
proportionally greater than the_ growth of weekday ·traffic . over the 
years. Another result was the increase in weekend traffic accidents. 
We will deal with traffic safety later in this Appendix. 
We will now consider another aspect of non-recreational, 
long-distance ·travel on weekends. A_ gra.v~g number of wo:i>ke'rs and 
students worked or attended . school too far away from home to cormnute 
daily. Such .people would board near their job or school duri?g the 
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week, and return home on ·as many weekends as possible. For those 
making such a trip betw~en Trinidad and Tob_ago it was not very often, 
since air transport was rather expensive, and the weekend coastal 
steamer services was so:rrewhat unreliable. The Development ~gremrre 
had made plans for the re-'"organisation of the_ government operated 
coastal steamers - a topic for later discussion. 
The internal transport of domestic and fore_ign produce 
was nore .dependent upon the roads than upon the water, railway or 
air services. The secondary road network was of gre.;:tt importance 
to farmers, especially the srna.ll holders. As will be seen in the 
land Use survey, without these roads nost farm produce would not 
get to . the markets. 
··ROad NetwOrk: Bridle paths are unpaved roads, ·or fairly wide paths 
which branch off fn>m the . secondary roads (and some main roads) 
into the interior. The bridle paths were not meant for notor ·traffic. 
They provided.access to some settlements isolated from rnotorable 
roads, but nore often they joined the interior farm lands to the 
notorways. 
In the sugar-cane plantations, forests, and a few other 
plantation-type sett~gs, there were .numerous turf roads.* .These 
often f6rned. a network on the larger plantations and in the forest 
~c This .refers to the passageways left between stan$ of forest, by 
woodcutters, to ·provide ·avenues whereby they would penetrate th§ 
- belts, and were used by an:imal- or rrotor-dra.wn carts to -transport 
produce to a central point for easy collection. I;n the forests, 
lorries were being used increasingly in preference to carts for 
the ·transport of logs. The accessibility of these roads is 
invariably limited to dry ·or firm surface conditions. 
Very seldom would a settlement be found equipped with a 
cOrniiereial enterprise, while lacking paved roads. In 1957, such a 
situation was less ·unconm:m in To~go. . Consequently, paved roads., 
both primary and secondary, were the scene of certain types of 
·traffic, to the exclusion of . other types mentioned in the two 
:previous p~phs. 
Paved roads had . always . been convenient for the Swift 
IICvenent o£: goods and passe:ngers, while well-surface dirt or gravel 
;roads were .accessible for IICst of the year. It was on these two 
types of :roads ~t IICSt cOIIIIIErcial transport took place. In the 
rural countryside, the roads were second and third class , both in 
· Trinidad and Tob_ago. They were narroW and wind~g with both as-
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. ·phalt surfaced an~ dirt- or_ gr-avel-surfaced :roads, be~g treache:rous 
duri?g much ·of the rainy season, especially in the hi],.ly ~s. 
In Tob~o, a large p:roportion ·of the ~ghways presented such conditions, 
and were; accordi!tgly, inadequate to supply IIEny districts with 
certain basic services denan.ded in a developing society. SuCh 
inadeqUa.cies will be clarified in the survey of proposals for the 
Developrrent Programme. 
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Traffic ·Safety: The railways were aJ..mJst without exception the 
safest rrea:hs of transport. Sea travel was also quite safe. It 
was road ·traffic tha~ ·generally created rrost alarm c3l'IO!lg people, 
since the ·frequency ·of .accidents is also apparent. The n"l.li!lQer 
of accidents on the roads alrrost doubled between 19 51 arid 19 64 (see 
Table :2), .but the increase by 1957 was about 25 to 30 percent. 
When considered in :relation to the increased volume of traffic and 
. pedestrians on the roads over the same period, one could conclude 
that tr:'affic was beooJirl:ng safer.* Traffic safety slogans and con-
tinuous road safety .education ·in the schools were undoubtedly 
:responsible, to ~·great -extent, for the relatively low frequency 
·of accidents. The high .level of skill of the driving population 
was another factor to .be considered. 
* The ·writer taught at Ctmupia Government Elementary School for 9 
rronths in 1960. · At least half of the 900 pupils walked .along an 
ext::remely .busy two-lane highway which had. no pavements. Soine of 
them walked for 1~ ·miles ·along this road; yet during his stay, 
there was not a si!tgie road .·accident invol vi!tg a child. 
'l'able 2 
Persons Killed and Injured in Road Accidents 
Year Killed Injured 
1951 77 2,325 
1952 85 1,854 
1953 88_ 2,461 
1954 91 . 2,621 
1955 95 2,999 
.-
1956 93 2,850 
1957 97 2,890 
1958 112 3,233 
1959 125 -~ A _ _.,. .),·-r)O 
1960 141 4,2C;4 
1961 154 4,132 
1962 137 3,669 
Source: Trinidad a~d Tobago. Centr~1 Statis-
tic;,;.l Office: Annun 1 StP:.hs ti.ca.l 
D;gest. 1964, p. 107. 
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· ·other ·coii11tll.lni¢atj,on 'f'c;iQj.l~ties: Evidence of tl"l.e population 1 s 
risi?g livi?g standards ~ greater economic activity are shown 
in Table: 3. Note that the acquisition of telephones for both 
·private and business uses increased muCh faster than the net popula-
ti<m: growth. The armual revenue collected grew rrore rapidly than 
the increase in the .number of .either private or business telephones, 
reflecti?g c3: greater expansion in business than in private use, 
as the forner was rrore expensive to the user. In 1957, there 
.were telephones in operation all over the territory, with pay 
telephone booths in ·or .near police. stations, warden 1 s offices, or 
post offices iri mst rural districts. The use of telephones, 
however, was not widespread .outside of the urban a:reas. 
The postal service was quite well-equipped to distribute 
mail to .the less-rerrote rural districts. Post offices had been 
built where .there ·was a sufficiently lc3!ge population to be served. 
In ·smaller settlements, a postal service would be installed in a 
·private hone ·iJr a local shop, for the sale of stanps and other minor 
services. A deli very service would take a postman within a certain 
radius ·of the post ·office. People livi?g outside of this radius 
would have .to collect mail at the post office. The speed and efficiency 
of the service was rroderate, but occasional corruption within the 
CO~IMUNICATIONS 
TABLE .ON TELEPHONE SERVICES 
INST,\LLATIONS J\ND HEVENUE FIWM TOLLS 
Number of Telephones installed 
- ! 
AT END OF YEAR :<t"'!· Revenue irnm Tolls 
Total For Residential For Commercial Use and Industrial Use 
s 
(1) ( 2) (3) (4) 
1940 ·•········•••••·····•···•····· 7. 164 2,554 4,610 70,202 
... 
1941 .............................. 8, 483 2, 780 5, 703 80,488 
1942 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9, 361 2,842 6,519 93,873 
1943 ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 9, 155 2,905 6,250 85,829 . 
1944 .............................. 9,678 3,070 6,608 86,738 
-
1945 ............................... 9,959 3,193 6,766 91, 167 
.. 
1946 .............................. 10,442 3,456 6,986 104,171 
1947 
······························ 
11, 016 3,_ 621 7,395 197,669 
1948 
······························ 
12,216 4, 170 8,-046 207,574 
1949 .............................. 13,546 4,683 8,863 222,780 
1950 .............................. 14,7 94 5,372 9,422 245, 184 
1951 I - • ~ o I I I II I I I I I I .. 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 16. 17 0 I 5, 994 !0, 176 285, 086 
1 :::s :?. •• ~ .•••••••••••..••••••.•••••• I 17. 58.~. I 6,564 10.921 326,201 I 
1953 .............................. 18.997 I 7. 361 11,636 351,807 
1954 .............................. 20,973 8,243 12,730 400,821 
·o--
11:1;);:). •·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
23,116 9,242 13,874 H4,495 
1956-.............................. 25,431 10, 283 15, 148 523,746 
1957 I 
······························ 
27.570 ! 11,364 16. 206 603,483 I I 
1958 I 30, 331 12,535 I 17.795 672,895 .............................. i 
I i 
1qss I 30,751 12, 405 I 18, 3<!6 745, 238 ................................ I I I 
1960 
i 
~0.872 12,398 I 18.-iH 477. 843• ............................... 
1961 ................................ 31, 63 1 12,596. 19, 085 G!J2, 953 
1962 · ....... , ...................... 33,554 13,, 201 20. 353 ~n. 297 I 
· ... 1963 .................. ,, .. , ......... 35,060 . . .. 13,666 I 21. 394 . 918. 3;:~: 
. 
.. 1964 .................. , .......... . 36,614 ?-14, _oo ?? ., . 
--·"'6"'% C'": ... ~') ... 
----------------------------~--------------~--------------------~----------------------------~--------------------
• Figure relates only to ~h-e period Janua.:y to A1Jg".J&t, be.c::u.a,e oi the workers st:ike which continu~c! until the end of the.: yc.w·. 
1. Includes Ruvenuc from long distance calls mode in Trinidad and Tobago only. 
Source: Trinidad snd '.lobago. Central Statisticnl Office: Annu2.l St.ntist:i.cai. Ditrest, 19• 
T.'lble .1. 
Posta1 Services 
Inland OvP.r!=:-ee.:.=; Sllrf:-i.Qe I\~Hj 11 Oversec:.s 
~ received Airmc.:il 
. 1951 7,830' 443 1,781 '_9,170 
1952 6,837 436 2,11~ ll, 509 
1953 8,443 262 2,729 11,567 
1954 7,852 233 2,930 11,858 
1955 10,205 534 3,546 14,436 
1956 10,268 534 -3,614 14,720 
1957 12,157 581 3,639 15,064 
1958 12' 317 581 4,093 15,709 
1959 12,924 580 -1,1.98 17,964 
1960 14,254 606 4:.462 17,987 
Source: T:-inido.d_ o:nd Tobngo. C.:::nt!"al St::;t:..zticE:.l Cffice: 
Annual St::!.tisticc.l Diac:io~t. }q64-, p. 117. 
system did create problems. · Nevertheless, the voll..JJie of ·inland 
rnaii handled increased .at a faster rate than that ·of the popula .... 
tion prior to l957 (see Table ·4). 
Footnotes: 
1. Bonavia, Michael R. : · ·The :Economics 'of 'Trartspo:trt. 
(Carnbr~dge,·university·Press, 1963), p.28 
2. Trinidad and Tobago Gover.nrnent: First Fl.ve.,.Year 
Development Pro~ (19'58..,62).· (Port'""of-Spain, 
Gover:hrnent ·Printery, 19'58) , p .19 . 
. 3. Trinidad and Tobago Goverrunent: Ecortomic .Survey' 
·of Trinidad and Tobago (l953-:S8). (Port-"of,;_ 
Spain, Govetrunent Printery, 1958), p.p9··. 
4 . . . Ibid. ' . p . 59 . 
5. 'Ibid.' p.l9 
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APPENDIX II TO CHAPTER III 
LOCAL TRADE IN MARKEl' . CENTRES 
A very important aspect of agric~ture and fisheries 
in the economic life of the local corrmmi ty often escapes observa,... 
tion: it is the role of the local rrarket centre, which represents 
the chief means of ·trade for local primary produce. Actualiy, 
betwee:h 1953 and 1957, the value of local sales in,creg.sed at a 
faster rate than did total agricultural sales (see table below). 
Direction of Gross s~es of Ag;riG'Jl t~. (Current prices) 
'1953 
$Mn % 
Total 80.9/100 
local . 30.2/37:.3 
Mfg. 35.3/43.6 
:Expt. :J.5.4/19.1 
1954 
$Mn % 
93.8/100 
35.5/37.8 
. '38.0/40.5 
20.3/21.7 
1955 
$Mn % 
96.1/100 
4L7/4-3.4 
. '38. 3/39.9 
16.1/16.7 
1956 
$Mn % 
99.3/100 
4-7.3/47.6 
.. 35.6/35.9 
16.4/16.6 
1957 
. $Mn. % 
107.9/100 
q4.2/q0.2 
40.5/37.5 
.13.2/12.3 
Source: . Trinidad and Tobago Government: Economic Survey _of Trinidad 
and Tobago· (1953 . ..:.58). Port of Spain, (Goverimlent Printery), 
1958. p.26 
The increasi!tg value of local sales was largely due to the fact 
that, d~ing this _peri~d.; retail prices_ grew by about 40%. Thus, 
.at 1957 prices·, the ·value of sales only improved frorri $42Mn to $54.2Mn. 
The supply of local _agricultural produce, i.e., fresh ·fruit, 
v:ege:table ·and: ground ·provision (edible· roots), was not keepi!tg pace 
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with local demand. A closer examination of·prices·in local market 
centres :reveals that those of ground provision and tomatoes we:re 
virtually doubled, whe:reas inc:reases in fruit and fresh meat we:re 
2()3 
as low as 10% in sorre cases. The:re is also the factor of the rapid-
ly increasing supply of such produce in supennarkets. Hitherto 
a virtually non-existent section in supennarkets, the ·fruit and 
. vegetable . depart:m:nt became very important to shoppers. . Refrigera-
tion allowed these.stores to keep produce for a sornewhat~lo.nger 
period than could market vendors. This had the two-fold effect of 
(1) :reduc~g the ~ggregate supply at the market centre, thus taking 
.advant_age ·of the short~ge, and .(2) provi~g their customers with 
the convenience of not having to shop in two places. Thus, the super-
markets could ch.a:r'ge ~gher prices for often-inferior produce. 
Although not quite the social centres they we:re in . Central 
·.Arrerica, 'fc market centres in Trinidad & Tob_ago served a vi tal .econo-
mic and social function in the local corroruni ty. These centres 
we:re usually situated close to the junction of najor routes.·** 
:Ma:i>kets come under four rrain cat~gories: ·(1) small and .(2) la:r-ge 
permanent markets housed under stalls in a fenced market place, 
* In Costa Rica, for -example, m:my market .centres operate only 
on weekends, and the local population attaches much social sigp.ific-
ance .to .it. In sorre .other countries :religious festivals a:re· often 
days for market rreetings, (see Biesanz, J'. ~:, Costa Rican Life, New 
York, Columbia Univ. ·Press, 1946, p.l59 and Whetten, N.: Guatemala, 
Yale Univ.Press, 1962, p.ll3.) 
ic* ·Best exarnples of such market centres a:re found in Port-of-Spain, 
San Juan, ·Chaguanas,· Marabella, Rio Claro, (see Appendix III). 
.(3) daily road-side markets on strategic routes and (4) periodical 
road-side markets whi~ generally meet on weekends. 
About 70 , 000 acres of land (some 16% of the ~icul tural 
·land) was .cultivated to supply the _agricultl.lral products for the 
local markets. These lands included much of the Canmi floodplain, 
plots within the s:ugar belt, as well as the alluvial valleys of 
both Trinidad and Tobago. Such lands were some of the IIDst fertile 
in the country, but . other .les~ sui table land was also U?ed for the 
same.purpose. Special.reference.is made here to the steep slopes 
of the valleys near to Port-"of-Spain and San Juan, upon which 
. ·crops .were rai~d. Some slopes were .steeper than 45 ~egrees, and 
the soil ·erosion caused was detrinental, ·from the standpoint both 
of soil conservation and ·crop yield. 1-Iavever, the ·transportation 
of ·produce· from these valleys to the urban markets was considerably 
cheaper, ·and the supply t? . retailers JIDre reliable than what came 
from JIDre remote ·areas. Moreover, wholesale prices were generally 
11?--gher . at the larger urban nerkets. Thus, the imnediate disadvan-
tages in cultivation .were ·off-set in the short nm. 
Further from the ·urban areas, better land was · cultivated. 
·Greater ·en-Phasis was .being placed on plantation-type agriculture, 
where plots were sufficiently la;r>ge. There were, however; nany 
small-holders who, like those with land close to the J.a;r'ge market 
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centres, depended on the sale of fresh frrui t, v:egetable an~ ground 
provision for a livelihood. Such growers were JI.lQSt vuJnerable 
to the inadequate transport available. Fortunately for some, they 
had their own means of transport to the market centres and some 
also their own produce. Many, however, had to rely on a "middle-
. ·JIEil" who pu:rchased· and collected their p:roduce and took it to the 
market. These fanrers, being .at the mer:'CY of the "middleman", were 
forced to part with their .perishable_ goods at extremely low ·prices. 
This preriomenon was probably the chief cause of under-
"employment in the ~gricultural sector in that snell farmers, unable 
to bypass the "middleman", tended not .to.:-maxirnise production, but 
rrerely .to ·produce as rilu.ch as they expected to sell. Thus, these 
far.I!Ers had. cut J;>ack p:roduction, and the rising retail prices had 
not been passed on to them. Instead, the prices on farms stayed 
. at roughly the sane level, or if they did rise, they did not keep 
pace with the ris~g cost ·of li v~g, a co:mrrent on the distorted 
nature of local trade patterns and pr:i.rra.Iy_ goods transport. 
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Soon ·after the termination of the ~gramme the Govern-
ment Ma:rketl?g Boani began operating a collection service to off-set 
the -exploitation of the ""middleJIEn", but it had not been adequately 
organised, and due to insufficient funds, could not supply the 
necessary vehicles to cover the rural areas. Consequently, their 
collection was i~gular and unreliable, al tho:ugh their prices 
were favourable. So the "middlemen" were supplied with an added 
threat to hold over the farmers. 
Although . some . plantation farmers .were also qubject to 
"rniddlerren", they had. security fiDm other non-perishable crops, 
. such as cocoa, coffee, coconuts, s:ugar"""cane and citrus fruit. 
l'breover, farmers. generally had so inu.ch produce that they had to 
a:rrra:n,ge specially for a lorry to collect it. This way they could 
dictate .reasonable prices. Canefarmers had a somewhat guaranteed 
market for their ·crop. The Citrus Growers Association had a well-
o~ganised collection service which offered th~ growers regulated 
prices. Thus , plantation owners , la;rge and small alike, tended 
to .be .better ·off than the ·small-croppers, .some of whom lived in 
desolate.poverty. 
The small peasant farmers and me.,.. holders who cultivated 
land relatively .near to the urban settlements generally benefitted 
from the Marketl?g Board's existi?g collection service. The BOard · 
had regularly-paid lorry drivers who went ou"F· weekly (in some 
cases semi-weekly) to collect produce. They bought at c3: guaranteed 
fixed rate and ·collected on a prescribed day. When this procedure 
was first irrg;>lernented, the Boaro underestimated the volume of 
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produce waiting to be transported to the Iilarket. The lorries were 
acco!"di?gly filled to capacity before they had gone far alO!lg the 
routes prescribed, and fa.rners further alO!lg who had expected the 
service lost ~ great deal of capital through food spoilage. In 
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· . response to the new collection system, a curious phenoiiEnon develop-
ed. M:my of these ·fa.rners had been getting h_igher prices in the ·urban 
markets than those offered by the Board. When the cost of transporta-
tion was considered, howeve:r, the total price paid to the farmers 
by the . Board was higher, . (transportation was free) . For these 
·fa.rners .the_ greater cash-in-hand .at the ·urban markets served a.S a 
·greater incentive. 
The Board also had quality standards, and produce that 
did .not .neet these. standards were left behind. This was oo:ught 
by ·"rniddlerren", (al~g with what had not been collected from the 
ma:r'ginal farrrers) .at lower prices. l'breover, they would approaCh 
the rra:rginal·farmers on IIOst.routes, and since they (the farmers) 
could not be . sure of havi:ng the~ goods collected. These would 
.be·~gained into accepting low·prices to assure the farner of having 
. . the · prodtJ.ce sold. 
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